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ABSTRACT

A comprehensive Ultrapure Water (UPW) simulator program has been developed

to model each unit process in UPW systems, including the entire dynamic system in real

time. The program estimates the removal efficiencies for contaminants generated in

semiconductor processes and in municipal water supplies. Calculations are performed

using flow balance and concentration profile determinations at each unit process

throughout the system. Simulator validation occurred using existing industrial facilities.

Spent rinsewater (SRW) recycling in semiconductor facilities has been shown to

provide significant UPW quality improvements. Contrary to many perceptions, this

recycling is not a compromise to the quality, but an improvement. Benefits to the cost,

reliability, and environmental improvements have also been identified.

Processing risks have also been identified as the use of UPW with even minute

quantities of contaminants, in particular the organic contaminants, could cause process

problems. The simulator has been shown to be quite capable of predicting the impact on

UPW quality due to excursions in SRW quality from semiconductor processes.

Photolithography is a primary semiconductor process where organic photoresist is

removed from wafers with corrosive chemistries. SRW is contaminated with both

organic residues and corrosive chemicals. Ozonated UPW has recently become an

alternative chemical for photoresist removal.

A single-wafer tool was fabricated out of quartz designed for various processes.

With direct observation of the wafer possible. Ultraviolet light experiments were also

performed, directing light through the quartz, process solution, and onto the wafer.

1 0
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Experimental procedures were developed to study the effects of turbulence, wafer

pretreatment, in-situ process treatments, and vibration on the kinetics and mechanism of

photoresist removal by ozonated UPW.

Data was obtained to determine which oxidation pathway was dominant; direct

ozone, or indirect oxidation through radical formation. Intermediate products were

determined using Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy.

Two distinct mechanisms were observed: film dissolution via a uniform sheeting

method, and a non-uniform vapor-phase bubble mechanism where film dissolution

occurred underneath the bubble. Models were developed that describe the film removal

under both mechanisms. The uniform sheeting model describes typical process

conditions in current tools. This model was validated and found in good agreement with

experimental data.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 ULTRAPURE WATER FOR USE IN SEMICONDUCTOR PROCESSING

Semiconductor manufacturing facilities require large volumes of water,

predominantly for wafer rinsing. Rapid industry growth, increases in wafer size, an

increase in process steps, smaller circuitry, and the need for higher water purity, indicate

a potential trend for increased water usage in semiconductor wafer manufacturing.

Present semiconductor wafer fabrication facilities (FABS) typically use 1-3

million gallons of ultrapure water (UPW) per day. In some locations, with 3 to 4 fabs

located on one site, this can easily exceed 10 million gallons per day. This quantity is not

the amount of municipal feed water necessary, but the amount of UPW that will be

required. The actual demand on the municipal feed water supply is approximately 25%

greater than the quantity of ultrapure water usage required, due to water loss occurring

during the purification process. In many communities, a wafer fab site is the largest

single user of water supplied from a municipal water treatment facility.

The ability to further expand semiconductor manufacturing facilities in many

locations is severely limited due to a lack of available water supply and/or wastewater

discharge capacity. In addition, as municipalities struggle to keep up with demand, they

often have to switch water supply reservoirs. When specific reservoirs get low, other

sources of different quality levels are used. Municipal water treatment facilities may also

need to change chemical treatment processes, or switch the piping arrangements, all of

which can quickly change the quality of water fed to the wafer fab facility. Each of these

12
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changes can significantly affect the operation of semiconductor wafer fabs. Even regular

seasonal changes in surface water quality supplies can drastically affect the performance

of ultra pure water treatment processes, significantly affecting the final quality of the

ultrapure water. This can be devastating to the operation of the semiconductor wafer fab

processes. A significant number of fab shutdowns have occurred in the past, and will

probably occur in the future, due to the poor quality of municipal water supplies. This is

particularly true in arid regions where some municipal supply facilities are already at near

or full capacity. Beyond meeting U.S. drinking water standards, there is no specification

on incoming water supplies.

The National Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (Semiconductor Industry

Association 1997) has identified target areas for decreasing net feedwater use, and

ultrapure water use through 2012. The requirement data for 1997 are based on industry

data. Requirements beyond 1997 are best estimates from technical working group

consensus. These requirements are listed in Table 1. Currently a combination of

strategies such as higher efficiency rinse processes; recycling of higher quality water

from process applications; and reuse of lower quality water for non-process applications

is being pursued.

During many of the wafer cleaning operations, corrosive chemicals are used and

then rinsed away with ultrapure water from the wafer surface, prior to the next process

step. These continuously flowing rinsewaters become spent and must be discharged from

the wafer process area. Recycling of the spent rinsewater provides for many benefits, but

has not been embraced by the industry due to the fear of contamination, primarily organic
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in nature, of the ultrapure water from compounds generated in the semiconductor wafer

manufacturing processes.

Table 1: 1997 National Technolo Roadma i for Semiconductors. H 0 Use

The only cost effective realistic solution to the water recycling issue, is the proper

segregation, collection, monitoring, and treatment of spent rinsewaters, with the

implementation of a recycle system that capitalizes on the cleanliness of this spent

rinsewater for quality improvement purposes. In order to meet the National Technology

Roadmap for Semiconductors in the year 2006, water recycling will be required.

A primary process step in the fabrication of integrated circuits is the organic

photoresist process. This process area uses large quantities of organic compounds, which

enter into the rinsewater flow. These organic compounds contaminate the rinse waters,

rendering the spent rinsewater not readily recyclable. A significant step in the photoresist

area is the removal of the organic photoresist. The standard wafer fab front end wet

photoresist removal process consists of a mixture of sulfuric acid (96% H2504) and

hydrogen peroxide (30% H202), called 'piranha' chemistry, to remove these organic
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photoresist compounds. 	 The spent rinsewaters from this piranha process contain

significant quantities of organic compounds.

A process alternative to this piranha process is the use of ozonated ultrapure water

to oxidize the photoresist for removal from the wafer surface. Wafers processed with

ozonated water require no further rinsing. This environmentally benign process reduces

the amount of water use as well as a reduction in the amount of contaminated spent

rinsewaters. It also provides for an improved level of safety relative to the use of hot

piranha, and reduces the load of waste sulfuric acid discharged to the industrial

wastewater treatment facility.

In that respect, the replacement of the piranha process with ozonated ultrapure

water was studied in this research. This study was divided into 2 significant parts;

the recycling of spent rinsewaters, and the fundamentals of ozonated water for the use in

the oxidation of organic films.

1.2 UPW PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION

Although previous research has supplied sufficient information on the ability to

remove common contaminants typically found in municipal water supplies, very little

information is currently available that describes the mechanisms for removal of the

compounds typically found in semiconductor manufacturing operations, particularly

those compounds generated in the photolithography processes. Of particular interest is

the ability to understand the removal mechanisms for these compounds from multi-

component mixtures. The contaminants in the spent rinsewater generating most of the

concern in the industry today are organic in nature. The removal of these organic
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contaminants from water however, will be impacted by the presence of other compounds,

such as acids, bases, and other organic compounds.

Previous work that has been performed in the area of modeling the recycle of

UPW includes work performed at the University of Arizona: Kon Tsu Kin, [Kin, 1996] at

the University of Arizona, developed a model for a recycling loop in a typical UPW

polishing system which includes a Storage Tank, UV Oxidation Chamber, and Ion

Exchange Beds.

The generalized mass balance equations along with the initial and boundary

conditions for each of these unit processes was described in his publications. The model

also incorporates the oxidative mechanisms of trace organic compounds in ultrapure

water using Ultraviolet (UV) Light, Ozone, and the combination of UV and Ozone for

many organic compounds. The formulation and arrangement of those mass balance

equations for the unit processes in the ultrapure water polishing loop gives the model

both feasibility and the flexibility to adapt itself for step or pulse injection anywhere

along the recycled loop. The algorithm in the model uses a Lagrangian approach. The

Lagrangian approach is to keep track of the temporal variations of the TOC concentration

in a fluid element as it moves along the recycled loop. For example, at time equals zero

the contaminants are injected. The TOC concentration is calculated on exit from each

unit process in the loop. The concentration of the contaminants entering each unit

process after one cycle is the sum of the external input plus what is not removed in the

previous cycle. Therefore, the TOC transients in the recycled loop are clearly tracked.
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Gary Chen [Chen, 1996], also at the University of Arizona, developed a model

using an Eularian approach, modeling several types of unit processes connected as a

system similar to that found in UPW facilities in the industry. This model is based on a

Fortran code simulating, in a dynamic mode, the concentration of a single contaminant at

the effluent of a UPW facility, with and without recycling the water back into the UPW

system at various points. The model uses equations, which describe the removal

mechanism for a single component in a pure water stream, for various unit processes.

Chen's work focuses on the mechanisms and kinetics of the chemical oxidation

process, in particular the use of UV photolysis, with and without the presence of ozone. A

novel photocatalytic filter was developed which incorporates both chemical oxidation and

filtration into the same unit process. This was accomplished by embedding a

photocatalyst, titanium dioxide, onto a filter media, stainless steel, in the presence of UV

light. Organic contaminants adsorb onto the filter, and are then oxidized by

photocatalytic oxidation. The photocatalyst enhances the formation of hydroxyl radicals,

at the surface of the titanium dioxide, adjacent to the adsorbed organic species. These

excited hydroxyl radicals perform the primary oxidation of the organic species. Of

particular importance, is the realization that in the presence of titanium dioxide, organic

species can be oxidized with the more prevalent 254 nm UV wavelength in equal

magnitude as with the more commonly used 185 nm UV wavelength light. Without the

photocatalyst present, the 254-nm light is typically only used for bactericidal benefits, not

for the oxidation of organic compounds. 254-nm light can be generated much more
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efficiently than the 185-nm light, thereby creating a significant energy savings for the

industry.

In addition to the UV light oxidation performance, Chen also evaluated the TOC

quantity in water after the mixed bed ion exchange process, which immediately followed

the UV light oxidation chamber. It was primarily these two unit processes, used together

in series, which were studied in detail. This arrangement is quite typical of a

semiconductor UPW polishing loop, the final UPW treatment processes prior to its use in

the semiconductor manufacturing process. It was found that certain organic species are

in fact recalcitrant relative to these 2 unit processes; Ultraviolet Light (UV) Irradiation

and Ion Exchange. It would therefore be unwise to recycle water containing these

contaminants, back into the UPW polishing loop, without further treatment.

To evaluate the performance of the organic oxidation process, both a Total

Organic Carbon (TOC) instrument, an ANATEL A-1000, and a non-volatile residue

(NVR) monitor, a TSI 7700, were used. Neither instrument is capable of detecting which

specific organic compound is present.

The analytical device for TOC measurements used in this research was an Anatel

A-1000 instrument. This instrument actually uses photocatalytic oxidation to perform the

oxidation of the organic compounds in the water sample. Titanium dioxide is used as the

photocatalyst, and 185 nm UV light is used as the source of energy to oxidize organic

species into CO2 and H2O. This change in CO2 quantity also changes the conductivity of

the water. Through a simple difference calculation, the change in conductivity indirectly

indicates the original quantity of total organic carbon present. This assumes, however,
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that the organic compound molecules are comprised only of carbon, hydrogen, and

oxygen. Other conductive species, such as fluoride, chloride, sulfur, and phosphorous,

that are quite often present in organic materials, will also contribute to this increase in

conductivity, causing incorrect measurements from the instrument.

Some organic compounds are also not fully oxidized in the presence of UV light,

and are therefore, only partially detected. The performance of both the NVR and the

TOC instrument was evaluated in this research for various organic compounds.

Although the software model does in fact, model an entire UPW system, consisting of

some unit processes such as Activated Carbon, Reverse Osmosis, Degasification, UV

oxidation, and Ion Exchange, the data presented is primarily for the UV oxidation process

only, with and without the photocatalyst present.

Both of these models primarily focus on single component removal efficiencies in

UPW. In typical industrial applications, however, relative to the recycle of mixed spent

rinsewaters, the rinsewater will contain multiple contaminants at all times. Spent

rinsewaters from various processes, both inorganic and organic, will mix to form these

multi-component solutions. For industry to be able to rely on any model, it is imperative

that the model accurately simulates these industrial settings. This researched focused on

modeling each unit process within a UPW system, as well as the entire UPW system,

including recycling aspects, which incorporates multi-component interactions between

contaminants.
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1.3 USE OF 03/UPW IN PHOTOLITHOGRAPHY OPERATIONS

A primary process area in the fabrication of integrated circuits is

photolithography. The primary step in photolithography is the application of a coating

of light-sensitive material called photoresist (PR). As deposited, molecules of PR

consists of 1000 — 10,000 carbon atoms and are hydrophobic. After the coating is

applied, UV light is projected through a template onto a chip-size section of the wafer,

which exposes certain portions of the photoresist. This process is then repeated for each

chip-size section of the wafer. Both positive and negative photoimaging techniques are

used in SC manufacturing. In a negative PR, exposure to light, or an energy source,

causes polymerization of the organic compounds. Physically, the polymers form a cross

linked chain that is resistant to the developer solutions. In a positive PR, the polymer, as

deposited, is relatively insoluble in the developer solution. After exposure to the proper

light energy, the PR converts to a more soluble state. This reaction is termed

photosolubilization. The light energy exposed portion of the PR is then developed away

in solution. The predominant PR type in use today is a chemically amplified positive PR

application. In this research, only the positive type PR was considered

The current trend in the industry is to use a deep ultraviolet light (DUV) PR,

where UV light, typically at 248 nm generated from a KrF excimer laser, is used to

expose and activate a photoacid generator (PAG). The DUV PR resist, as applied,

consists of a copolymer containing both protected and un-protected sites. Upon

activation with the UV light, an acid is generated which reacts with the protected sites.

The acid cleaves the protecting group bond to render the site un-protected, and soluble in
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developer solutions. The acid reacts in such a way that a new molecule of acid is also

generated, hence the term 'chemically amplified'.

The UV exposed photoresist has an enhanced solubility, relative to the UV un-

exposed photoresist in high pH solutions, such as tetramethyl ammonium hydroxide

(TMAH), at approximately 2.5% wt solution. In exposing the entire wafer to TMAH, the

UV exposed portion is developed away, while the UV unexposed areas of the wafer

remain covered with PR. The entire wafer is then typically baked at elevated

temperatures, 90-110 °C, which hardens the remaining photoresist, which becomes the

mask for circuit generation. Deep UV photoresists are typically used to obtain

semiconductor feature sizes down to 0.18 urn.

The basic structure of the deep UV resist is poly-(4-hydroxystyrene) (PHS)

indicated in Figure 1. At a later process step, this hardened photoresist must be removed.

Typically a combination of dry and/or wet strip treatments is performed for this removal

process. The dry strip process typically consists of reactive 02 plasma ashing. This

process, unfortunately, leaves hardened resist residues on the wafers. This process of

applying and removing the photoresist is repeated again and again to create the many

layers of circuitry on the wafer. Present technology nodes require over 20 mask levels to

create a device.

The piranha chemistry is used to oxidize this photoresist into soluble organic

byproducts and carbon dioxide (CO2). Spent piranha solutions are typically discharged

into industrial wastewater (TWW) treatment facilities for adjustment of the pH, and then

discharged to a sanitary sewer or other discharge estuaries. This piranha solution is also
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very difficult to rinse away from the wafer, and large quantities of ultrapure water are

required to rinse the wafers.

The use of ozonated UPW for removal of resists and post ash residues provides

for a cost of ownership advantage as well as a positive impact on the environment,

relative to the use of piranha chemistry.

Super-saturated ozone concentrations in UPW may also provide for an ideal

method for the oxidation of dissolved organic compounds in SRW from SC

manufacturing processes.

0C2H5 CH3

\c
o/ 0C2H5

Figure 1: Chemical Structure of PHS
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1.4 Research Objectives

The first objective of this research was to investigate the mechanisms and the

kinetics of various processes for the removal of organic and inorganic compounds from

semiconductor spent rinsewater. This includes the development of equations

representing the kinetics, mass transfer, and thermodynamic processes, which govern

these separation mechanisms for solutions containing various mixtures of both organic

and inorganic contaminants.

Based on the fundamental equations modeling each unit process, a software

program was developed which simulates an entire ultrapure water system in a dynamic

mode. This allows for the evaluation of the system response to a multi-component

challenge in a recycle stream from spent rinsewaters containing wafer process generated

impurities. This makes it possible to optimize the UPW system configuration and the

operation parameters necessary for managing real time upset conditions in manufacturing

facilities.

The second objective was to develop models and corresponding equations that

model the removal mechanisms for the removal of organic compounds, such as

photoresist, from both the wafer surface and from dissolved solutions. A complete

understanding of the removal mechanisms of organic compounds from UPW that are

generated in the photolithography processes, and providing a process for this removal,

would allow more semiconductor companies to embrace this water recycle concept.



CHAPTER 2
PHOTORESIST REMOVAL BY OZONATED WATER

The oxidation and removal of organic compounds in a super-saturated solution of

03 in UPW, or ozonolysis, has the potential to fully oxidize organic compounds dissolved

in UPW, particularly those organic compounds generated in the SC processes. Ozonated

UPW has recently become an alternative chemical for photoresist removal because of

advances in 03 generation equipment that include the generation of super-saturated 03

concentrations and improved cleanliness [Nelson, 1999].

Kenans, et.al. [Kenans, et.al., 1998] evaluated the cleaning efficiency of

hexamethyl disiloxane (HMDS), which is used as a primer for photoresist applications,

from wafer surfaces. With this system, wafers were immersed in UPW, and ozone gas

was bubbled into the tank near the bottom. The analysis of the design of experiments

(DOE) indicates that temperature was the most important variable, followed by ozone

concentration in the water. They found that increased temperatures resulted in better

cleaning efficiency, even though these higher temperatures resulted in lower ozone

concentrations. The higher temperature was reported to have beneficial effects due to an

enhancement of the reaction kinetics.

In a later publication, DeGendt et.al. [DeGendt et. al. 1998], proposed a mass

transfer controlled process, when they developed a process which minimized the

boundary layer thickness by subjecting the wafers to a moist gaseous ozone environment,

called the hydrozone process. A bath of UPW was heated to approximately 80°C, and

wafers were held in place above this environment. Ozone gas was bubbled into the water

24
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bath, exposing the wafers above the bath to a moist ozone environment. This generates a

small condensation layer of water containing ozone on the wafer surface, thereby

reducing the necessary diffusion layer for the mass transfer of ozone through the liquid

phase, and in contact with the wafer surface. The gaseous 03 environment surrounding

the wafers provided an 03 rich environment to keep the liquid layer replenished with 03.

They also found that acidification inhibits the decomposition of 03 into the

hydroxyl radicals (OH*), thus enhances the molecular solubility of ozone. They also

found that the addition of OH* enhancers, such as hydrogen peroxide (H202), resulted in

a fast depletion of up to 90% of the molecular 03 whereas the addition of OH* radical

scavengers, such as acetic acid (CH300H), stabilized the 0311120 mixture. The addition

of the OH* scavengers was shown to have a positive effect on photoresist removal,

indicating a preferred direct ozonolysis reaction, rather than oxidation of the photoresist

via the OH*.

This was demonstrated even though the oxidation-reduction potential of the OH*

is greater than that of 03. The direct 03 reaction has an oxidation-reduction potential of

2.08 eV while the indirect reaction with OH*, has an oxidation-reduction potential of

2.80 eV, a 35% greater potential [Hoigne, Bader, 1993]. Organic compounds, therefore,

should be much more readily oxidized by the OH* compound, than by direct ozonolysis.

The OH* radical can therefore have a positive or negative impact on the overall

oxidation, depending on whether the organic compound is more readily oxidized directly,

or indirectly. With a direct oxidation reaction prevalent, the formation of the OH* radical

will cause depletion in the 03 concentration, reducing the overall oxidation effect. With
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an indirect oxidation reaction prevalent, the OH* formation will enhance the oxidation

reaction. This was not found to be the case, however, for photoresist removal as stated in

the publications cited above.

Both at LMEC, and at PSI it was reported that their data suggests that photoresist

is oxidized by direct 03 reaction and that aluminum is an initiator for radical

decomposition of 03. They therefore recommend the addition of a radical scavenger,

such as ammonium bicarbonate (NH4HCO3), or acetic acid (CH300H), to minimize the

effects of the OH radical formation. HCO3 - is also a scavenger for OH*. 03 itself will

not attack HCO3 , but OH* will readily oxidize this compound to CO2.

The OH* is so reactive, however, that it will also further decompose 03 in the

bulk solution, depleting both oxidizing species. By scavenging the OH*, the 03

concentration can be maintained. At pH < 4, however, the bicarbonate ion will form

CO2, and will no longer serve as a scavenger. At pH > 8, the kinetics of the reaction of

OH* with 03, is actually greater than for the reaction of OH* with HCO3 - .

OH* + 03 —nH02* +02 k =3 x 109 /M sec

OH* + HCO3 - OH- + HCO3* k = 1.5 x 107 /M sec

Although HCO3 - scavenges the OH* radical, Staehelin and Hoigne [Staehelin and

Hoigne, 1982] report that the *02 - radical is not scavenged. This radical can form from

the decomposition of the OH* in the presence of 03;

OH* + 03 H02* ± 02

H02 * 	H+ + *02-
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The *02 - radical will also further decompose the 03 molecule however.

03 + *02 - —n *03 - +02

*03 - + H20	 OH* + 011 - + Q

03 decomposition can also be initiated by other compounds, such as H30+ , however, it is

not accelerated, even at very low pH values.

Using a spray processing technique, Nelson [Nelson, 1999] demonstrated the

ability to apply ozonated UPW, with centrifugal spray processing, to the wafer surface

allowing for reaction to occur between the 03 and the organic photoresist, prior to the 03

gas vaporizing into the atmosphere. Concentrations of up to 120 ppm of ozone in water

were achieved at room temperatures at pressures of 2.5 bar gauge. It was demonstrated

that higher concentrations of 03 in UPW strip resists more quickly. For the 03 to reach

the wafer surface, diffusion of the 03 through the water layer is necessary to reach the

wafer surface. These results indicate a diffusion controlled process. Data was presented

which indicates that the etch rate scales linearly with the dissolved ozone concentration.

The FSI process also uses a higher temperature, 70-90'C to enhance the resist removal

rate, even though the 03 is less soluble at these higher temperatures. Faster kinetics was

reported as being responsible for the higher resist removal rate.

Neither the data presented in the IMEC nor FSI publications, however, fully

explain the extent of oxidation of the organic compounds in photoresist. The quantity of

ozone necessary to fully oxidize the photoresist can be estimated, assuming a saturated

hydrocarbon molecular structure for the photoresist. The following reaction represents a

complete oxidation of the photoresist:



CH2 ± 303 = CO2 ± H20 + 302

Stoichiometrically, 3 moles of 03, 144 grams, are required to fully oxidize 1

mole, 14 grams, of CH2. A full cassette of fifty 200 mm wafers, typically coated with 1.0

micron of photoresist, has a total of 1.5 cm3 of photoresist that requires removal. At a

density of 1.2 g/cm3 for the photoresist material, this equates to 1.8 grams of photoresist.

For complete oxidation, 18.5 grams of 03 are required.

Typical industrial ozone generators can supply up to 90 grams/hr of ozone.

Theoretically, then, at 100% efficiency levels, process times of 12.3 minutes are required.

Typical process times reported in the literature [Kenans, et.al., 1998], indicate 30-35

minutes in an overflow process are required for resist removal. This indicates an ozone

use efficiency level of 30-40%.

In a typical overflow system, 50 wafers are loaded in the processing tank, with

approximately 0.55 cm of space in between each wafer. Ozonated water flow velocity in

between the wafers is typically 0.33 cm/sec. This equates to a water flowrate of

218 ml/min. A 200 mm wafer with a surface layer thickness of 1.0 um of photoresist,

contains 3.14*10-2 cm3 of photoresist, which equates to 3.77*10 -2 total grams of

photoresist on the wafer. This quantity of photoresist would require 388 mg of 03 for

complete oxidation. With an 03 concentration of 30 ppm, at a flowrate of 218 ml/min,

6.548 mg/min of 03 is available. At an efficiency of 40%, the necessary time to fully

oxidize the photoresist would be 114 minutes. This equates to an etch rate of

approximately 88 A/min

28
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Typical etch rates published in the literature for overflow processing at an ozone

concentration of 30 ppm are 400-1200 A/min. These observed etch rates are 10 times

greater than the calculated etch rate. Clearly, these observed etch rates can not account

for full oxidation of the photoresist. Therefore, the photoresist is being removed via

partial oxidation, possibly in the form of a stripping process, then dissolving into the

water as shorter chain hydrocarbons. This would be consistent with the dissolved species

being - 1 monomer fragments. These photoresist fragments may incur further oxidation,

remotely, due to the available oxidants still dissolved in solution.

Both the FSI spray processing technique, and the IMEC technique improve the

mass transfer of the ozone molecule to the wafer surface. This improvement in the mass

transfer rate is credited to the increased observed etch rates which reach up to 4000

A/min, or 50 times the expected oxidation rate.

There is a fundamental area of understanding of this removal process, however,

that needed further attention. Residual organic compounds that are generated in this

removal process also contaminate the UPW rinse water that is available for recycle

applications. For recycle purposes, the determination of these specific organic

compounds is necessary.

Industry to date has been focused on the direct oxidation mechanism, as

experiments have shown that the addition of radical scavengers enhances the overall strip

rate. However, this is probably due to the formation of the OH* ions in the bulk solution,

rather than near the organic photoresist surface. This allows for the OH* to react with the

03 molecule, instead of the PR. By scavenging the OH*, the 03 concentration in the bulk
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solution can be maintained. If however, it was possible to selectively generate the OH*

only near the PR surface, it should react with the organic photoresist, and should enhance

the overall resist removal rate.

2.1 OZONOLYSIS

It is generally agreed in the literature that when ozone is dissolved in water, Henry's law

is obeyed. Therefore, the ozone concentration in dilute water solutions is proportional to

the partial pressure of ozone at a given temperature.

03(l,q) K * P03(gas)

K= P	 31203/P 02

3 02= 2 03

An expression for the saturation concentration of a dissolved gas under thermodynamic

ideal conditions is as follows [Langlais et.al., 1991]:

Cs (kg/m3) = 13M *

Where:
C s = Saturation concentration of Ozone in water
13 = Absorption coefficient
M = mass volume of the gas (kg gas/m3 gas @NTP (2.14 for 03)

137 = partial pressure of the gas in the given phase

The dissolved concentration of ozone in water at saturation, C„ can be expressed

in terms of either the absorption coefficient, 13, or of the solubility, S, the so called

solubility ratio, which expresses the relative concentration as milligrams per liter ozone

in water to milligrams per liter ozone in the gas.
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In addition to physical dissolution, several side effects may affect the practical

equilibrium such as pH and temperature. Thermodynamic characteristics of ozone

dissolution can be expressed with the following equation;

d(lnS)/dT = AE/RT 2

Where delta E is the molar energy of dissolution, and S is the solubility,

AE/RT2 = -0.048.

Therefore, at 20'C,

AE293 = (-0.048)x(8.31)x(293) 2 = -34.2 kJ/mol

At standard pressures, in H20, the temperature dependence of ozone is significant. This

dependence is indicated in Table 2. The decomposition rate of 03 in H20 is also pH

dependent [Hovath, et.al., 1985]. The residual ozone in solution can be expressed as;

Log ([03] / [03]) = k [OH-]0.75

where t = ozone half lifetime

Temperature (°C) Solubility (g/dm3 )
0 1.13
20 0.688
30 0.563
60 0.307

Table 2: Temperature Dependence on 03 Solubility

The pH also affects the reaction order of the decomposition reaction. In acidic

solutions, 2 <pH <4, the rate is second order. At a pH level > 8, the rate is first order.

At 4 <pH < 8, the reaction was shown to be between first and second order. The 03

molecule has a dipolar structure, as indicated in Figure 2, and reacts with unsaturated

organic bonds.
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Figure 2: Dipolar Structure of the Ozone Molecule

Ozone reacts slowly with many types of organic compounds. Ozone will react

faster with certain types of aromatic compounds, e.g. those carrying electron supplying

substituents such as the hydroxyl group in phenol. In general, the ionized or dissociated

form of organic compounds reacts much faster with ozone than the neutral(non-

dissociated) form. Olefins are generally more reactive than aromatic compounds with the

same constituents.

Two pathways for ozonolysis are usually considered;

1) Direct attack by electrophilic or dipolar cyclo addition, and

2) Indirect attack by free radicals produced by reaction with water and water

constituents.

Normally, under acidic conditions, (pH<4) the direct pathway dominates. In basic

conditions, (pH >10), the pathway is typically indirect.

Initial molecular reaction sites for direct ozonolysis are either multiple bonds or

atoms carrying a negative charge. This initial reactivity is related to electron density.

Hewes and Davison [Hewes and Davison, 1971] investigated the kinetics of the reactions

of 03 with TOC in secondary wastewaters under various conditions. Results of

measurements indicate the dependence of the oxidation of organic materials primarily on
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the amount of the 03 decomposed and not on the concentration of 03 dissolved. This

indicates an indirect oxidation, via radical foiniation, as the primary reaction. The OH*

formation is enhanced with the presence of an initiator. Various metal compounds have

been shown to act as an initiator in this step. Halogens also act as catalysts to promote

the decomposition of 03.

Ozone attack does occur on aromatic rings, the rate is dependent on the nature of

the organic compound. Anionic forms are more readily oxidized by 03 than neutral

forms. Ozone does not react with ammonium salts. It does, however, readily oxidize

ammonia;

2 NH3 +403 NH4NO3 +402 +H20

Organic substances not only consume ozone, but also catalyze the decomposition

of ozone. Primary free radicals or intermediate products can enter into the reaction also

with molecular oxygen that increases the efficiency of ozone use. Dissolved organic

compounds can react with radical compounds to also produce organic radicals. In many

cases the primary radicals react quickly with dissolved oxygen and form peroxy-radicals,

which initiate further oxidation processes.

In the case of nonionic surfactants, ozonation products include polyethylene

glycols and polyethers. They are slowly reactive and require that high ozone doses be

applied for long contact periods to achieve significant removal. The presence of these

byproducts is attributed to the formation of short polyethylene glycol chains as

intermediates.
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Complete oxidation of phenol itself with ozone occurs more easily than the majority of

aromatic compounds since the OH subgroup increases the reactivity.

C6H5OH + 0 3 CO2, formic acid, glyoxal, and oxalic acid.

Direct oxidation of complex organic compounds with ozone typically occur via peroxide

compound formation, or through electrophilic addition of the 03 to double and triple

bonds, forming ozonides. Typically, the 03 molecule does not, however, attack saturated

organic bonds.

The initiation of ozone decomposition in UPW is first order in 03 and Off

concentration. The decomposition rate of ozone in water is kinetically controlled. The

ozone halftime, T1/2, is mainly pH dependent. At pH = 2, 1/2 is > 200,000 seconds

[Hoigne and Bader, 1993].

The decomposition rate of 03 in UPW is also affected by the H202 concentration.

Although typically an oxidizing species, 14202 will perform as a reducing agent in the

presence of 03, and will reduce the 03 to 02.

03+ H202 -011' 202 + H20

At pH < 2, H202 reacts very slowly with 03. At pH > 5, a strong acceleration of the

decomposition of 03 with H202 exists.

H202   H02 - + H+

Even very small concentrations of H02 - become kinetically effective for initiating the

decomposition of 03. At lower pH values, this dissociation of  11202 is prevented, and 03

only reacts with 11202 as the anion, 1102-. At higher pH values, pH > 5, the H02- ion

competes with the OH- ion in the decomposition rate of 03. The decomposition of 03
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occurs via OH - and H02 . When the H202 concentration is greater than 10-7 , moUL, the

decomposition of 03 is initiated by H02- faster than by OH - , as long as the pH value is

less than 11 [Staehelin and Hoigne, 1982].

03 +0H- H02- ±02

03 + H02 - OH* + *02- +02

03 + *02 - —n *03 - + 02

*03 - + H20	 OH- + OH* + 02

303 + H20 _ 20H* + 402

The H202 will control the decomposition rate when the concentration of H202 is >

Ozone (03) dissolved in water, provides an excellent oxidizing medium for the

oxidation of photoresist compounds, depicted here as (CH)m .

303 + H20 \  20H* +402  

\ -rjr,	 n,k

	

03 + OH* \	  in..J2 - + ‘-12

	

H02* \	 \ H± + *02 -

03 + * 02- 	 > *03 - + 02

	

(CH)m + OH*, H02*, *02 , *03 , 	 > Cm,H + nCO2 + H20

The intermediate organic species from the resist oxidation are relatively soluble in UPW,

and can be readily removed from the wafer.

The direct oxidation of organic compounds by ozone is a selective reaction with

relatively slow reaction rate constants, typically in the range of 103 M-is-I.
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Indirect oxidation of organic compounds by radicals is non-selective with relatively fast

reaction rates. Rate constants for the reaction of OH* with organic species are commonly

in the range of 109 to 10 10 M-1
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CHAPTER 3

OZONE/UPW PROCESS MODEL

3.1 BOUNDARY LAYER THEORY

In typical SC wafer processing, flow between wafers has a parabolic velocity

distribution. The distance between wafers in a normal process is approximately 0.55 cm.

At a midpoint between the wafers, the velocity should be 1.5 times the average.

Liquid flow over a wafer surface lends itself well to modeling with the use of

boundary layer theory [Brodkey, 1967 1. This theory allows for the following

approximation of the Navier-Stokes equation, which is the governing equation for the

mass transfer of the ozone through solution to the wafer surface. A typical flow profile

can be seen in Figure 3.

Vapor Region
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Figure 3: Boundary Layer Thickness Profile



Continuity Equation:

avx/ax + avy/ay = 0

Conservation of Momentum in the x direction:

po vx tat + vx a vx lax + v i,, a vx lay) = -dP/dx + v ( 2 vx iax2 + a2 vx /42)

For a uniform stream over a flat plate, the pressure is constant, therefore dP/dx = zero.

Assuming an incompressible fluid, at steady state, this simplifies to;

vx a v, /dx + v y a vx lay = y a2vx /42

The boundary conditions include;

@x = 0; vx = V- for all y > 0

@y = 0; vx = vy = 0, a no slip condition

@ y = ....; vx = V- , vy =0 a flat plate scenario

This semi-infinite domain leads to a solution using a similarity transform.

Combining the equation of motion with the continuity equation,

setting i = 1/2 riV-/[tx , using a boundary layer velocity of vBL = 0.99V- with i = 5,

the momentum boundary layer thickness will equal 8„, = 5 v)A1V-

or 5,n/x = 5/-VIZe.

Conservation of Mass, or concentration:

vx acA lax + vy acA /ay = DAB a2CA/42

For the concentration profile, performing a scale analysis, and estimating the

Schmidt number, Sc = v/ DAB >>1, (for an ultrapure water solution this should be

38
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approximately 1000) the concentration boundary layer 5, can be scaled to the momentum

boundary layer 8m •

acA /ax - CA L

acA /ay - CA / 6,

a2CA/ax2 CA / L2

a2cAmy2
 CA

vy acA lay vy cAbsc

Very near the wafer, however, v3, v6,2/ 62 for y << 6,„

Therefore;

vy acA lay (v5c2, v8m3) CA/5c v/

vx acA tax	 vy acA lay DAB a2cA/ay2

and DAB a2Cday2 DAB CA/6c2

	Therefore;	 v8,CA /6.3 --- DAB CA/82

	and	 (8/6m)3 DAB/v which leads to;

(Sc) 1/3

8,/x = 5/((Re 1/2)(Sc 113))

The flux can be calculated as;

re NA ay = - DAB OfC'' CA

NAY = -(DAB/8c)

NAY = -- (DAB sc 1/3 Re in' 15x) CA.
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With A = 03

B = H20

S. Pai [Pai, 1957] in his book on viscous flow theory defined a momentum boundary

layer thickness very near the surface as Sm = 4 .Nivt.

This leads to a concentration boundary thickness as;

8c = 4.\1n7/ 3At

NAy = -[(DAs Sc 1/3)/ 44ît] CA..

Staehelin and Hoigne [Staehelin and Hoigne, 1982] report the ozone diffusivity in water

as;

D03 = 1.5x10-5 CM2/sec

A typical diffusion distance; x = (2Dt) 1/2 .

In typical SC wafer processing, flow between wafers has a parabolic velocity

distribution. UPW velocity is 0.33 cm/sec, in between wafers spaced at 0.55 cm distance

between wafers. At a midpoint between the wafers, the velocity should be 1.5 times the

average. At a diffusion distance of 0.018 cm, the diffusion time is;

t = (0.018) 21(2*1.5x10 -5) = 10.58 seconds.

This timeframe is significantly longer than the lifetime of the OH radicals.

3.2 DEVELOPMENT OF AN OVERALL PR REMOVAL RATE MODEL

Two distinct mechanisms for the removal of PR from wafer surfaces were

observed in experiments; a liquid phase mechanism, and a localized vapor phase

mechanism. The liquid phase mechanism consisted of dissolved 03 in UPW oxidizing

the PR reacting on the wafer surface. The vapor phase mechanism occurred in localized
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regions due to bubble formation on the wafer surface, with a vapor phase oxidation of the

PR under the bubble. The vapor phase bubble grew in size with time during the process.

Models for both mechanisms were developed, but this research focused only on the liquid

phase mechanism. The vapor phase mechanism would be a good area for further

research, as the removal rate under the vapor phase bubble was significantly higher than

in the liquid phase.

3.2.1 Sheet Model Development

The overall rate of organic photoresist oxidation and removal from a wafer

surface though a liquid phase mechanism of 03 dissolved in UPW can be expressed by 3

terms;

1: The rate of mass transfer, or diffusion, of the oxidizing species from the bulk

solution to the wafer surface, which can be expressed as;

rox = akm(Cb — Cs)

where: a = stoichiometric ratio of oxidizing species to photoresist

km = mass transfer rate constant

Cb = concentration of oxidizing species in bulk solution

= concentration of oxidizing species at the surface

2: The kinetics of the photoresist oxidation reaction that can be expressed as;

rR = -kR cs(cpRo - CPR)

where: kR = oxidation rate constant

CpRo = initial concentration of the photoresist

CPR = concentration of the oxidized photoresist
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3: The dissolution rate of the oxidized photoresist into the UPW solution. This can

be expressed as;

rd --= kd CPR

Since the overall rate is limited by one of these, at steady state they must be equal

rates. Setting the kinetic rate equal to the dissolution rate;

kR Cs(CpRo - CPR) = kd CPR

Solving this equation for CPR;

CPR — (CpRo * kd )/( kd	 kR Cs)

Setting the diffusion rate equal to the dissolution rate;

kni(Cb — Cs) = kd CpR = kd (CpRo * kd )/( kd kR Cs)

And setting the total photoresist removal rate equal to the dissolution rate;

-pd8 /dt = kd CPR

where: 8 = the thickness of the photoresist layer

p = the density

produces 3 equations which can be solved simultaneously to obtain a removal rate as a

function of time. In the ozonolysis of the organic photoresist process, however, these can

be simplified by using the assumption that Cb >> Cs.

Using this setting;

km(Cb)	 = kd CpR = -pd8 /dt

Integrating this equation, one obtains an equation for a straight line;

8 = - [cc km(Cb)/ p] t + 80

The total removal time, , is now expressed as ;

= 80 p/Œ km(Cb)
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A plot of the photoresist thickness, 8, versus time, t, should yield a straight line with a

slope equal to -a km(Cb)/ p with a y intercept of 60. This will then allow for the solution

to the diffusion rate constant, km , as;

km = So p/a (Cb)	 [cm/sec]

3.2.2 Bubble Model Development

For the localized vapor phase reaction occurring under the bubbles, the following

equations describe the mechanism.

(27c R)*( a km Cb ) = d(ic R2) /dt

For any shape, the change in area with respect to time is proportional to the square root of

the area (A). Therefore;

A 112 * ( 13 —b ,) = p S d(A) /dt

where f3 = a km/ pS

Integrating this with respect to time yields;

(PCb) * t = 2 A 1/2

A = (pcb/2)2 * t2

The amount of PR removed therefore, is proportional to t2. The rate coefficient for PR

removal is proportional to km2 Cb2 t2. This model, compared to the sheet model, is

much more dependent on km„ Cb, and t, due to the squared terms.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP FOR UV/OZONE STUDIES

Silicon wafers were prepared using a DUV photresist process which consisted of

the application of hexamethyl disilazane (HMDS) as an adhesion promoter, the

applicationn of 8900 Angstroms of PEK111A7 photoresist, with a soft bake temperature

of 90 °C for 90 seconds, followed by bake at 110 °C for 90 seconds.

The experimental setup consisted of a single wafer tank reactor constructed of

quartz material. Oxygen gas was used to generate 03 with a BMT Ozone generator,

model 803. The BMT 803 produces 03 ozone from an 02 gas feed source by corona

discharge. The rated production for this unit is 8 grams/hour at a gas concentration of

100 g/Nm3 , or 6.8%. The feed gas to the 03 generator was 99.9999% 02. A schematic

representing the experimental setup is indicated in Figure 4.

44

Figure 4: Experimental Setup
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The 03 gas was diffused into the water with the use of a hydrophobic membrane

unit, DISS 03LVE, supplied by the PALL Filter Corporation. This membrane allows for

the diffusion of 03 gas across the membrane surface into the water in a bubble free

fashion. The 03 concentration was measured with a 'Ozone in Water Sensor' model

BMT 963 AQ. This analyzer is a UV photometer for direct measurement of the 03

content in UPW, providing a 4-20 mA signal which was connected to a display device

remotely.

The Total Organic Carbon (TOC) was measured in the discharge from the reactor

using a Sievers 800 Turbo unit which was modified for use with 03 by replacing the inlet

tubing with a 24" Nickel inlet tube, rather than the normal PFA tubing. The Nickel

tubing catalyzes the decomposition of any residual 03 in solution so that no damage

occurred to the instrument.

Although the 03 was diffused into the UPW in a bubble free fashion, it was noted

that bubbles formed on the wafer surface during normal processing of a wafer through the

supersaturated 03/UPW solution. Directly under these bubbles, an enhanced etch rate

was observed. Bubbles formed on wafer surface and adhered throughout the process. A

blank silicon wafer was processed to determine if the bubble formation was dependent on

the PR surface being present. The bubble formation also appeared on the blank silicon

surface, indicating that the bubble was 03 as a vapor phase. The enhanced etch rate

under the bubble reinforced this indication.

The bubble formation, and in particular the enhanced etch rate, were quite

interesting and worthy of further research. This phenomena should be useful in the
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development of a wet vapor phase process. For this research, however, it provided for

significant non-uniformity of PR removal across the wafer, as the PR was completely

removed under the bubble spots while the removal in other areas of the wafer were

insignificant. A wafer vibration device was used in some experiments to prevent the

bubble adhesion onto the wafer surface. Using vibration on the wafer allowed for an

improvement in resist removal unifolinity across the wafer.
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CHAPTER 5

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A summary of the experimental results is indicated in Table 3. The details of the

experimental results are available in Appendix A. Of particular interest in this research

on the oxidation and removal of PR, were the effects of turbulence, wafer pretreatment,

UV irradiation, and pH treatment.

5.1 EFFECT OF TURBULENCE

To further study the effect of turbulence on PR removal, a wafer was immersed in

UPW with a quiescent flow for 30 minutes of reaction time. The wafer was set in a

vertical position such that the ozone gas was directed into the bottom of the process

chamber directly below the wafer distributed across bottom of wafer. No direct flow of

UPW onto wafer. Bubbles formed on wafer surface and adhered throughout the process.

Under each bubble, the Photoresist was partially to completely removed from the wafer

surface. Directly above the attached bubble, a lifting of the PR is evident. There was no

evidence of significant photoresist removal anywhere else. Figure 5 is a photograph of a

section of the wafer after 30 minutes of processing.

Pre and post thickness data was obtained via a KLA-Tencore Surfscan unit, using

a 47 point recipe across the wafer surface. A wafer map indicating wafer thickness data

above (+) and below (-) the average thickness is indicated in Figure 6. Thickness

measurements are indicated in Figure 7. As can be seen in Figures 6 and 7, the area of

predominant PR removal was near the wafer bottom, nearest the 03 injection area.

To further evaluate the turbulence effect, a wafer was processed by spraying a
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Wafer
Pretreatment

UPW
Pretreat

ment Wafer Treatment Results

Exp. e Effect

UV	 Pre
(nm-	 Soak
time)	 30 min

Pre
Soak
1 sec

pH
Adjust

UPW Flow (1
L/min) 03
Concentration

(mg/L)

,
I Stir
Bar

Wafer
Vibration

Initial PR
Thickness

Average
(A)

Final PR
Thickness

Average
I (A)

Final PR
Thickness
Standard
Deviation

(A)

' Reaction
Time
(min)

Removal
Rate

(A/min)

FTIR

Surface
Groups

1 Turbuluence

Quiescent
8.1 mg/L
03/UPW

Bath 0 7256 6370 1040 30 30

2 Turbuluence

8.1 mg/L
03/UPW
Sprayed
Onto Dry

Wafer !	 0! 7256 4923 2398 30 78
3 Turbuluence 8.1 0 7256 5411 1270 60 31
4 Turbuluence 8.1 7 7256 6053 771 60 22

5 Pretreatment
Broad-
7days

2.38%
TMAH 8.1 7 7256 5791 552 30 49

6 Pretreatment
Broad-
7days 8.1 7 7256 0 1.5 30 242

7 Pretreatment
2.38%
TMAH 8.1 7 7256 4480 1010 60 46

8 Pretreatment 8.1 7 7256 5331 902 60 32

9 Pretreatment
Broad-
7days

2.38%
TMAH 12.2 7 ON 7256

10 Pretreatment
185-
1 hr

2.38%
TMAH 12.2 7 ON 7256

11 Pretreatment
185-
1 hr 12.2 7 7256 3811 485 60 59

Ozonide
Peroxide

12 12.2 7 7256 4110 475 60 54

Ozonide
Peroxide

13
Pretreatment

pH
2.38%
TMAH 2.4 16.4 7 7256 4665 119 30 86

14 pH 2.4 16.4 7 7256 5353 30 63 Ketones

15
Pretreatment

pH
28%

NH4OH 2.4 16.4 7 7256 4159 80 60 52
Ozonide
Peroxide

16 Pretreatment
29%

NaOH 7 7256 0 0 0.02 435360 Silica

17 Pretreatment
1%

NaOH 8.1 7 4256 1157 309 30 103 Epoxides

18 Pretreatment
100%
Acetic 7256 0 0 0.02 435360

19 Pretreatment
12%

Acetic 8.1 7 7256 3373 798 30 129

20 Pretreatment
10%
H202 7 4256 4215 15 30 1 Epoxides

21 UV

UV-H20
Only	 (1

Umin) 7 7256 5751 67 60 25 COOH

22 pH 10.2 0.8 7 ON 4256 4133 34 60 2
Epoxides/
Ketones

23 pH 2.4 16.2 7 ON 7256 3405 222 60 64 Ketones

24 UV

UV-UPW-03
(8.4 mg/L @

1 Umin) 7 ON 7256 6403 63 60 14

25 Reaction Time 12.2 7 ON 7256 7021 58.7 15 16

26 Reaction Time 12.2 7 ON 7256 6170 54.1 30 36

27 Reaction Time 12.2 7 ON 7256 4449 48.6 60 47

28 Reaction Time 12.2 7 ON 7256 1843 76.8 120 45

29 Reaction Time 12.2 7 ON 7256 1543 164.9 180 32

30
03

Concentration 5.1 7 ON 7256 6781 187.2 60 a

Table 3: Experimental Results
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Mean : 0114.22 A	 Std Bev : 11129.61 A (12.69 X)
Min : 2469.90 A Max : 0029.00 A Range : 6359.99 A
Center pos : (0.000, 0.00)) nn 	 Size : 190.44, mn

Contour interval : 405.71 A (5. ' X)

Figure 6:Wafer Thickness Map for Quiescent Flow Experiment.
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Wafer Pretreatment: 	 None
H20 Pretreatment:	 None
Process:	 Direct 03
Process Time (min):	 30

03 Concentration:	 8
Stir Bar Setting:
Wafer Vibration:	 None

Wafer 1
7019

692  	 6760
6909

	

	 6872
6862

547	 5720
4973

PR	 PR
Thickness Removed	 Rate

(A)	 (A)	 (A/min)
Min	 726	 6530	 Min	 5.7
Max	 7086	 170	 Max	 217.7

Average	 6370	 886	 Average	 29.5
STD	 1040

Figure 7: Wafer Thickness Measurements for Quiescent Flow Experiment.

stream of 03/UPW directly onto the wafer surface in the center of the wafer, near the top.

The flow was directed from top to bottom. The bottom 1/3 of the wafer was immersed in



Bubble
Formation

of PR
lifting Off

5 1

the water, as indicated by the water line. Figure 8 is a photograph of the wafer surface

that indicates the areas of PR removal.

A pocket formed near the bottom of the resist removal zone, with the resist lifting off of

the wafer in a peeling mode. Figure 8 is a photograph indicating the PR liftoff that

formed a pocket and filled with water.

Figure 8: Photograph of Wafer from Turbulent Spray Process.

A contour map of PR thickness measurements after treatment is indicated in Figure 10.

Figure 11 indicates wafer thickness measurements post treatment. Turbulence was

further studied through experiments including a 1L/min 03/UPW flowrate with and

without mixing of the bath during processing.



Figure 9: Side View Photograph of Wafer from Turbulent Spray Process.

Mean : 6667.63 A	 Std Deu : 2373.79 A (35.6(1 X)
Min : 1744.13 A Max : 8734.48 A Range : 6990.35 A
Center pos : (0.000, 0.000) mm	 Size : 190.000 mm

Contour interval : 666.76 A (10.00(1 X)

Figure 10: Wafer Thickness Map for Turbulent Spray Process.
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H20 Pretreatment:	 None
Process:	 03/UPW Spray
Process Time (min):	 30
03 Concentration: 	 8.1
Stir Bar Setting:	 0
Wafer Vibration:	 None

Wafer 2
6606

573	 3236
3483

PR	 PR
Thickness Removed	 Rate

(A)	 (A)	 (A/min)
Min	 0	 7256	 Min	 8.9
Max	 6990	 266	 Max	 241.9

Average	 4923	 2333	 Average	 77.8
STD	 2398

Figure 11: Wafer Thickness Measurements for Turbulent Spray Process. 

03/UPW was injected into the tank at bottom left of wafer at 1 L/min, 8 ppm 03,

for 60 minutes. Directly near the injection of the UPW, PR was totally removed, with a
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PR stripping action of sheeting which spreads out to the right and to the top of the

injection point. As evidenced by the edge of the resist removal zone, where thin resist

follicles were present, the resist lifted off of the wafer to some degree near the edge of the

resist removal area. Pictures, contour maps, and post treatment PR thickness

measurements are listed in Appendix A, as Figures 54, 55, and 56 respectively.

Mixing was performed using a magnetic stirrer positioned below the reaction

tank. A stir bar was incorporated in tests, at the bottom of the reaction tank, in order to

better distribute the 03/UPW that was directed into the tank at the lower left corner of the

tank. A more uniform removal of the PR was observed across the wafer. In these

experiments, 03/UPW was injected into the tank at bottom left of wafer at 1 L/min, 8

ppm 03, for 60 minutes. Pictures, contour maps, and post treatment PR thickness

measurements are listed in Appendix A, as Figures 57, 58, and 59 respectively, for

experiments including a mixing effect.

5.2 WAFER PRETREATMENT EFFECTS

One wafer was used for a dual experiment in which half of the wafer was treated

differently than the rest of the wafer. The entire wafer was subjected to a broad UV light

source for 5 days. The bottom half of the wafer was then immersed in 2.38 % wt Tetra-

Methyl Ammonium Hydroxide (TMAH) for 30 minutes. The entire wafer was then

immediately removed and immersed into an 03/UPW solution in the reactor tank, at an

03 concentration of 8.1 mg/L, with the 03/UPW flowing at 1 L/min with the stir bar

setting at 7, for 30 minutes of process time. The wafer was inserted such that the bottom

half of the wafer had the TMAH exposure. The entire section of the PR that was exposed
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to the TMAH was completely removed after 30 minutes exposure time to the 03/UPW

process. Figure 12 is a photograph of the wafer after processing through the 03/UPW.

Contour maps and thickness measurements can be found in Appendix A; Figures 60-62.    

BroadBand
UV

Exposure;
0 3/UPW   

BroadBand
UV + 2.38%

TMAH
Exposure;
03/UPW    

Figure 12: Photograph of Wafer for Wafer Pretreatment Experiments. 

Pretreatment of one half of a wafer with TMAH, without any UV exposure

pretreatment was also evaluated. A significant increase in PR removal was observed for

the wafer half exposed to TMAH. It was also observed that a significantly greater

number of bubbles formed on the wafer half without TMAH exposure. This indicates
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that the TMAH exposure increased the hydrophilicity of the wafer surface retarding the

vapor phase bubble formation. A picture, a contour map, and PR thickness

measurements can be found in Appendix A as Figures 63, 64, and 65 respectively.

Wafer pretreatment effects were further studied using 185 nm UV light, rather

than the broadband spectrum. Experiments consisted of pre-treating half of a wafer with

185 nm UV light for one hour in ambient air, the second half of the wafer was masked

from exposure to the 185 nm UV light.. After 1 hour UV exposure time, the entire wafer

was then immersed in flowing 03/UPW @ 12.2 g/m3 , at a flowrate of 1 L/min for 1 hour.

The 185 nm UV light wafer pretreatment effect had very little impact on PR oxidation

and removal. Figure 65 in Appendix A indicates the wafer thickness map following this

treatment.

The effects of acid and base pretreatments of the wafer combined with pH

treatments of the UPW were also evaluated. An experiment incorporated a 30 minute

presoak of the left half of the wafer in an organic base, 2.38% TMAH. The wafer was

then immersed fully in 03/UPW flowing at 1 L/min with the stir bar setting of 7. The pH

of the feed water prior to ozonation of the feedwater was adjusted to 2.4 with H2SO4. The

03 concentration reached and maintained a value of 16-16.5 ppm at this pH for the length

of the experiment, which was 30 minutes. The removal rate of the wafer half pretreated

with TMAH was enhanced by 52%. A contour map, and PR thickness measurements can

be found in Appendix A as Figures 66 and 67 respectively.

An inorganic base solution was also used as a wafer pretreatment. An experiment

consisted of a pretreatment of the entire wafer with 28% NH4OH in an attempt to create a
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high pH boundary layer very near the surface of the wafer. The wafer was then immersed

fully in 03/UPW flowing at 1 L/min with the stir bar setting of 7. The pH of the feed

water prior to ozonation of the feedwater was adjusted to 2.4 with H2SO4. The 03

concentration reached a value of 12-12.5 ppm at this pH, and remained within this range

for the length of the experiment, which 30 minutes. It was hypothesized that as 03

diffused into this boundary layer, the high pH environment should have caused the

decomposition of the 03 into radicals, which, if in close enough proximity to the surface,

could then react with the organic PR on the surface, rather than to further decompose

additional 0 3 molecules as happens in the bulk solution. The reaction rate however was

not significantly enhanced, indicating that the lifetime of the radicals is too short to reach

the surface. The pH pretreatment with 28% NH4OH on the wafer did not produce similar

results to the pretreatment with 2.38% TMAH. This could be due to the organic nature of

the TMAH penetrating deeper into the organic PR, than the NH4OH, allowing for radical

formation within the PR matrix due to the pH change.

The NH4OH wafer pretreatment may have been much more of a surface

phenomena, and if OH* generation occurred due to a pH increase near the surface, it may

have still been too far away from the surface for the radical to react with the organic

surface, as the OH* lifetime is very short.

As the 28% NH4OH is a stronger base than 2.38% TMAH, the observed results

may also indicate that the stronger base diffused into the 03/UPW solution raising the pH

of the 03/UPW bath, decomposing the 03 in the bulk solution, rendering it unavailable
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for oxidation of the PR. In the case of the TMAH, this phenomena may not have been as

prevalent.

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTlR) was performed on the wafer

pretreated with NH4OH in order to determine the surface oxidation products, for use in

determining the chemical mechanism of the oxidation. The FTIR results indicated a

direct oxidation by the 03 molecule. The radical mechanism was not indicated via FTIR.

Wafer thickness measurements for the NH4OH pretreated wafer can be seen in Appendix

A, Figure 69.

Further acid/base pretreament of the wafer was examined using a stronger base,

30% NaOH. An experiment consisted of exposing the photoresist to 30% NaOH by

immersing the wafer into the NaOH solution. The photoresist was completely removed

instantly. No further processing was necessary, other than rinsing to remove the NaOH

residue.

A wafer was then pretreated with an exposure to 1% wt NaOH for 30 minutes. It

was then immediately immersed in a flowing 03/UPW bath at an 03 concentration of 8.1

mg/L, for 30 minutes, at a flowrate of 1 L/min. The PR removal rate was significantly

enhanced reaching an average of 103 kmin, compared to an average of 45 C)/min

without the 1% NaOH pretreatment step. Figure 70 in Appendix A indicates the wafer

map measurements.

Pretreatment of a wafer with an acid was also investigated. An experiment that

consisted of exposing the photoresist to 100% CH3COOH by immersing the wafer into
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the solution was performed. The photoresist was completely removed instantly. No

further processing was necessary, other than rinsing to remove the CH3COOH residue.

A wafer was pretreated with an exposure to 12% wt CH300H for 30 minutes. It

was then immediately immersed in a flowing 03/UPW bath at an 03 concentration of 8.1

mg/L, with a flowrate of 1 L/min. The removal rate was also significantly enhanced, as

the average rate across the wafer was 129 8/min. The non-uniformity of PR removal

across the wafer was significant due to the vapor phase bubble formation. Figure 71 in

Appendix A indicates the wafer map measurements after processing.

5.3 IN-SITU BATH TREATMENT EFFECTS

Wafer treatment with an oxidizing solution other than 03/UPW was evaluated for

comparison purposes. An experiment was performed by immersing a wafer in a 10% wt

H202 solution for 60 minutes. The solution was stirred with a stir bar setting of 7. Little

PR was removed during this process. Figure 72 in Appendix A indicates the wafer

thickness map after processing.

The in-situ treatment of the bath with UV light was also investigated. A test was

performed in order to determine the effect of 185 nm light shone through UPW directed

at the wafer surface with a distance of 3 inches between the quartz tank and the wafer

surface. Ozone was not added to the UPW during this experiment. 185 nm UV light,

however, generates hydroxyl radicals in water, which should oxidize the PR at the

surface of the wafer. 1 L/min of UPW was continuously flowing through the reactor

during this 60 minute process. The PR removal rate was less than typically experienced

in 03/UPW experiments. The PR removal across the wafer was quite uniform however.
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There were no vapor phase bubbles observed during this process. Figure 73 in Appendix

A indicates the wafer thickness map after processing.

Experiments were also performed to determine how the 03 decomposition rate

affects the photoresist removal. An experiment was performed that consisted of adding

NaOH into the feedstream of UPW entering the 03 Infuzor contact chamber prior to

entering into the reaction chamber. As is indicated in Figure 74 in Appendix A, at a pH

of 10.2, very little PR was removed in 60 minutes of processing. At a pH> 10, all of the

03 in solution would be decomposed immediately into 02 via radical intermediates. The

radical generation would occur in the bulk solution, however, and with a relatively short

lifetime, would not be able to reach the wafer surface to react with the organic PR.

Rather, the radicals generated in the bulk solution would react with the 03 to complete

the decomposition into 02 molecules.

In a similar experiment, the pH of the UPW feedwater prior to entering the 03

Infuzor contact chamber, was lowered to 2.4 by the addition of H2SO4, prior to entering

the contact chamber. In the lower pH solution the 03 decomposition rate slowed, and a

significantly greater amount of PR was removed in 60 minutes of process time. At this

lower pH environment, a higher 03 concentration was maintained, allowing for an

enhanced oxidation rate of the PR material. Figure 75 in Appendix A indicates the wafer

thickness map after processing.

5.4 VIBRATION EFFECTS

Vibrational effects were studied with the use of a mechanical vibrator attached to

the top of the wafer during processing. The vibrational effect on the wafer prevented
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vapor phase bubble formation and retention of the bubble on the wafer surface.

Prevention of the enhanced PR removal directly under the bubble, provided for a

significantly improved uniformity of PR removal across the wafer surface. Experiments

were performed with and without the use of the vibrator to deteimine the impact of

uniformity improvement. Standard deviations of physical thickness measurements were

used to quantify the improvement.

Comparisons were performed on similar experiments with and without mixing, as

well as with and without wafer vibration. Table 4 lists a comparison of some of these

experimental results.

Experiment

03
Concentration

(mg/L)

Reaction
Time
(min)

Mixing:
Stir Bar
Setting Vibration

Standard Deviation of
Final PR Thickness

3 8.1 60 None None 1270
4 8.1 60 7 None 852
8 8.1 60 7 None 902

31 8.1 60 7 ON 188
12 12.2 60 7 None 475
27 12.2 60 7 ON 49

Table 4: Effect of Turbulence on PR Removal Uniformity



CHAPTER 6

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

In this research, the effect of reacting ozone dissolved in UPW with a silicon

wafer substrate that has been coated with poly-4-hydroxystyrene was examined.

Experiments were performed to detetinine the primary mechanism, direct or indirect

oxidation, for PR removal from the wafer surface.

Of particular interest are the resulting oxidation products from these reactions and

the ability to effectively strip the organic PR. Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR)

Spectroscopy was used to monitor the reaction products while thickness measurements

were utilized to determine the removal rate of the organic polymer.

Infrared Spectroscopy is an established technique for organic and polymer

characterization. It is based on the absorption of radiation in the infrared frequency range

due to molecular vibration of the functional groups contained in the organic chain.

A stretching vibration is movement along the bond axis, whereby a bending vibration

may consist of a change in the bond angle between bonds with a common atom. Only

the molecular vibrations that results in a change in the dipole moment of the molecule are

infrared active.

The analysis was performed using a Nicolet Model 550 Infrared Spectrometer

coupled with a Nic-Plan Microscope for microspot infrared identification. The FTIR

employs a Mercury Cadmium Telluride (MCT) liquid nitrogen cooled detector to cover

the infrared range from 4800 cm-1 to 400 cm-1 , and permits the identification of

organic compounds as small as five microns.

62
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Ozone is considered to be both an electrophile and a 1,3 dipole molecule with

zwitterionic character [Feltham, et.al., 2000]. Due to its electrophilic nature ozone is

more prone to react with double bonds that are associated with electron-donating groups

as opposed to those that are electron-withdrawing. Ozone oxidation processes have

predominately assumed the Criegee reaction mechanism thereby producing ozonides,

which can further decompose into aldehydic or ketonic oxidation products [Feltham,

et.al., 2000]. However, radical mechanisms typically yield carboxylic acid products

[Balcioglu and Getoff, 1998].

Solvent effects are of importance for this reaction given that its polarity may

affect reaction energetics thereby dictating resulting intermediates and products [DelRio,

et.al., 1997]. The solvent in this research is water, which is polar, protic, and a Lewis

Acid. Poly-4-hydroxystyrene on the other hand is considered to be a polymer with

hydrophobic and hydrophilic side groups and functions as a nucleophile. The phenolic

ring of the polymer is associated with polarity, acidity, and hydrophilicity while its

etheric group is more hydrophobic and yet still highly polar.

Wafer preparation in all of the experiments included coating the wafer surface

with an adhesion promoter, hexamethyl disiloxane (HMDS), then a coating of poly-4-

hydroxystyrene, followed by a baking procedure at 90°C for 90 seconds. FTIR was

initially used to characterize a non-reacted wafer prepared in this manner in order to

establish control and baseline peaks. The migration of these peaks during the course of

various reactions was examined.
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6.1 CHEMICAL MECHANISMS

For these experiments the reactants consist of the nucleophilic poly-4--

hydroxystyrene on a silicon substrate, the electrophilic 03, and the polar protic solvent

H20. Notable is the fact that two reactions take place concurrently, one at the liquid bulk

and a second on the surface of the wafer. The reaction occurring in the liquid bulk is

characterized in terms of ozone reacting with water leading to the formation of radical

oxidizing compounds. Thus the ozone concentration in this bulk liquid corresponds to its

saturation value. Various reactions are occurring at the surface of the wafer. The direct

ozone reaction with the polymer mainly follows the Criegee mechanism to produce

ketones, ozonides, peroxides, and cyclic anhydrides [Rice, and Cotruvo, 1976]. The

experiments including the 185 nm UV light reactions in the ozone free water solution,

however, follow radical mechanisms to produce carboxylic acids, and transient radicals.

Acid and base catalysis increase the number of alcohols on the polymer, which can then

react via radical or non radical mechanisms.

For the reaction at the surface of the wafer the direct ozonation and indirect

radical oxidations can occur. The direct ozone reaction mechanism occurs via

electrophilic addition to the etheric and phenolic groups connected to the double bond,

initially yield a charge transfer complex for the conjugated polymer, thus the ozone

associates itself in the ortho attack position with the positive end of the ozone reacting

with the double bond which is electron rich or nucleophilic in nature. Following this a

primary ozonide is formed leading to the Criegee intermediate and ketonic product.

Figure 13 illustrates the reaction scheme to form this Criegee intermediate. This Criegee
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intermediate then reacts further to yield the ordinary ozonide, a cyclic anhydride and a

peroxide. Figures 14 illustrates this scheme.

Criegee Intel	 mediate

Figure 13: Criegee Intermediate Formation
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Ketone
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Peroxide

Figure 14: Ketone/Anhydride/Peroxide Formation
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The radical mechanism has been noted to occur in the presence of 185 nm UV

light and H20 , without the presence of ozone. This mechanism also prevails with the

addition of H202 to the H20 in the presence of 185 nm UV light. End products of the

radical mechanism are carboxylic acids. Notably the intermolecular hydrogen bonds

associated with the phenol group and resonance stabilization may allow for part of the

reaction to proceed via the radical mechanism to produce the carboxylic acids.

An experiment was performed with the use of only UPW and 185 nm light. This

185 nm UV light in the presence of UPW generates OH radicals. Without the presence

of 03 in the bulk solution which acts as a radical scavenger, the lifetime of OH* in

solution is greatly extended, allowing for the OH* to reach the surface and react with the

organic photoresist. This reaction produces carboxylic acid products, as determined by

FTIR. Figure 15 illustrates this scheme. The FTIR data was collected and used to

develop a reaction mechanism. Table 5 lists the corresponding frequencies for the

associated groups. Figure 16 indicates the FTIR transmittance peaks for the control

wafer, which was left untreated.

The spectral intensities of the control wafer indicate that the phenolic group is

intermolecularly hydrogen bonded to other phenolic groups stemming from the polymeric

chain via the 3395 cm-1 band. An alcohol band occur at 1353 cm-1 for the OH in plane.

The frequencies at 3000-2975 cm-1 account for the presence of the aromatic group which

occur as a triplet with the CH aromatic at 3062 cm-1 and 3006 cm-1 and the methyl

aromatic at 2975 cm-1 . A sole methyl ring band occurs at 1433 cm-1. The etheric

aromatic peak yields a second triplet 1754-1680 cm-1 with bands at 1754 cm-1 , 1717 cm-1,
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Figure 15: Carboxylic Acid



Control UV
Pre

No UV UV H20 2M AA
Pre

NH4OH
Pre

Benzene - ---- ---- ---- 3734 ----

Phenol 3395 3302 3327 ---- 3309 3370

Carboxylic Acid ---- ---- 3401, 3524,
995

---- ----

CH Aromatic 3062 3000 3000 3019 3000 3006

Methyl Aromatic 3006 2957 2963 2969 2963 2963

Aromatic CH 2975 2920 2920 2920 2920 2914

Etheric Aromatic 1754 ---- 1754 ---- ---- 1754

Etheric Aromatic 1711 ---- 1711 ---- 1704 1717

Etheric Aromatic 1680 1692 1680 ---- ---- 1686

Para Ring CC 1606 ---- 1606 1600 ---- 1606

Ring CC 1581 ---- 1587 1581 ---- 1575

C:C 1507 1495 1495 1501 1495 1501

Methyl Ring 1433 1427 1433 1433 1433 1433

Etheric Aromatic 1390 1384 1384 ---- 1384 1384

OH in Plane 1353 1353 1353 1353 1359 1359

OH Bend in Plane 1205 1205 1199 1205, 1322 ---- 1205

Para Ring 1168 ---- ---- ---- ---- 1168

COC 1137 1125 1137 ---- 1131 1131

CH Out of Plane 810 810 804 798 804 804

Epoxy Ring ---- 1236 ---- ---- 1236 ----

Epoxy Ring CH ---- ---- ---- 2846 ---- ----

Ozonide ---- 1069 1069 1088 1069 1069

Peroxide ---- 1877 ---- 1865 1871 1871

Oxygenic Species ---- ---- ---- 1088 ---- ----

Silica ---- 705 705 ---- ---- ----

SilicaC6H5 ---- ---- ---- 1155 ---- ----

Cyclic Anhydride ---- ---- ---- 995 ---- ----

Intensities are in cm-1

Table 5: FTIR Frequencies for various Groups
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Figure 16: FTIR Frequencies for DUV PR Control Wafer

and 1680 cm-1 , and a third band at 1390 cm-1 . A sole etheric band is also evidenced at

1137 cm-1 . The para ring C=C is accounted for by the 1606 cm1 and the 1168 cm-1 ,

while the ring C=C band shows up at 1581 cm4 , and a C=C band at 1507 cm4 . Finally a

CH out of plane band is observed at 810 cm-1 . This indicates that the phenolic group and

the etheric ring groups are present in the polymer even after the spin coating of the PR

onto the wafer substrate, followed by a post bake heat treatment.
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For the 185 nm UV pretreated wafer half followed by 03/UPW during wafer

treatment, a phenolic band at 3302 cm -I still exists, as well as the OH bands at 1353 cm-I

and 1205 cm-I . The FTIR intensities are indicated in Figure 17.

Figure 17: FTIR Frequencies for UV pretreated Wafer Half

A disruption of the etheric aromatic group is observed given that two of the

stretching frequencies are no longer observed except for the 1692 cm-I and the 1384 cm*

A final etheric band is noted at 1125 cm-I . Likewise the para ring bands disappear as

does the ring C=C band leaving only a C=C band at 1495 cm -I . A methyl ring band is

still evidenced at 1427 cm-I , likewise the alcohol bands at 1353 cm-I and 1205 cm-I are

still present. A C-H out of plane band is noted at 810 cm-1 . An Epoxy band shows at

1236 cm-I , while an ozonide frequency is detected at 1069 cm -I . A peroxide band is
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likewise observed at 1877 cm -1 , while a final silica band at 705 cm -I is evident.

Interpreting these bands suggests that the UV-ozone-H20 treated wafer was oxidized.

Ozonolysis proceeded via the Criegee intermediate mechanism to yield both ozonides

and peroxides thereby exposing the bare silica substrate. It is evident that the etheric

group was attacked in this case as seen with the disappearance of the two etheric bands,

para, and ring C=C bands. However, a lack of carboxylic acids suggests that a radical

mechanism was not followed.

UV pre-treatment was instrumental in producing epoxy rings. Thus an oxidation

reaction occurred via the Criegee mechanism whereby the UV pre-treatment accelerated

oxidation to yield an epoxidation reaction.

The non-UV pre-treated side of the wafer evidenced alcoholic bands, and etheric

aromatic bands. Alterations in structure were noted in the aromatic ring bands and in the

etheric aromatic bands that indicated decreased intensities. Of interest are the lack of

epoxidation products and peroxides. However an ozonide band with increased intensity

was noted. Again the aromatic bands at 3000, 2963, and 2920 cm-1 are observed but a

shift in their % transmittance is noted. Etheric aromatic bands are likewise evident at

1754-1680 cm-1 . This suggests that the oxidation reaction that ensued followed the

Criegee mechanism. These peak intensities are indicated in Figure 18.

Figure 19 indicates the FTIR transmittance for a wafer treated by 185 nm UV

light projected through the quartz tank and through the H20 onto the wafer. The

concentration of 03 in solution during this experiment was zero.
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For the UV I-120 only treated wafer a radical mechanism is observed, given that

the formation of a carboxylic acid at 3401, 3524, and 995 cm-I were observed. The band

at 3401 cm' showed dimeric quality and replaced the alcoholic band at 3395 cm-I .

While the phenolic band is still observed this has shifted and seems to be masked by the

carboxylic acid band which shows up as a dimer. Of importance is the fact that the

etheric ring bands are not seen, meaning attack from the ether associated groups of the

ring occurred leaving behind a benzene-silica product at 1156 cm-I . Additionally, a

peroxide band at 1865 cm-1 and a cyclic anhydride band at 995 cni l are noted.

A wafer was pretreated with a 28% wt solution of NH4OH for 30 minutes, prior to

treatment with 03/UPW. This was performed primarily to evaluate a base catalysis

mechanism. FTIR transmittance frequencies are indicated in Figure 20.

7

110 J 30 min Ammonium Hydroxide Soak
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Fi • ure 20: FTIR Fret uencies for NH OH Pretreated Wafer
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The transmittance peak changes are decreases in the etheric aromatic bands at

1754, 1717, 1686, 1384, and 1131 cm -1 . Ozonide and peroxide bands occur at 1069 and

1871 cm-1 respectively, indicating that 03 reacted with the polymer via a Criegee

mechanism.

To evaluate acid catalysis effects, a wafer was also pretreated with 2 molar acetic

acid for 30 minutes, prior to processing in 03 /H20. Figure 21 indicates these peak

intensities.

These frequencies indicate that a benzilic band emerged at 3734 cm-1 , indicating

that the OH groups are good leaving groups. A phenol band is observed at 3309 cm-1.
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The aromatic bands at 3000-2920 cm-1 are still evident but with decreased intensity. The

etheric aromatic bands did show decreased intensity meaning that only the 1704, 1384,

and 1131 cm-1 bands were observed suggesting that attack at the etheric ring occurred.

Likewise a disappearance of the para ring C=C and the ring C=C bands is noted.

Disappearance of the OH bend in plane at 1205 cm-1 indicated that the alcohol band was

shifted. In addition, the lack of carboxylic acid peaks indicates that a radical mechanism

was not present. The presence of ozonides and peroxides suggest that the Criegee

mechanism was followed.

6.2 VERIFICATION OF RATE MODEL

In order to validate the mass transfer module proposed, experiments were

performed with 03/UPW flowing across organic photoresist surface without any

pretreatment. The reaction was stopped at various times for various experimental runs,

and thickness measurements were taken using a KLA-Tencore Surfscan unit, using a 47

point recipe across the wafer surface. Plotting the final thickness measurements versus

time, a linear profile is observed, which agrees with the proposed model;

8 - [cc km(Cb)/ p] t + 89

with a slope equal to -a km(Cb)/ p with a y intercept of 80. This allows for the solution to

the diffusion rate constant, km, as;

km = 80 p/a (Cb) = 5.86E-10 [cm/sec]

The proposed mass transfer model that considers all oxidizing species, has been verified

to fit the data collected in a linear fashion as indicated in Figure 22. The data is listed in

Table 6.
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Figure 22: Photoresist Removal Rate

time
(sec)

Average

Thickness
(cm)

03
(mg/L)

Removal

Rate
(A/min)

0 7.25600E-05 12.2
900 7.02132E-05 12.2 1.56E+01
1800 6.17027E-05 12.2 3.62E+01
3600 4.49123E-05 12.2 4.61E+01
7200 1.74751E-05 12.2 4.59E+01
10800 1.48417E-05 12.2 3.21E+01

Linear	 slope	 int	 k (cm/sec)

Data Fit	 -5.95869E-09	 7.10835E-05	 5.86E-10

Table 6: Photoresist Thickness Measurements versus Time
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Photoresist removal data was also collected at various 0 3 concentrations using an

initial resist thickness of 7256 Angstroms. The reaction time was held at 60 minutes.

Figure 23 indicates the results. Photoresist removal rates were also determined for

various initial photoresist thicknesses. The results are indicated in Figure 24.

DUV PR Removal: Time=60 min
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Figure 23: Photoresist Removal Rate; Various Ozone Concentrations
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CHAPTER 7

DEVELOPMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE UPW SIMULATOR

7.1 ITPW GENERATION PROCESS OVERVIEW

The UPW generation process consists of a series of chemical engineering unit

operations designed to remove contaminants from water. The contaminants requiring

removal include dissolved ions, organic compounds, dissolved gases, and particles. The

quality level requirement of this ultrapure rinsewater is nearly unprecedented in industrial

applications. This quality requirement exists because any contaminant that remains on

the wafer surface during any process step may render it non-functional. Some of the

dimensions of the device structure are so small that virtually any molecule of

contaminant left on the wafer surface can be detrimental. A simplified diagram of a

typical UPW system is indicated in Figure 25.

Municipal Feedwater Flow
1376 (gpm)

1000 
Legend: Flowrates indicated below flow line in blue.	 Waste I

Figure 25: Typical UPW System
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7.1.1 Makeup Water

Feed water to the UPW facility is typically pumped from either a local well or

from a municipal water treatment facility, and sometimes both, to a feed water storage

tank. Pumps are required to re-pressurize the water from this storage tank to provide a

steady pressure flow through the pretreatment system. This system pre-treats the water

prior to de-ionization, and typically consists of some combination of the following

processes; multimedia filters (a combination of gravel, sand and anthracite), a chlorine

removal system such as activated carbon, and reverse osmosis.

Water supplied from local wells is fairly consistent in both quantity and quality

throughout the annual seasons. Often however, well water has relatively high levels of

dissolved silica, which can limit the recovery ratio of a reverse osmosis membrane

process. Municipal supply waters, especially those from surface water sources, can vary

significantly in quality throughout the seasons, and can also be limited in quantity during

drought seasons. Surface waters are often relatively high in calcium and magnesium

levels, or hardness, which can also limit recovery ratios in a reverse osmosis membrane

process.

7.1.2 Multimedia Filters

Multimedia filters are typically used to remove particles suspended in solution.

This level of filtration prevents suspended solids from damaging and or plugging any

downstream processes. In multimedia filtration, water flows downward through the

layers of media, trapping suspended solids in the interstitial spaces within the media.
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Multimedia filters require periodic backwashing, which fluidizes the media and releases

the trapped particles.

7.1.3 Activated Carbon

Activated carbon filtration is typically incorporated in a water treatment facility

for the removal of dissolved and suspended organics, and for the removal of chlorine, as

well as other oxidants such as hydrogen peroxide. Activated carbon is produced from

various carbonaceous materials, the most common being bituminous coal and coconut

shell, using steam and high temperatures. In the process, non-carbonaceous material is

removed, resulting in highly porous carbon granules. These granules have a vast network

of micro and macro pores. The macro pores are large capillaries, with diameters greater

than 500 A that extend all through the granule. Micro pores, between 10 and 100 A in

diameter, generally branch off the macro pores and provide a major part of the internal

surface area of the activated carbon. The activated surface area can reach 1000 m2/g.

This large density of surface area is necessary for achieving high adsorption capacities

for organic contaminant removal as water percolates through the porous carbon bed.

Activated carbon can remove a broad spectrum of organic compounds [Smith,

1988]. The micro-porous area is effective in adsorbing low molecular weight organic

compounds, such as trihalomethanes, which are typically not well removed by reverse

osmosis, ion exchange, or UV oxidation. High molecular weight organic compounds

however, such as humic and fulvic acids tend to be better adsorbed on the macro-porous

area. In practical use, activated carbon gradually loses its capacity for adsorption, and

eventually has to be either replaced or regenerated to remove the adsorbed substances.
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7.1.4 Reverse Osmosis

The Reverse Osmosis (RO) process is unique in the UPW production facility.

When located in the pretreatment system, the RO system is the major contaminant

removal process for both the organic and inorganic contaminants typically found in

municipal water supplies. RO is a separation technology using a semipermeable

membrane, which is impermeable to the solutes (such as ions and organic substances) in

a solution but transmits most of the solvent (water) through the membrane. A reverse

osmosis membrane acts as a molecular filter to remove up to 99% of all dissolved

minerals, up to 97% of most dissolved organics, and more than 98% of biological and

colloidal matter from water [Zoccolante, 1987]. The contaminant concentration can

reach up to a level of 60,000 ppm in the feed water stream.

This process does, however, consume significant quantities of the labor, energy

and chemicals required to maintain a dependable UPW system. As the RO process is a

membrane process, rather than just a cutoff filter, separation occurs based on both the

osmotic pressure difference across the membrane, and on the size of the compounds.

Small molecular compounds that can pass through the membrane will not pass through if

the osmotic pressure difference is favorable. Due to this behavior, many UPW systems

incorporate dual pass RO systems, in which two RO systems are arranged in series.

Product from the first is fed into the second. In this way, an improved quality of RO

permeate can be produced.

Approximately 75% of the volumetric flow into the first pass vessels permeates

through the membranes, and is recovered as permeate. The first pass RO reject, typically
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25%, is highly concentrated with dissolved impurities and is typically removed from the

system. Permeate from the first pass RO is re-pressurized to become feedwater to the

second pass RO. The second pass RO membranes again separate the feedwater into a

permeate stream and a reject stream. Since the feedwater to the second pass is of much

higher quality than that feeding the first pass, the quality of the permeate water from the

second pass is significantly better in quality. Since the rejected stream from the second

pass was permeate from the first pass, this water is typically clean enough to recycle back

into the pretreatment system to be fed again to the first pass RO system.

Some manufacturers heat the water prior to RO processing. Heating the water

improves the hydraulic performance of the reverse osmosis (RO) units, allowing for

increased permeate flow through the membrane. It also, however, increases the

contaminant flux for most contaminants through the membrane. Chemical pretreatment

to the RO process typically includes acid injection for pH control, and either a reducing

agent, such as sodium bisulfite, or activated carbon filtration for chlorine removal to

protect the polyamide membranes. In some cases, an antiscalant is also added to help

prevent precipitation and fouling on the RO membrane surface. Some UPW pretreatment

systems incorporate water softeners prior to the RO process in order to help remove ionic

impurities that could otherwise foul RO membranes.

Typically located immediately upstream of the RO process are filter housings that

contain cartridge filters, usually with a nominal pore rating of 0.5 to 1.0 microns. These

filters serve as a mixing chamber for the pretreatment chemicals as well as for removing

particles before the water enters the RO process.
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7.1.5 Ultraviolet Radiation

UV Radiation is similar to visible light waves but has wavelengths in the range

between 400 nm, the wavelength of violet light, and 100 nm, the length of X rays. UV

radiation is mainly characterized by the frequency, v = number of oscillations per second

(Hertz) and the wavelength X, which is expressed with respect to the velocity of light in a

vacuum c [Meltzler, 1993];

= co/v.

UV reactors are processes that expose the water to various wavelengths of

ultraviolet light. These are typically cylindrical stainless steel flow chambers containing

quartz sleeves with mercury lamps inside. A perforated baffle is typically incorporated

which surrounds the quartz sleeves and forces the inlet water to take a tortuous path

around the mercury lamps before exiting. The turbulence created increases the residence

time and exposure to the UV light.

Mercury-vapor lamps are enclosed arc lamps in which the arc is maintained in an

atmosphere of mercury at reduced pressure. Arc lights have the advantage of being

concentrated sources of light. Approximately 85% of the light intensity is generated from

a small area of the tip of the positive carbon electrode. The lamps are constructed with a

special quartz envelope that performs as a cutoff filter allowing predominant wavelengths

of light to be transmitted. Trace amounts of iron and magnesium in the quartz sleeve

absorb the short 185 nm wavelength of UV light. A special high purity synthetic quartz

sleeve can be incorporated which will allow transmission of the 185 nm lightwave.
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Mercury-vapor lamps emit a broad spectrum of UV light wavelengths expanding

over the entire UV range. The dominate emission lines however, are at 254, 313,365, and

435 nm, with a sub-dominate emission line at 185 nm. The wavelengths employed for

UV water treatment can be categorized further into two primary levels, with wavelengths

of 254 nm and 185 nm. Ultraviolet reactors serve different functions in a UPW system

depending on the primary wavelength of light emitted. Primary functions include items

listed in Table 7.

Primary
Wavelength

(nm)	 Function
254	 Bacterial Disinfection
254	 Ozone Decomposition
185	 TOC Oxidation

Table 7: Ultraviolet Light Wavelength Functions

Bacterial Disinfection
All living organisms contain deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). DNA provides the

mechanism for the reproduction. 254 nm UV energy penetrates the outer cell membrane

of micro-organisms, passes through the cell body, and attacks the DNA altering the

genetic make-up thereby destroying the micro-organisms ability to reproduce.

Ozone Destruction
The ozone molecule absorbs 254 nm UV light, which decomposes each 03

molecule into 02 and 0, for an overall reaction converting 2 moles of 03 into 3 moles of

02. The distribution piping systems of semiconductor facilities are often sterilized with
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03/UPW treatment. This ozonated water is often returned to the UPW polishing system.

The 03 molecule however, will damage most membranes and ion exchange resins

through oxidation, and render them inefficient. Therefore, the 03 molecule must be

removed prior to further treatment in the polishing loop. This can be accomplished with

the use of UV light.

TOC Oxidation
There are two mechanisms of oxidization of an organic compound with UV

radiation. The first is by direct photolysis of the organic molecules. 185 nm UV light is

the most prevalent wavelength available for this application. For this mechanism to

occur, photons must be absorbed directly. The bond energy must be less than that

produced by the 185 nm light, 154 kcal, for the breaking of the bond to occur. Carbon-

carbon single bonds and double bonds with dissociation energies of 82.6 and 145.8

kcal/mol, respectively, can be broken by direct photolysis. Carbon-carbon triple bonds,

however, with a dissociation energy of 199.6 kcal/mol will not be broken via this

mechanism. The smaller organic species can further react to form carbon dioxide,

oxidized organic compounds, or other organic by products.

The other mechanism is indirect. When water is exposed to 185 nm UV light,

radical compounds, such as OH*, are generated in solution [Chen and Shadman, 1996].

These radical compounds then oxidize organic molecules into oxidized organic

compounds and other organic by products.

The 185 nm UV lamps are very similar to the 254 nm lamps. Typically, for the

TOC oxidation, approximately three times as much energy is applied to the lamp. The

quartz envelope cut-off filter is also different in that it allows all wavelengths greater the
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185 nm to penetrate through the envelope. Therefore, the whole spectrum of UV

radiation above 185 nm is projected into the water. These systems also perform as

bacterial disinfection systems, as they also emit a large dosage of 254 nm light. 185 nm

UV radiation reduces overall Trihalomethanes (THMs), however, the chlorofoim

(CHC13) portion of the THNI is left unaffected.

7.1.6 Degasification

There are a number of types of degasification processes. The most common type

used in semiconductor facilities is vacuum degasification. Membrane degasifiers are

becoming more popular in the industry, however.

Vacuum degasifiers are operated under negative pressure by means of a vacuum

pump. Water enters the degasifier at the top of the tower through an inlet header

containing spray nozzles. As the water spray falls through the packing it is further

divided into fine droplets creating a relatively large surface area. Gases and volatile

compounds, depending on Henry's Law, are liberated and removed in the vapor flow.

Membrane degasifiers incorporate the use a sweeping gas such as nitrogen across

a membrane, which lowers the partial pressure of the dissolved gas. The difference in

gas concentrations across the membrane provides the driving force for the transfer.

These processes are mainly used for the removal of dissolved carbon dioxide (CO2) and

oxygen (02). Carbon dioxide dissolved in water can significantly reduce the ion

exchange resin capacity and shorten its lifetime. Dissolved oxygen accelerates the

growth of bacteria in pipes and equipment. Dissolved oxygen in the rinse water also

adversely affects the performance of semiconductor devices [Morita, et al., 1989].
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Degasification also allows for the removal of volatile organic carbon compounds. For

these reasons, degasification is necessary in the production of UPW.

7.1.7 Ion Exchange

Ion exchange is an adsorption/desorption process in which a cation or anion

dissolved in water is adsorbed onto an insoluble solid material and replaced by an

equivalent quantity of a similar ion of the same charge. Ion exchange resins were first

synthesized by Adam and Holmes in 1934 [Adam and Holmes, 1934]. Since then, it has

been used in various applications of water treatment, including water softening, boiler

feedwater pretreatment, and in the energy, food, pharmaceutical, and semiconductor

industries for water purification.

Ion exchange resins can be categorized into two forms; cation exchange resins

and anion exchange resins. They can also be divided by functional groups. Cation resins

can be classified into strong acid cation exchange resins that contain a sulfonic acid

group, and weak acid cation exchange resins that contain a carboxylic acid group. Anion

resins can be classified as strong base anion exchange resins, which contain a quaternary

ammonium group, and weak anion exchange resins that contain a primary, a secondary or

a tertiary amine [Helfferich, 1962].

Ion exchange resins are organic polymer structures containing active groups

locked into the organic network. The most commonly used polymer is the cross-linked

copolymer of styrene and divinylbenzene (DVB). The DVB generates cross-linking of

the polymer and provides insoluble ion exchange products. The ion exchange products
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available today typically contain 2-16% by weight DVB. Ion exchange resins are

manufactured in both gel and bead folin from liquid monomers suspended in water.

The capacity of an ion exchange resin is defined as the quantity of a given ion with which

the resin can react. It is expressed as a chemical equivalent of ions per unit volume of

resin. The ion exchange capacity of a particular resin is the quantity of the loosely bound

ions, or sites, available for exchange purposes.

Ion Exchange is often used in water softening, where calcium and magnesium

ions are removed from the water, and replaced with sodium ions by means of a cation

exchange resin. In the case of a strong cation resin, when used for the transfer of a

hydrogen ion rather than the sodium ion in the cation exchange process, metallic salts are

converted to the corresponding acids. The anions can then by adsorbed by an anion

exchange resin in the hydroxide form, resulting in a complete removal of salts from

solution. The hydrogen and the hydroxide ion given off by the exchange resins combine

to form water. This process is known as deionization, and can produce water of 18.2

mega-ohm centimeters resistivity, the maximum calculated resistivity for water at

standard temperature.

Although the combination of one anionic ion exchange unit and one cationic resin

unit should be capable of producing theoretically pure water, in standard single bed

systems, this is not the case. Typically, a residue of up to 5 ppm of dissolved solids

remains in the treated water [Lorch, 1993]. The fundamental reason for this small

leakage of contaminants is that the salt splitting reactions are completely reversible and

some salt must leak through the cation resin without being converted into the
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corresponding acid. However, when the cation and anion exchangers are mixed together

in the same process, typically referred to as a mixed bed process, the neighboring anion

resin can instantaneously neutralize the acid formed by the contact of a salt with cation

resin. This mixed bed system is capable of producing very high, or ultrapure, water

quality.

Upon reaching saturation, the resin can be regenerated. The most common agent,

used in softening, is common salt. For cation regeneration in the hydrogen form, an

acidic solution, such as hydrochloric acid (HC1) or sulfuric acid (H2SO4) is typically

used. The anion resin is typically regenerated with sodium hydroxide (NaOH). Ion

exchange is, therefore, a semi-batch process, consisting of two distinct sequences known

as the service cycle and the regeneration cycle.

Electrolytic De-Ionization (EDI) is a process that uses energy to regenerate the

resin. An applied electrical field across a membrane into the resin drives the ions

previously adsorbed by the resin off of the resin and through the membrane, where a

secondary liquid is used to remove the ions from the process. Applied in this manner, the

ion exchange process is a continuous process, with the resin continuously regenerated.

7.1.8 Ultrafiltration 

Spiral-wound ultrafilter (UF) membranes are similar to RO membranes.

Ultrafilter membranes have a higher molecular weight cutoff than RO membranes and

require less energy to produce equal volumes of permeate. UF membranes typically

maintain a 6,000-10,000 molecular weight cut-off (MW CO) range, as opposed to a 100

MWCO limit for an RO membrane. Ultrafilter membranes are well suited for the
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removal of colloidal silica, endotoxins, pyrogens and particles generated by other system

components located upstream. These filters are typically used as the final filtration

process prior to use of the UPW.

Typically, when used as a final filter, 95% of the feedwater can be recovered as

permeate. The remaining 5% is rejected, but at this location in the UPW system, this

rejected water is also of very high quality. UF reject is typically recycled, or recovered

for reuse in industrial systems such as boilers, humidity control systems, ion exchange

regeneration systems, or other systems requiring high purity water. This reject can also

be further processed with an additional UF system and the permeate water can then be

used as UPW.

7.1.9 Storage Tanks

Storage tanks utilized for UPW systems typically consist of Feed Water, RO

permeate, and UPW storage tanks. Both the RO and UPW tanks are usually lined with an

inert polymer coating such as polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) or polytetrafluoroethylene

(PTFE).

In a typical operation, upon reaching a full level in the RO permeate storage tank,

water from the pretreatment system is diverted back to the previous water storage tank.

This allows for a continuous operation of the RO process, and allows for re-treatment of

the water through the RO process again for further improvement of the water quality.

Some of this water is lost from the system however in passing through the RO process

again, due to the reject stream.
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Ultrapure water storage tanks are used in most UPW recirculation loops. These

tanks are typically blanketed with high purity nitrogen to prevent contamination  of the

water with air. These tanks perfolin as recirculation tanks, as UPW distribution systems

usually supply UPW to the point of use (POU), and return some portion of this flow to

the ultrapure water storage tank.. Continuous UPW flow is required throughout the UPW

piping in order to keep bacteria from proliferating in the pipe.

7.2 SPENT RINSE WATER FROM SEMICONDUCTOR PROCESSES

Recycling of the used spent rinsewater from semiconductor manufacturing

operations can provide many benefits in process reliability, quality, cost, and reduces the

demand on water supplies. This practice, however, has not been embraced by the U.S.

semiconductor industry due to the fear of contamination, primarily organic in nature, of

the ultrapure water from compounds generated in the semiconductor wafer manufacturing

process itself. Most of the organic compounds that contaminate ultrapure rinsewaters are

generated in the photolithography processes.

Throughout the wafer manufacturing process, there are several steps that involve

the use of ultrapure water (UPW), such as standard cleans, wet etch, photoresist removal,

and chemical mechanical planarization (CMP). Each of these wet processing steps are

typically followed by 1 or 2 rinse processes. These wet cleaning operations can account

for as much as one third of the total processing steps, depending on the product type.

Typical processing tool setups can be located in Figure 26.

Liquid chemical, or "wet", cleaning and etch processes, organic solvent processes,

and CMP processes, use UPW for process chemistry dilution and subsequent rinse
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processes. In some wafer fab facilities, over 3000 gallons of UPW is consumed to

process each 200 mm wafer. The areas of typical UPW use in wafer fabs are listed in

Table 8.

Process Area % of UPW Use

Wet Cleaning, Surface Preparation 40

Chemical Mechanical Planarization 30

Wet Etch, Photoresist Removal 15

Organic Solvent Cleaning 10

Tool Cleaning 5

Table 8: Typical Areas of UPW Use
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Recycling of water that was previously purified to an ultrapure level and then

used to rinse off ultrapure chemicals from clean wafers provides many advantages,

including an improvement in final water quality. This improvement in final water quality

justifies the efforts associated with the implementation of a recycle strategy, without even

the regard for water conservation and cost savings. There are many benefits, which can

be realized, both in cost and in processing, associated with recycling once purified water,

back through the purification processes again. Much of the spent rinsewater generated in

the semiconductor processes, is still of superior quality compared to most municipal

feedwater supplies.

Listed in Table 9 are the results from a collected spent rinse water sample from

the DMOS-V facility of Texas Instruments, with listed comparisons of other water

qualities obtained throughout the UPW processes. In this facility 50% of the UPW used

in processing is collected for recycle purposes. The data listed for the spent rinsewater is

the average of six 24 hour composite samples. This spent rinsewater can be used as a

feed water source, replacing a portion of the municipal feedwater supply, to be

reprocessed in the UPW facility. The benefits to this are multi-fold, and include the

items listed in Table 10.

There are also risks, however, associated with recycling spent process rinsewater

back into a UPW facility, to be used once again in the wafer fabrication process. These

risks include the items listed in Table 11. Re-using spent rinsewaters potentially

contaminated with semiconductor process generated impurities, feeding back into the
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Water Quality
Parameter Units

Typical
Municipal

Water
Supply

Reverse
Osmosis
Product
Water

Ultrapure
Water
(UPW)

Spent UPW
Rinsewater

(50% of
Used)

Resistivity mohm-cm 0.004 1 18 0.8
pH units 8.8 6 6 5-7
Total Organic Carbon ppb 3500 60 <2 100
Ammonium ppb 300 10 0.1 <500
Calcium ppb 22000 500 0.05 68
Magnesium ppb 4000 170 1 26
Potassium (ICP) ppb 4500 440 1 25
Sodium (ICP) ppb 29000 2300 0.02 237
Silica (SIO2) ppb 4780 250 10 338
Chloride ppb 15000 1000 0.02 <100
Flouride ppb 740 10 <1 <100
Nitrates ppb 500 20 <1 <100
Phosphates ppb 50 1 <1 <500
Sulfates ppb 42000 1300 <1 <500
All Other Ions ppb <det. Limit <det. Limit <det. Limit

Table 9: Water Quality Comparison

1. Improved feed water quality, final UPW quality.

2. Improved reliability of UPW facility, Less downtime:
Reduced frequency of RO membrane cleaning processes.
Reduced frequency of ion exchange regeneration's.
Reduced frequency of filter backwashes/rinses.
Improved efficiencies in UPW treatment processing.

3. Reduced chemical usage for ion exchange regeneration's.
4. Significant cost savings:

Less feed water and backwash water costs.
Less regeneration chemical cost.
Less industrial waste treatment cost.
Less maintenance and cleaning chemical cost.

5. Improved RO reject quality for other reclamation purposes.
6. Less demand on the municipal water supply and waste water treatment

systems.

Table 10: Benefits Associated with Recycling Water
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1. The introduction of impurity spikes into the UPW system.
2. Buildup of recalcitrant compounds.
3. Adverse chemical interactions caused by recycling.
4. Contamination due to biofouling.

Table 11: Risks Associated with Water Recycling

ultrapure water system, brings on new and relatively unknown risks and challenges. The

"unknown" issue itself is enough to bring these risks to the forefront of the recycle issue.

In addition, there have been semiconductor water recycling projects performed in the past

with unsuccessful results. Some of these have caused fab shutdowns, resulting in

significant financial losses. Many of these failed projects originated with the recycle of

treated industrial wastewater at the effluent of the industrial wastewater treatment (IWW)

facility. This water, although pH neutralized after treatment, typically contains

concentrated spent chemical bath dumps, generated in the semiconductor process. The

contaminates of which, although diluted with the spent rinsewaters, are significant loads

to the separation processes in the ultra pure water system.

These risks have prevented most U.S. semiconductor manufacturers from

implementing any recycle activities. To adequately address these risks is of imminent

concern to the industry, if it is to achieve the goals stated in the International Technology

Roadmap for Semiconductors, which will require water recycling by the year 2005. In

order to provide the industry with a tool to allow for a better understanding of the impact

of recycling water, the development of a UPW Simulator commenced.

There are various options that can be considered for implementing a recycle

system. In Figure 27, an overall recycle schematic indicates various options on the

destination of the spent rinsewater (SRW) for recycle purposes.
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7.3 UPW PROCESS SIMULATION

The UPW simulator program is a computer software program designed to model

the treatment efficiencies of each unit process in any UPW system, as well as the entire

dynamic system in real time. The calculations are performed using both a flow balance

and concentration profile determination at each unit process throughout the system. The

calculations require the simultaneous solution of many differential equations with respect

to both the flow and to the concentrations. These simultaneous solutions are performed

in Fortran Code.

98
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This Fortran program has been written in a modular format, with subroutines

called for the concentration calculations for each unit process, consisting of; Reverse

Osmosis, Activated Carbon, Ion Exchange, Ultraviolet Irradiation, Degasification, and

Ultrafiltration. The basic structure of the software program is indicated in Figure 28.

This Fortran code is listed in Appendix B.

Due to the limited availability of Fortran software throughout the industry, the

Fortran code has been compiled into machine language and can be accessed via a

dynamically linked library (dip using a spreadsheet file such as Microsoft Excel. To

execute the current version of the program requires only Excel software, and a Microsoft

Windows operating environment. The Excel spreadsheet will accept any combination of

the above listed unit processes with input data for each process, including intermittent

storage tanks. Upon execution of an Excel Macro Program, the dll program is

automatically called through Visual Basic Code, which then executes the Fortran

program. The program results are then sent back to the Excel spreadsheet where the data

can be evaluated and displayed using existing Excel operations.

The compiled version of the Fortran code runs entirely in the background and no

Fortran expertise is required to execute the program. The Windows 95, 98, or Windows

NT operating system is required however, to establish the link between programs. The

link is established with a Visual Basic Program which resides inside of the Excel

spreadsheet file. This Visual Basic code is located in Appendix C.
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Figure 28: Structure of the UPW Recycle Simulator

The simulator is capable of evaluating multiple scenarios of various unit

processes arranged in any order. It can help in determining cause and effect

relationships, and evaluating the impact of various recycle scenarios. Examples of

different scenarios are indicated in Figure 27. This figure represents a generic flowchart

that encompasses many potential flowcharts. Many of the streams indicated will not be

used in the modeling of most UPW systems. These streams can be turned on and off very

easily in the spreadsheet of the program.

The ability to determine the effect of any contaminant in the recycled stream is

available for any length of time. The Excel program is limited, however, to 240 time

segments. Therefore, the program can be executed for 240 seconds, minutes, hours, days,
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etc.... Due to the modularity of the Fortran code, however, new unit process calculations

can be inserted at any time in the future.

Contaminant concentrations vs. time profiles can be obtained with the program,

for each unit process in the UPW system. As well, flowrates vs. time profiles can also be

obtained at each unit process. These can be graphed using Excel standard graphic

capabilities. In the future, enhanced worksheet formats can be used to increase user

friendliness for use in industrial applications.

7.3.1 Packed Bed Adsorption

The adsorption/desorption process is one in which matter is extracted from one

phase and concentrated onto the surface of another phase. This occurs due to forces

active within the surface boundaries. The rate at which dissolved organic substances are

removed from dilute aqueous solutions by solid absorbents is a highly significant factor

for applications in industrial water treatment.

There are essentially three consecutive steps in the adsorption of materials from

solution by porous adsorbents; film diffusion, pore diffusion, and the adsorption step

itself. The adsorption process itself is usually not the rate-limiting step. Carbon

Adsorption and Ion Exchange processes can both be modeled as adsorption/desorption

processes.

For activated carbon adsorption, there is much data available in present literature

describing isotherms for various organic substances. This information however, is based

on thermodynamics rather than on kinetic data. Very little information exists on the

adsorbance of typical compounds found in semiconductor manufacturing processes.
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For ion exchange processes, there is also much infoimation available in the

literature concerning the relative selectivities of available resins for various ions. There

is very little information available however, concerning the interactions and removal of

these contaminants in multi-component solutions.

Mike Schmotzer [Schmotzer, 2001], also at the University has Arizona,

developed a comprehensive model that describes this process, including the impacts of

multi-component interactions. These modeling equations, which have been incorporated

into the UPW simulator, are listed below.
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7.3.2 Membrane Separations

Membrane filtration is a separation process widely used for the removal of ionic

and particulate matter from water. Membrane filters are thin, porous, typically
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asymmetric membranes, with a relatively narrow pore size distribution. Relative to their

pore size, membrane filters can be divided into various categories: microfiltration (MF),

ultrafiltration (UF), nanofiltration (NF) and hyper-filtration or reverse osmosis (RO),

which has the finest pore size.

7.3.3 Reverse Osmosis

The mechanism for RO membrane filtration is of both of a physical and a

chemical nature. Physically, the membrane restricts molecules larger than the pore size

from passing through the membrane. Chemically, the contaminants reach an osmotic

equilibrium across the membrane. When a solution containing a non-volatile solute, such

as a salt, is separated either from a sample of pure solvent or from a more dilute solution

by a semipermeable membrane, there will be a tendency for spontaneous passage of the

solvent through the membrane into the more concentrated solution under a driving force

known as the osmotic pressure. This transport of water molecules, in diluting an aqueous

solution, will continue until the increase in pressure due to this influx on the concentrated

solution side has increased to a magnitude equal to the osmotic pressure, at which point

the flow ceases due to the establishment of thermodynamic equilibrium across the

membrane.

The RO process can be accomplished by reversing the naturally occurring

osmotic process. By applying an external pressure greater than the osmotic pressure on

the concentrated solution side, the flow of solvent will be reversed producing a purified

water product on the permeate side of the membrane.
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The value of the osmotic pressure (it) of any solution is directly proportional to

the concentration of multiple solutes in the solvent. For a multi-component solution, the

osmotic pressure can be expressed as;

it = 11,C1RT

where;	 = quantity of i ions per molecule of dissociated solute

Ci =concentration of i ion

For less dilute solutions, this equation needs to be multiplied by an osmotic coefficient

estimated from vapor pressure data or from the freezing point depression of the solution.

While the osmotic pressure represents the minimum required pressure to carry out

the reverse osmosis process, commercial units require significantly higher pressures, in

excess of the osmotic pressure, to obtain the desired flux rate. This is because the water

flux is directly proportional to the magnitude by which the operational pressure exceeds

the osmotic pressure:

Qw = Kw(AP-A7t)/t

Where; Qv, = water flux through the membrane m3/min.m2

Kw, = membrane permeability coefficient for water

AP = hydraulic pressure differential across membrane

Air = osmotic pressure differential across membrane

t = membrane thickness

Another important aspect of the RO process is the attainment of a high salt

rejection by minimizing the salt flux across the membrane. Salts pass through the
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membrane by diffusion. Therefore, the salt flux is proportional to the concentration or

chemical potential difference across the membrane:

Qs = Ks(AC)/t

Where;
	

Qs = Salt flux
Ks = membrane permeability coefficient for salt s
AC = concentration gradient across membrane
t = membrane thickness

The performance of an RO membrane is typically expressed by two parameters,

salt rejection and the permeate flux. Salt rejection is typically defined as the percentage

of salt held back by the membrane. Permeate flux indicates the passage of water through

a unit area of membrane under a certain pressure.

Modeling of a membrane process is adequately addressed in the literature

[Haas, et.al., 1995].

These equations include an:

Membrane Concentration;

Cm = C2[1 - Rej + Rej*exp(-25 * ji*Re0.25*sc0.67/u)]1

Where Cm = membrane concentration
Rej = rejection ratio
Re = Reynolds number
Sc = Schmidt number
u = water velocity over membrane
C2 = input concentration
J1 = mass flux



Permeate Concentration;

Cp = Cm(K2 /(E+(K2 - E)exp(J1t5/D21))

Where: Cp = permeate concentration
K2 = solute partition coefficient
Cm = membrane concentration
£ = membrane porosity
J 1 = mass flux
T = membrane tortuousity
5 = membrane thickness
Sc =1.i/(pD21)
1.t. = dynamic viscosity of water
p = density of water
D21 = solute diffusion coefficient in water
Re = udip/ii
u = water velocity over membrane
d 1 = water thickness over membrane

= dynamic viscosity of water
p = density of water

Reject Ratio;

Rej = 1 - Cp/C.

Where Cp = permeate concentration
Cm = membrane concentration

Mass Flux;

J 1 = -k.*(V,IR*T)(dP - tin)

Where;
km = mass transfer coefficient
Vw = molar weight of water
T = temperature (288 Kelvin)
R = gas constant (R = 8.21 x 10 -5 atm m3/mol K)
dP = pressure difference across membrane
dn = osmotic pressure difference from prior time step
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Mass transfer coefficients;

km = kmi + km2

Where: kmi = D/3, mass transfer from solvation

km2 = er2RT/(Vtt8), capilarity transfer

r = membrane pore size
D,, = diffusivity of water membrane
E = membrane porosity
8 = membrane thickness
-r = membrane tortuousity
Prior osmotic pressure, dic

The system uses the osmotic pressure difference based on the Cm and Cp values

from the last time step

dit = (Cm — Cp)RT

Default values for the present UPW simulation program were determined to be;

diffusivity of water in membrane (1018 m2/s)
membrane thickness (2 x 10 -7 m)
membrane pore size (5 x le m)
membrane porosity = 0.9 (dim.)
membrane tortuousity = 10 (dim.)
liquid thickness over membrane (0.0001 m)
solute partition coefficient = 100 (dim.)
solute diffusion coefficient (5 x 10 -1 0 m2/s)
water velocity over membrane (15 m/s)
pressure difference (26.02 atm)
mechanism = 3 (1 = solvation, 2 = capillarity, 3 = both)
input concentration = 0.01 kg/m3

mole weight = 150 g/mol
water viscosity (0.001 kg/(m*s)
water density (1000 kg/cu m)
water molar volume (1.8 x 10 -5 cu m/mol)

107
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7.3.4 Degasification

The removal of a gas from water is a mass transfer process that can be modeled as

four distinct steps.

1) The first step involves diffusion of the gas through the bulk liquid solution to a

liquid/gas interface.

2) The gas must then pass through a liquid film on the liquid side of the interface.

3) The gas must pass through a gas film on the vapor side of the interface

4) Then the gas must disperse into the vapor phase solution.

Diffusion of the gas throughout the bulk liquid solution is generally the slowest step.

Molecular diffusion expressions may generally be used to predict this rate of transfer.

The amount of gas dissolved in water depends on both the temperature and the

pressure. For a dilute solution, Henry's law describes the characteristic of the dissolution

of gas, which states that:

Pi = yi*P = Hi(t)*xi

The amount of gas dissolution is proportional to the partial pressure of the gas and

inversely proportional to the temperature.

Degasification is a method based on Henry's law. Degasification can be

performed using vacuum or by the use of a sweeping gas such as nitrogen across a

membrane, which lowers the partial pressure of the dissolved gas. The difference in gas

concentrations across the membrane provides the driving force for the transfer.
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Vacuum degasification removes dissolved gases from liquid solutions into the gas

phase under low partial pressure and vacuum. This method is widely used as an efficient

way of removing dissolved gases from ultrapure water.

A combination of the two methods can also be incorporated. This technology

uses a gas separation membrane that was recently developed [Ohmi, 1993]. With this

technology, the dissolved oxygen is removed by flowing the water along a hydrophobic

polymeric membrane through which the water molecules are impermeable, but gases

permeate. Either a vacuum pump, or a nitrogen sweep gas, is employed on the gas

permeate side.

The following set of equations was developed as part of this research to describe

gas separation from water in multi-component water solutions.

Multi-component Flux:

Ji =	 - aCvi)

where: a = DmiKiJ6

a = Kv/KL

K = Distribution constant
5 = Membrane Thickness
m = A constant group
L = Effective length

For each species:

Cout = aCv + (Cin - aCv)exp[-mL]
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7.3.5 UV Radiation and Photolysis

There are two mechanisms of oxidization of an organic compound with UV

radiation. The first is by direct photolysis of the organic molecules. For this mechanism

to occur, the organic bonds must have sufficient bond lengths to absorb photons directly,

which have enough energy to break the bonds, and dissociate into smaller product

molecules. The other mechanism is indirect. When water is exposed to 185 nm UV

light, radical compounds, such as OH*, are generated in solution. These radical

compounds then oxidize organic molecules into oxidized organic compounds and other

organic by products.

The kinetics of the oxidation of organic compounds with 185 nm UV light has

been shown experimentally to range between first order at low concentrations, and zero

order at higher concentrations [Phillips, 1983]. This rate can be expressed as;

r = kuC/(1+kuC)

The process can be modeled using a plug flow reactor model;

dC/dt = -kuC/(1+1QC

7.3.6 UPW Simulator Validation

Through challenging the unit processes in the TI UPW facility, containing

contaminants typically used in semiconductor manufacturing processes, data was

collected to determine the necessary information to calculate reaction rates, mass transfer

rates, and equilibrium constants. This information has been used in the modeling

equations for these unit processes, and applied in the simulation program. The program
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predicts the concentrations of contaminants at any point within the system, for a full

understanding of contaminant removal.

A database has been generated containing various unit process parameters to be

used in the simulation code. Experiments have been performed to determine kinetic

reaction rates, mass transfer coefficients, and thermodynamic information not presently

available in the literature for the removal of various semiconductor process generated

impurities for the following unit processes;

• Packed-bed adsorption

• Membrane separation

• Membrane degasification

• UV oxidation

Analyses have been performed and data has been collected, across each unit

process to determine the removal efficiency of each unit process. This data has been used

to fit the modeling equations to this empirical data. The parameters required to fit the

model have been stored in the database.

Figure 29 represents the removal efficiencies across each unit process for the

simultaneous removal of multiple contaminants; Humic Acid, Chloroform„ Ammonium

Ion, Sodium Ion, and Calcium Ion. The experimental setup and procedures for

validation of the simulation software code were based on the use of an actual UPW

facility at the Texas Instruments Inc. site in Dallas, Texas. Validation of this code was

accomplished through the collection of data that was obtained after each unit process
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respective modeling equations were calculated, and input as defaults for the particular

respective compound of interest

The simulation program was then executed, and the calculated results were

compared to actual results. The compared values are displayed in Figures 30-34. Actual

data collected on water samples at each unit process throughout the UPW facility are

compared to the calculated results determined through the execution of the UPW
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simulator. Due to the removal of most contaminants to below detectable limits,

individual figures are shown for only Chloroform (CHC1 3), Ammonium (NH4+), Sodium

(Na+), Calcium (Ca+2), and Chloride (Cl), Fluoride (F), and TOC assumed to be in the

form of humic acid, respectively. These compounds were detectable throughout the

UPW system. In this way, the simulation program was essentially calibrated for these 7

contaminants. The calibration parameters determined empirically for these compounds

are listed in Appendix D.

In November of 1998, this UPW facility experienced an excursion in TOC values

at the point of use, due to a contaminant entering the system through the spent rinsewater

that was being recycled. A schematic of this system, produced by the UPW simulator is

indicated in Figure 35.

Normal operations of the spent rinsewater recycle facility, however, were not

being maintained at that time, as both TOC monitors that normally detect organic

contamination in the spent rinsewater collection system were taken off line. During this

excursion, it was believed that IPA entered into the spent rinsewater.

The final POU TOC concentration reached a value of 5.13 ppb for approximately

3 hours, from a normal POU concentration of 1.12 ppb. The UPW simulator results

have been compared to the actual data for the POU location. This comparison has been

plotted and can be seen in Figure 36.
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Legend: Predicted Chloroform concentrations, indicated on top of flow line, in red.
Actual chloroform concentrations, measured by GCMS on bottom of flow line in blue.

Figure 30: CHCI 3  Actual vs. Simulator Results
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Fi • ure 31: NH4+ Actual vs. Simulator Results
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UPW Simulation vs. Actual for Sodium Removal
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Figure 32: Na+ Actual vs. Simulator Results
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Figure 33: Ca+2 Actuals vs. Simulator Results
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Figure 34: Cl" Actuals vs. Simulator Results
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Figure 35: UPW System at TI indicating TOC and Flow
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Figure 36: TOC Actuals vs. Simulator Results

The simulator is quite capable of predicting excursions due to upsets in

manufacturing operations. Indicated in Figure 37, is the predicted effect on the final

UPW quality due to the discharge of an entire bath (15L) of IPA in one minutes time, into

the spent rinsewater collection system for recycle.

As Figure 37 indicates, the IPA and byproducts, as TOC, will not be totally

removed in the UPW facility, and will impact the final UPW quality. At the time of the

IPA contamination entering into the system, it will take approximately 60 minutes for this

120
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to impact the final UPW quality. The UPW system will not fully recover from this

impact for an additional 3 hours.

Figure 37: Impact of 15 L IPA (98%wt) into Spent Rinsewater Recycled

7.3.7 Applications of UPW Simulator to Analyze the Effects of Recycling

Examples of the application of this simulator program are indicated in Figures 38-

41. For ease of presentation, these figures list single contaminants. The multi-

component experimental data is listed in Appendix D.

Figure 38 represents a typical schematic of an UPW system used to generate

UPW for use in semiconductor wafer processing. Both the Total Organic Carbon (TOC)
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Figure 38: Typical UPW System; TOC Concentrations and Flowrates

contaminant concentrations and flowrates are indicated. The contaminant

concentrations are indicated in red on the top of the flow arrow indicators, after

each unit process. The flowrates are listed in blue, below the flow arrow

indicators, after each unit process. In this application, spent rinsewater recycling

was not incorporated. This application was based on a municipal feed water source

containing 4000 ppb of humic acid, as Total Organic Carbon. As indicated, the

final concentration that this particular UPW system can achieve, with proper input

parameters, is 2.565 ppb TOC. This scenario requires 1376 gpm of municipal

feedwater supply, to produce 1000 gpm of UPW for use.
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Figure 39 represents an identical system with the incorporation of a 70 % spent

rinsewater recycle system which recycles water back to the incoming feed water storage

tank, replacing the typical incoming municipal water. Comparisons can be made between

these two figures for both flow and contaminant concentration performance. As

indicated, the incorporation of this particular recycle system enhances the performance of

the UPW system, reaching a final contaminant level of 1.269 ppb TOC. This scenario

requires 676 gpm of municipal feedwater supply to produce 1000 gpm of UPW for use in

the manufacturing processes, a reduction of 51% of the demand on the municipal water

supply.

Figures 40 and 41 represent similar UPW flowcharts, indicating both the calcium

concentration profile and flowrates throughout the system without and with a recycle

system respectively.

Figure 42 represents the effect of a reduction in usage demand for the final UPW

product. In this application of the simulator, the actual wafer fab demand of UPW was

reduced from 1000 gpm to 700 gpm. This reduction in flow to the wafer fab causes an

increase in flow to the UPW return line feeding back to the UPW Polishing Tank. This

reduction in demand from the wafer fab may be obtainable through optimization of the

rinsewater processes.

Interestingly, the effect of reducing the demand for UPW in the wafer fab can

have significant beneficial effects on improving the UPW quality throughout the facility.

The quality of the water in the UPW polishing storage tank improves significantly due to
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Figure 39: Recycle Effect on TOC Concentration and Flowrates
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Figure 40: Typical UPW System; Calcium Concentrations and Flowrates
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Figure 41: Recycle Effect on Calcium Concentration and Flowrates
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Figure 42: Rinse Optimization Effect on Ca+2 Concentration and Flowrates

this flow change that then also improves the final point of use UPW quality. This is

indicated in comparing Figures 41 and 42. The effect of reducing the demand from the

wafer fab tools by 30% can improve the water quality with respect to calcium, and most

other ions, by a factor of 28%. As we produce smaller and smaller semiconductor

devices, with finer line widths, improvements such as this may prove vital to operations.

In addition, this change also increases the velocity of water flowing through the UPW

distribution system that will have beneficial effects on the prevention of bacterial growth

throughout the piping system. It also decreases the municipal feedwater demand,

reducing the risk of municipal feedwater excursions, as well as the costs associated with

both incoming water and wastewater.
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Use of this program allows for the determination of the impact to flowrates and

water quality throughout the UPW system due to changes in feed water supply qualities,

the effects of recycling water, the effects of adding or removing unit processes to the

system, and/or the effect of chemical changes to the operations. It also performs as an

excellent design tool in comparing various UPW system scenarios.

This UPW simulator program includes options for pretreatment, primary

treatment, and a polishing loop treatment of water, with an option for recycle of spent

rinsewaters with any chemical combination of contaminants. A User's manual for the

UPW simulator is located in Appendix E.

7.3.8 Simulator Demonstration at Member Company Sites

Hewlett Packard — Palo Alto, CA

At the HP facility in Palo Alto, CA, an UPW facility with a recycle treatment

system has been in existence for a number of years. The UPW simulator software was

used to model this existing UPW facility. Figure 43 indicates the process flow, along

with the predicted TOC concentrations listed in the color red at the top of the flowline,

with the flowrate predictions listed in the color blue at the bottom. In this figure the TOC

concentration is listed as ug/L or parts per billion (ppb) of TOC, while the flowrate is

listed in gallons per hour (gph)

The treated recycle water at this facility is actually recycled to the RO storage

tank, rather than the Feed Water Storage tank. The simulator is capable of adequately

modeling this existing system.
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Figure 43: UPW System, HP Palo Alto, CA 

Figure 44 represents an additional output type from the UPW simulator. Time in

hours is plotted on the horizontal axis. The TOC concentration of the UPW at the point

of use is plotted on the vertical axis, in ppb. This graph indicates the effect of starting the

recycle flow at time zero, with the system initially at a steady state TOC concentration of

5.0 ppb. In this scenario, the overall effect was to reach a new steady state TOC

concentration of 2.61 ppb after approximately 11 hours of operation. During this

transition period the trend in TOC concentration with time is indicated.

Lucent — an Industrial Site

In order to show the use of the software on a very unique UPW system design, the

software code was used on an existing Lucent UPW system. A schematic of the system

is indicated in Figure 45 along with TOC concentrations predicted by the simulator in the
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Figure 44: Effect of recycling on TOC UPW Quality @ HP

color red at the top of the flowline, with the flowrate prediction listed in the color blue at

the bottom. The TOC concentrations are listed in ug/L or parts per billion (ppb). The

flowrates are listed as gallons per minute (gpm).

Presently, there is no recycle system at this Lucent facility. The simulator

predictions do compare with the actual TOC, measured at the point of use. Water quality

improvement predictions, through the addition of a recycle system, have been generated

using the simulator. As can be seen in this figure, the simulator is capable of predicting

both the flowrates and the TOC concentration at every point within the UPW system.

An additional type of output by the simulator can be seen in figure 46. In this

figure, time is plotted in minutes on the horizontal axis. The predicted TOC

concentration of the UPW at the point of use is plotted on the vertical axis, in ppb of

TOC. This graph indicates the expected effect of starting, at time zero, a recycle flow of

50% of the final UPW flow, with the system initially at a steady state TOC concentration

of 4.43 ppb TOC at the POU. In this scenario, the overall effect was to reach a new
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steady state TOC concentration of 2.56 ppb TOC after approximately 60 minutes of

operation. During this transition period the trend in TOC concentration with time is

indicated.

Sandia National Labs-Albuquerque

At the Sandia National Laboratory in Albuquerque, NM, an existing UPW system

provides UPW to their Wafer Fab operations. Here, spent rinsewater for recycle

purposes is being collected and monitored for quality. At present, all of the collected

spent rinsewater is being discharged to drain. The UPW simulator was used at this

facility to model the existing system, and to predict the effects of adding a recycle system

to this facility.

A schematic of the system is shown in Figure 47 along with TOC concentrations

predicted by the simulator in the color red at the top of the flowline, with the flowrate

prediction listed in the color blue at the bottom. The TOC concentrations are listed in

ug/L or parts per billion (ppb). The flowrates are listed as gallons per hour (gph).

Although there is only little data available for TOC concentrations throughout the UPW

facility, the final POU concentration predicted by the UPW simulator matches quite well

with available data, with a simulator prediction of 2.52 ppb TOC with an analytically

determined POU concentration of 2.5 ppb TOC.

This facility has relatively large storage tanks for the required UPW flowrate to

the Wafer Fab. Both required flow and storage tank volumes are indicated in Table 12.

These large storage tanks have a combined residence time of over 5 hours. The UPW
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Sandia National Laboratories: UPW System
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Figure 47: SNL UPW System

Required Flow 6000 gph

Feed Storage Tank 20,000 gallons

Primary (RO) Tank 20,000 gallons

UPW Polish Tank 20,000 gallons

Table 12: Required Flow and Storage Tank Volumes for Sandia

simulation was therefore performed in gallons per hour (gph), rather than in gallons per

minute (gpm). As can be seen in Figure 47, there is also a relative large return flow of
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13,220 gph compared with 6,000 gph UPW supply flow. This large return flow is re-

processed again through the UPW polishing section, providing a significant improvement

in the UPW quality at the POU.

In addition, the SNL facility receives a relatively pure feed water stream for TOC

concentration of only 400 ppb TOC. This extremely high quality of feed stream reduces

the expected quality improvement impact due to recycle of spent rinsewaters.

Figure 48 represents the expected impacts for TOC concentrations and flowrates

throughout the UPW system due to a recycle of 50% of the used UPW. As can be seen,

the overall impact to the UPW at the POU is to reduce the TOC concentration from 1.87

to 0.99 ppb TOC, a decrease of 47%. The effect should also decrease the demand on the

municipal water supply from 10,286 gph to 7,286 gph, a decrease of 29%.

An additional output by the simulator can be seen in Figure 49. In this figure,

time is plotted in hours on the horizontal axis. The predicted TOC concentration of the

UPW at the point of use is plotted on the vertical axis, in ppb of TOC. This graph

indicates the expected effect of starting, at time zero, a recycle flow of 50% of the final

UPW flow, with the system initially at a steady state TOC concentration of 1.87 ppb

TOC at the POU. In this scenario, the overall effect was to reach a new steady state TOC

concentration of 0.99 ppb TOC after approximately 21 hours of operation. During this

transition period the trend in TOC concentration with time is indicated.
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Sematech — Austin, TX

The UPW System at the Sematech facility is quite unique in that ozone is

continuously injected into the UPW distribution system in order to help keep the

distribution system free of bacterial growth. This has been incorporated into the UPW

simulator, indicated on Figure 50 as the last unit process in the polishing treatment

system, labeled as Ozone Contact. This unit process occurs immediately prior to the

point of use (POU), and simulates the piping distribution system as an ozone contact

reactor.

In addition, the Sematech UPW system has a significantly large UPW return ratio;

100 gpm (6000 gph) UPW supply with 300 gpm (18000 h) UPW return. This large

quantity of UPW returned to the UPW storage tank is essentially retreated through the

UPW polishing unit processes time and time again. This has the effect of further

purifying the UPW. In addition, due to the ozone that is added at the end of the polishing

treatment system which remains in the UPW that is returned to the UPW storage tank, the

first unit process in the polishing loop, a 185 nm UV reactor, actually performs as a

combined UV/ozone reactor, providing a benefit from the synergistic effects of ozone in

the presence of UV light. This has also been incorporated into the UPW simulator by

using reaction rates determined by previous research at the University of Arizona for

Ozone/UV interactions.

In this case, the UPW simulator was used to determine only the TOC increase due

to the organic surfactant, OHS, present in the recycle water stream. The feed water TOC

concentration was, therefore, set to zero. In Figure 50 the predicted TOC concentrations
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(ppb) are listed in the color red at the top of the flowline. The flowrate predictions (gph)

are indicated in the color blue in Italics, at the bottom of the flowline. The UPW

simulator is capable of adequately simulating this scenario for both flowrates and TOC

concentrations throughout the UPW facility.
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Figure 50: Sematech UPW Schematic; UPW Simulator Predictions 

Figure 51, is an additional output from the UPW simulator software. This figure

indicates the rise in TOC concentration at the POU due to the OHS in the recycle system

versus time. Time units (hours) are plotted on the x axis. This plot allows the user to

determine how long it will take for an excursion that occurs in the spent rinsewater

concentration of the TOC at any point in time during this transition.
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Figure 51: TOC Rise at POU due to OHS Surfactant in Spent Rinsewater

In addition, use of the UPW simulator, indicates a significant drop in calcium ion

concentration due to the recycle flow. This model prediction for calcium concentrations

was also verified with atomic absorption analysis. With these significantly lower calcium

levels, or hardness, there is much less of a tendency for scale to form in the Reverse

Osmosis (RO) membrane system. This infounation lead to the realization that the acid

addition prior to the RO unit process, in order to drop the pH to a level that would

prevent scale from forming, may not be as necessary. In fact, with these lower levels of

hardness, less acid can be added, lowering the pH to 7.0 instead of 6.0 units. This higher

pH level in the RO membrane system has significant benefits in the reduction of CO2 via

the membrane, thereby reducing the load on the following ion exchange systems.
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This change in the pH control was implemented at TI, and an immediate benefit was

realized. The mixed bed ion exchange regeneration frequency was reduced two-fold.

Instead of regenerating these ion exchange beds once per week, the requirement is now

only once every two weeks, allowing for more up-time within the system, and thus

provides a more reliable UPW system. The effect of pH on bicarbonate equilibrium is

indicated in Figure 52.

Figure 52: RO Rejection of CO2; Effect of pH Change Due to Recycle. 
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The recycling of spent rinsewaters from semiconductor processes is not a

compromise to water quality, as many people perceive, but can provide a significant

improvement to the final ultrapure water quality. In addition to the final UPW quality

improvement, a number of other benefits can be realized as well. Spent rinsewater

recycling also provides for an improvement in reliability of the UPW facility, as less

maintenance will be required for cleaning membranes, backwashing filters, and

performing ion exchange regenerations. As well, significant gains in cost of ownership

can be achieved, as less water, and chemicals are required. Spent rinsewater recycling

can also provide for an improvement in various reject streams that can also be used in

other water conservation methods, such as the use of RO reject for cooling tower

purposes.

The recycling of water provides for a more environmentally benign

semiconductor facility as significant reductions in the overall water use are obtained.

This reduces the load on incoming water supplies and wastewater discharge to the

community. In some cases, this may allow for further expansion in areas that are limited

in water availability.

The UPW simulation program has been validated as an effective model for UPW

unit processes and for the entire UPW facility. It can adequately model upsets and

excursions to the spent rinsewater quality and predict the effects on the final POU UPW

quality in a dynamic mode. This program has the capacity to be used with and without
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recycle streams, and can model various UPW system designs both for flow characteristics

and contaminant concentrations.

The model can predict water quality changes even below detectable levels of

current metrology equipment. With the advancement of technology in semiconductor

design, recycling of spent rinsewater is an available method for achieving improved

UPW qualities, which may be necessary for the advanced processing of future technology

nodes.

The model has also been used to determine the effect on final UPW quality due to

rinse process efficiency improvements. With more efficient rinse processes, less water is

available for recycle. The model allows for a determination of the optimum balance of

rinse water conservation and spent rinsewater recycling. In an already existing facility, it

was also shown that reducing the demand for UPW at the POU, more water will be

returned to the polish loop. This will keep the existing pipe distribution system cleaner,

and will also benefit the UPW quality due to further processing in the UPW polishing

loop.

The UPW simulator can also be used to evaluate various design options to

determine both flowrates and quality throughout the UPW system. Determinations can

be made on the flow and quality effects of adding, removing, and/or changing unit

process sequences. Linked to a control scheme, this simulator could also be used to

control directional flow valves in the operation of a UPW system, predicting quality

issues based on metrology devices in the recycle stream.
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Relative to DUV PR stripping with ozonated UPW water, the primary mechanism

of the oxidation of the organic film from semiconductor wafers is predominantly the

direct ozone oxidation pathway rather than the indirect radical pathway. The generation

of radicals from the decomposition of the ozone itself in the bulk solution, is detrimental

to the overall removal rate, as the radical compounds further decompose the ozone into

oxygen, depleting both the radical and ozone oxidizing species.

The effect of pH plays a significant role in this process. At pH levels above 10,

ozone decomposes rapidly into oxygen via radical intermediates. At pH levels below 3,

the PR removal rate is enhanced due to less decomposition of the ozone molecules.

The effect of turbulence is significant in the removal of thin organic films from

silicon surfaces. Further research in this area is warranted. Physical forces, such as the

centrifugal force found in typical spray processors, may play a significant role in removal

of the organic films.

The significantly enhanced PR removal rate under the vapor phase bubble also

warrants further research in this area. This 3-phase process may provide for significant

process improvements. Further understanding is necessary to determine if the PR is

removed purely at the vapor phase interface, or whether the reaction occurs at the vapor-

liquid-solid interface around the circumference of the vapor phase bubble.
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APPENDIX A: EXPERIMENTAL DATA
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Figure 53: Photograph of Wafer Section without Mixing.



Figure 54: Wafer Thickness Map from Wafer without Mixing.
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Figure 55: Wafer Thickness Measurements for Wafer without Mixing
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Figure 56: Photograph of Wafer Processed with Mixing.



Figure 57: Wafer Thickness Map for Wafer Processed with Mixing.
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Wafer Pretreatment:	 None
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Figure 58: Wafer Thickness Measurements for Wafer with Mixing.
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Figure 59: Wafer Thickness Map for Broad UV with TMAH Exposure.
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Wafer Pretreatment: Broad UV
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Figure 60: Wafer Thickness Measurements for Broad UV with TMAH.



Figure 61: Photograph of Wafer for TMAH Exposure.
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Figure 62: Wafer Thickness Map for TMAH Exposure.
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Figure 63: Wafer Thickness Measurements for TMAH Exposure.
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Figure 64: Wafer Thickness Map for 185 nm UV.
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Figure 65: Wafer Thickness Map for TMAH with Low pH UPW/03
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Figure 66: Wafer Thickness Measurements for TMAH with Low pH UPW/011
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Pretreatment:	 28% NH4OH 30 min soak
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Fi ure 67: Wafer Thickness Ma for NH4OH Pretreatment
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Figure 68: Wafer Thickness Map for 1% NaOH Pretreatment
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Figure 69: Wafer Thickness Map for 12% Acetic Acid Pretreatment
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Fi • ure 70: Wafer Thickness Ma • for 10% H 0 Bath
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Figure 71: Wafer Thickness Map for 185 nm UV In-Situ Treatment.
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Figure 72: Wafer Thickness Map for High pH In-Situ Treatment.
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Figure 73: Wafer Thickness Map for Low pH In-Situ Treatment.



APPENDIX B FORTRAN CODE FOR UPW SIMULATOR

FILE NAME: UPWFINALFOR

THIS IS THE PROGRAM FOR UPW SYSTEM MODELING

REAL Df(1:10), Dp (1:10), Dr(1:10), Drf(1:10)
REAL Cef(1:10), Cep(1:10), Cer(1:10), Cerf(1:10)
REAL Lf(1:10), Lp(1:10), Lr(1:10), Lrf(1:10), AA, BB
INTEGER NNf, NNp, NNr, NNrf
INTEGER TTf (1:10), TTp (1:10), TTr(1:10), TTrf (1:10)

REAL kfl(1:10), kpl(1:10), kr1(1:10), krf1(1:10)

REAL RRf(1:10), RRp(1:10), RRf(1:10), RRrf(1:10)
REAL TRRf, TRRp, TRRr, TRRrf

REAL Cf0, Cp0, CrO, Crf0

REAL Cf(1:10), Cp(1:10), Cr(1:10), Crf(1:10)
REAL kf(1:10), kp(1:10), kr(1:10), krf(1:10)
REAL taf(1:10), tap(1:10), tar(1:10), tarf(1:10)
REAL Tf(1:2000), Tp(1:2000), Tr(1:2000), Trf(1:2000)

REAL DCf(1:10), DCp(1:10), DCr(1:10), DCrf(1:10)
REAL DTf(1:10), DTp(1:10), DTr(1:10), DTrf(1:10)

REAL TGASf(1:10), TGASp(1:10), TGASr(1:10), TGASrf(1:10)
REAL KLAf(1:10), KLAp(1:10), KLAr(1:10), KLArf(1:10)
REAL Vf(1:10), Vp(1:10), Vr(1:10), Vrf (1:10)
REAL HENf(1:10), HENp(1:10), HENr(1:10), HENrf(1:10)
REAL DIFFf(1:10), DIFFp(1:10), DIFFr(1 :10), DIFFrf(1:10)
REAL AREAf(1:10), AREAp(1:10), AREAr(1:10), AREArf(1:10)

INTEGER N,IFF,I,J,K

REAL A,R,RF,P,Cff,ddcr,ddcrf,t1,t2,t3,t4,TIMEO,TIME1,Tcr,Tcrf

REAL Cfr, Cfrf
REAL Cfl, Cpl, Cri, Crfl
REAL T,DT

C 	 input of primary treament
WRITE(*,*)'PRIMARY TREATMENT111'
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WRITE(*M'INPUT THE FEED WATER PURITY, Cff (ppb)+?'
READ(*,*) Cff
WRITE(*,*)'INPUT THE TANK RESIDENCE TIME, tl(min)=?'
READ(*,*)T1

WRITE(*,*)'TYPE THE AMOUNT OF EQUIPMENT IN PRIMARY TREAMENT'
WRITE(*,*)NNf=?'
READ(*,*)NNf

DO 11=1 NNf
WRITE(*,*) 'Equipment #=',I
WRITE(*,*) 'TYPE THE EQUIPMENT CODES (1=R0,2=1X,3=UV)'
WRITE(*,*)'TTf+?'
READ(*,*)NNf

(TTf(I).EQ.1)THEN
WRITE(*M'You picked RO for equipment #,I
WRITE(*,*)'THEN,RECOVERY RATIO RRf=?'
READ(*,*) RRf(I)
WRITE(*,*) 'THEN, RESIDENCE TIME taf(min)=?'
READ(*,*) taf(I)
WRITE(*,*)'kf=?'
READ(*,*) kf(I)
WRITE(*,*)'End of equipment #',I
END IF

IF (TTf(I).EQ.2)THEN
WRITE(*,*)'You picked IX for equipment #',I
WRITE(*,*) 'THEN, RESIDENCE TIME taf(min)=?'
READ(*,*) taf(I)
WRITE(*,*)'kf=?'
READ(*,*) kf(I)
WRITE(*,*) `Df=?'
READ(*,*) Df(I)
WRITE(*,*)'Lf=?'
READ(*,*)Lf(I)
WRITE(*,*)'Cef=?'
READ(*,*) Cef(I)
WRIT'E(*,*)'End of equipment #',I
END IF

IF (TTf(I).EQ.3)THEN
WRITE(*,*)'You picked UV for equipment #',I
WRITE(*,*)'THEN, RESIDENCE TIME taf(min)=?'
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READ(*,*)taf(I)
WRITE(*,*) `kf=?'
READ(*,*)kf(I)
WRITE(*,*) `kfl=?'
READ(*,*)kfl(I)
WRITE(*M'End of equipment #', I
END IF

IF (TTf(I).EQ.4) THEN
WRITE(*,*)' You picked Memberane degassifier for equipment #',I
WRITE(*,*) 'THEN, RESIDENCE TIME of liquid taf(min)=?'
READ(*,*) taf(I)
WRITE(*M'RESIDENCE TIME of sweeping gas TGASf(min)=?'
READ(*,*)TGASf(I)
WRITE(*,*)'AREAf=?'
READ(*,*)AREAf(I)
WRITE(*,*)'HENf=?'
READ(*,*)HENf(I)
WRITE(*,*)'D11.1f=?'
READ(*,*) D1141-T(I)
WRITE(*,*)'End of equpiment #',I
END IF

1 CONTINUE
C	 input of polishing loop

WRITE(*,*)'POLISHING LOOP!!!!'
WRITE(*,*)'INPUT THE POLISHING CIRCULATION RATIO,P=?'
READ(*,*)P

WRITE(*,*)'INPUT THE TANK RESIDENCE TIME, t2(min)=?'
READ(*,*)t2

WRITE(*,*)'TYPE THE AMOUNT OF THE EQUIPMENT IN POLISHING
LOOP'
WRITE(*,*)'NNp=?'
READ(*,*)NNp

DO 2 I-1, NNp
WRITE(*,*)'Equipment #=',I
WRITE(*,*)'TYPE THE EQUIPMENT CODES (1=R0,2=IX,3=UV)'
WRITE(*,*)'TTp=?'
READ(*,*)TTp(I)

IF(TTp(I).EQ.1)THEN
WRITE(*,*)'You picked RO for equipment #',I
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WRITE(*,*)'THEN, RECOVERY RATIO RRp=?'
READ(*,*)RRp(I)
WRITE(*,*)'THEN,RESIDENCE TIME tap(min)=?'
READ(*,*)tap(I)
WRITE(*,*)'kp=?'
READ(*,*)kp(I)
WRITE(*M'End of equipment #',I
END IF

IF (TTp(I).EQ.2) THEN
WRITE(*,*)' You picked IX for equipment #',I
WRITE(*,*)'THEN, RESIDENCE TIME tap(min)=?'
READ(*,*)tap(I)
WRITE(*,*)'kp=?'
READ(*,*)kp(I)
WRITE(*,*)'Dp=?'
READ(*,*)Dp(I)
WRITE(*,*)'Lp=?'
READ(*,*) Lp(I)
WRITE(*,*)'Cep=?'
READ(*,*)Cep(I)
WRITE(*,*)'End of equipment #',I
END IF

IF (TTp(I).EQ.3) THEN
WRITE(*,*)'You picked UV for equipment #',I
WRITE(*,*)'THEN, RESIDENCE TIME tap(min)=?'
READ(*,*)tap(I)
WRITE(*,*)'kp=?'
READ(*,*) kp(I)
WRITE(*,*)'kpl=?'
READ(*,*)kpl(I)
WRITE(*,*)'End of equipment #',I
END IF

IF (TTp(I).EQ.4) THEN
WRITE(*,*)' You picked Memberance degassifier for equipment #',I
WRITE(*,*) 'THEN, RESIDENCE TIME of liquid tap(min)=?'
READ(*,*) tap(I)
WRITE(*M'RESIDENCE TIME of sweeping gas TGASp(min)=?'
READ(*,*)TGASp(I)
WRITE(*,*)'AREAp=?'
READ(*,*) AREAp(I)
WRTTE(*,*)'HENp=?'
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READ(*,*)HENp(I)
WRITE(*,*)'DIFFp=?'
READ(*,*)DIFFp(I)
WRITE(*M'End of equipment #', I
END IF

2 CONTINUE

C	 input of reclaimation 1:back to polishing loop
WRITE(*,*)'RECLAIMATION 1:BACK TO POLISHING LOOP!!!!'

WRITE(*M'INPUT THE H20 DISTRIBUTION RATIO TO RECLAIMATION
WRITE(*M'A=?'
READ(*,*)A

WRITE(*M'INPUT THE RECLALMATION RATIO, R'
WRITE(*,*)'IF THERE IS NO RECLAIMATION 1, THEN R=0'
WRITE(*,*)'R=?'
READ(*,*)R

WRITE(*,*)'1NPUT THE TANK RESIDENCE TIME, t3=?'
READ(*,*)t3

WRITE(*,*)'INPUT THE CHALLENGE CONCENTRATION TO
RECLAIMATION
WRITE(*,*)'ddcr=?'
READ(*,*) ddcr

WRITE(*,*)'TYPE THE AMOUNT OF EQUIPMENT IN RECLAIMATION
WRITE(*,*)'Tcr=?'
READ(*,*)Tcr

WRITE(*,*)'TYPE THE AMOUNT OF EQUIPMENT IN RECLAIMATION ONE,
NNr'
WRITE(*,*)'NNr=?'
READ(*,*)NNr

DO 3 I=1, NNr
WRITE(*,*)'Equipment #=',I
WRITE(*,*)'TYPE THE EQUIPMENT CODES (1=R0,2=IX,3=UV)'
WRITE(*,*)'TTr=?'
READ(*,*)TTr(I)

IF (TTr(I).EQ.1) THEN
WRITE(*,*)'You picked RO for equipment #', I
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WRITE(*,*) 'THEN, RECOVERY RATIO RRr=?'
READ(*,*) RRr(I)
WRITE(*M'THEN,RESIDENCE TIME tar(min)=?'
READ(*,*) tar(I)
WRITE(*,*) `Icr=?'
READ(*,*) kr(I)
WRITE(*M'End of equipment #',I
END IF

IF (TTr(I).EQ.2) THEN
WRITE(*M'You picked IX for equipment #', I
WRITE(*,*)'THEN, RESIDENCE TIME tar(min)=?'
READ(*,*) tar(I)
WRITE(*,*) `kr=?'
READ (*,*) kr(I)
WRITE(*,*)'Dr(I)
READ(*,*)Dr(I)
WRTTE(*,*)'Lr=?'
READ(*,*)Lr(I)
WRITE(*,*)'Cer=?'
READ(*,*)Cer(I)
WRITE(*,*)'End of equipment #', I
END IF

IF (TTr(I).EQ.3) THEN
WRITE(*,*)'You picked UV for equipment #', I
WRITE(*,*)'THEN, RESIDENCE TIME tar(min)=?'
READ(*,*)tar(I)
WRITE(*,*)'kr=?'
READ(*,*)kr(I)
WRITE(*,*)' kr1=?'
READ(*,*)kr1(I)
WRITE(*,*)'End of equipment #', I
END IF

IF (TTr(I).EQ.4) THEN
WRITE(*,*)' You picked Memberane degassifier for equipment #',I
WRITE(*,*)' THEN, RESIDENCE TIME of liquid tar(min)=?'
READ(*,*) tar(I)
WRITE(*,*)'RESIDENCE TIME of sweeping gas TGASr(min)=?'
READ(*,*)TGASr(I)
WRITE(*,*)'AREAr=?'
READ(*,*)AREAr(I)
WRITE(*,*)'HENr=?'
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READ(*,*)HENr(I)
WRITE(*,*)'DIFFr=?'
READ(*,*)D11-4-r(I)
WRITE(*M'End of equipment #'
END IF

3 CONTINUE

C	 input of reclaimation 2:back to primary treatment
WRITE(*,*)'RECLAIMATION 2:BACK TO PRIMARY TREATMENT!! !!'

WRITE(*,*)'THE H20 DISTRIBUTION RATIO TO RECLAIMATION 2:'
WRITE(*,*)' 1-A'

WRITE(*,*)'INPUT THE RECLAIMATION RATIO, RF'
WRITE(*,*)1F THERE IS NO RECLAMATION 2, THEN RF=0'
WRITE(*,*)'RF=?'
READ(*,*)RF

WRITE(*M'INPUT THE TANK RESIDENCE TIME t4=?'
READ(*,*)t4

WRITE(*MINPUT THE CHALLENCE CONCENTRATION TO
RECLAIMATION 2'
WRITE(*,*)'ddcrf=?'
READ(*,*)ddcrf
WRITE(*,*)'INPUT THE CHALLENGE DURATION TO RECLAIMATION 2'
WRITE(*,*)'Tcrf=?'
READ(*,*)Tcrf

WRITE(*,*)'TYPE THE AMOUNT OF EQUIPMENT IN RECLAIMATION TWO,
NNrf
WRITE(*,*)'NNrf=?'
READ(*,*)NNrf
DO 4 I=1, NNrf
WRITE(*,*)'Equipment #=',I
WRITE(*,*)'TYPE THE EQUIPMENT CODES (1=R0,2=IX,3=UV)'
WRITE(*,*)'TTrf=?'
READ(*,*) TTrf(I)

IF (TTrf(I).EQ.1) THEN
WRITE(*M'You picked RO for equipment #', I
WRITE(*,*)'THEN, RECOVERY RATIO RRrf=?'
READ(*,*)RRrf(I)
WRITE(*,*)'THEN, RESIDENCE TIME tarf(min)=?'
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READ(*,*)tarf(I)
WRITE(*,*)'Icrf=?'
READ(*,*)krf(I)
WRITE(*,*)'End of equipment #',I
END IF

IF (TTrf(I).EQ.2) THEN
WRITE(*M'You picked IX for equipment #',I
WRITE(*,*)'THEN, RESIDENCE TIME tarf(min)=?'
READ(*,*)tarf(I)
WRITE(*,*)'krf=?'
READ(*,*)krf(I)
WRITE(*,*)'Drf=?'
READ(*,*)Drf(I)
WRITE(*,*)'Lrf=?'
READ(*,*)Lrf(I)
WRITE(*,*)'Cerf=?'
READ(*,*)Cerf(I)
WRITE(*,*)'End of equipment #', I
END IF

(TTrf(I).EQ.3) THEN
WRITE(*,*)' You picked UV for equipment #', I
WRITE(*,*)'THEN, RESIDENCE TIME tarf(min)=?'
READ(*,*) tarf(I)
WRITE(*,*)'krf=?'
READ(*,*)krf(I)
WRITE(*,*)'Icrfl=?'
READ(*,*)krfl(I)
WRITE(*,*)'End of equipment #', I
END IF

IF (TTrf(I).EQ.4) THEN
WRITE(*,*)'You picked Memberane degassifier for equipment #',I
WRITE(*,*)'THEN, RESIDENCE TIME of liquid tarf(min)=?'
READ(*,*) tarf(I)
WRITE(*,*)' RESIDENCE TIME of sweeping gas TGASrf(min)=?'
READ(*,*)'TGASrf(I)
WRITE(*,*)'AREArf=?'
READ(*,*)AREArf(I)
WRITE(*,*)'HENrf=?'
READ(*,*)HENrf(I)
WRITE(*,*)'DIFFrf=?'
READ(*,*)DIFFrf(I)
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WRITE(*,*)'End of equipment #'
END IF

4 CONTINUE

WRITE(*,*)' INITIAL VALUE OF TIME TIME0=0'

WRITE(*,*)' TYPE FINAL VALUE OF TIME TIME 1=?'
READ(*,*)'TEVIE1

WRITE(*,*)'TYPE INITIAL VALUE OF Cf(1), Cf(1)=?'
READ(*,*)Cf(1)

WRITE(*,*)'TYPE INITIAL VALUE OF Cp(1), Cp(l)=?'
READ(*,*) Cf(1)

WRITE(*,*)TYPE INITIAL VALUE OF Cr(1), Cr(1)=?'
READ(*,*) Cr(1)

WRITE(*,*)'TYPE INITIAL VALUE OF Crf(1), Crf(1)=?'
READ(*,*) Crf(1)

5 WRITE(*,*) 'TYPE # OF POINTS FOR CALCULATIONS N='
READ(*,*) N

C	 OPEN FILE
OPEN (11,FILE='MODEL.TXT',STATUS='UNKNOWN')

REWIND(11)

TIME0=0
T=0.
DT=TIME1/N

WRITE(*,*) 'MODEL OUTPUT
WRITE(*,*) 'Time / Cp

DO 200 I=0, N

C 	 THE PRIMARY TREATMENT SYSTEM
Cfl=Cf(1)
TRRf=1.0
DO 30 J=1, NNf

IF (TTf(J).EQ.2) THEN
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TRRf=TRRPRRf(J)
END IF

1I (TTf(J).EQ.2) THEN
Cf0=Cf(J)
END IF

Tf(0)=0.
DTf(J)=taf(J)/100.

DO 10 K=0, 99

C 	 1=R0
IF (TTf(J).EQ.1) THEN
DCf(J)=kf(J)*Cf(J)*DTf(J)
END IF

C	 2=IX
(TTf(J).EQ.2) THEN

IF (Df(J)*taf(J)/Lf(J)**2.LT.0.01) THEN
DCf(J)=kf(J)*(Cf(J)-Cef(J))*DTf(J)
END IF

AA=(1+SQRT(1+4*kf(J)*taf(J)**2*Df(J)
c /Lf(J)882))/(2*Df(J)*taf(J)/Lf(J)**2)
BB=(1-SQRT(1+4*kf(J)*taf(J)**2*Df(J)
C/Lf(J)**2))/(2*Df(J)*taf(J)/Lf(J)**2)

DCf(J)=2*kf(J)*(Cf0-Cef(J))*
C (EXP(AA+BB*Tf(K)/taf(J))-EXP(BB+AA*Tf(K)/taf(J)))
C /((l+SQRT(1+4*kf(J)*taf(J)**2*Df(J)Lf(J)**2))*EXP(AA)-
C (1-SQRT(1+4*kf(J)*taf(J)**2*Df(J)/Lf(J)**2))*EXP(BB))*DTf(J)

END IF

C 	 3=UV
IF (TTf(J).EQ.3) THEN
DCf(J)=-kf(J)*Cf(J)/1+kfl(J)*Cf(J))*DTf(J)
END IF

C 	 4=Membrance
C 	 d=240micron,L=0.63m

(TTf(J).EQ.4) THEN
Vf(J)=.25*240e-6*AREAf(J)
KLAf(J)=1.62*(DIFFf(J)/240E-6)*
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C	 (240e-6*.63/taf(J)/Dll-f-f(J)**.33*AREAf(J)

DCf(J)=ALOG((TGASf(J)/(taf(J)*HENf(J)-1)/(TGAS f(J)/
C (taf(J)*HENf(J))*exp*(KLAf(J)/(taf(J)*Vf*(J))-KLAf(J)*
C HENf(J)/(TGASf(J)*Vf(J)))-1))*DTf(J)/taf(J)

END IF

Tf(K+1)=Tf(K)+DTf(J)
Cf(J)=Cf(J)+DCf(J)

10	 CONTINUE
Cf(J+1)=Cf(J)

30 CONTINUE
Cf(1)=C1

C 	 POLISHING LOOP TREATMENT SYSTEM
Cp1=Cp(1)
TRRp=1.0
DO 60 J=1, NNp

IF (TTp(J).EQ.1) THEN
TRRp=TRRp*RRp(J)
END IF

IF (TTp(J).EQ.2) THEN
Cp0=Cp(J)
END IF

Tp(0)=0.
DTp(J)=tap(J)/100.
DO 40 K=0,99

C 	 1=RO
IF (TTp(J).EQ.1) THEN
DCp(J)=-kp(J)*Cp(J)*DTp(J)
END IF

C	 2=IX
IF (TTp(J).EQ.2) THEN

IF (Dp(J)*tap(J)/Lp(J)**2.LT.0.01)THEN
DCp(J)=-kp(J)*(Cp(J)-Cep(J))*DTp(J)
END IF

AA=(1+SQRT(1+4*kp(J)*tap(J)**2*Dp(J)



c /Lp(J)**2))/(2*Dp(J)*tap(J)/Lp(J)**2)
BB=(1-SQRT(1+4*kp(J)*tap(J)**2*Dp(J)
c /Lp(J)**2))/2*Dp(J)*tap(J)/Lp(J)**2)

DCp(J)=-2*kp(J)*(Cp0-Cep(J))*
C (EXP(AA+BB*Tp(K)/tap(J)-EXP(BB+AA*Tp(K)/tap(J)))
C /41+SQRT(1+4*kp(J)*tap(J)**2*Dp(J)/Lp(J)**2))*EXP(AA)-
C (1-SQRT(1+4*kp(J)*tap(J)**2*Dp(J)/Lp(J)**2))*EXP(BB))*DTp(J)

END IF

C 	 3=UV
(TTp(J).EQ.3) THEN

DCp(J)=-kp(J)*Cp(J)/1+kpl(J)*Cp(J))*DTp(J)
END IF

C	 4=Membrance
C	 d=240 micron, L=0.63m

If (TTp(J).EQ.4) THEN
Vp(J)=.25*240e-6*AREAp(J)
KLAp(J)=1.62*(DIFFp(J)240E-6)*

C	 (240e-6*.63/tap(J)/D11-14p(J))**.33*AREAp(J)

DCp(J)=ALOG((TGASp(J)/(tap(J)*HENp(J))-1)/TGASp(J)/
C (tap(J)*HENp(J))*exp(KLAp(J)/(tap(J)*Vp(J))-KLAp(J)*
C HENp(J)/(TGASp(J)*Vp(J)))-1))*DTp(J)/tap(J)

END IF

Tp(K+1)=Tp(K)+DTp(J)
Cp(J)=Cp(J)+DCp(J)

40	 CONTINUE
Cp(J+1)+Cp(J)

60	 CONTINUE
Cp(1)=CP1

C	 WASTE WATER RECLAIMATION PART 1:RECYCLED BACK TO THE
POLISHING LOOP

Cr1=Cr(1)
TRRr=1.0
DO 90 J=1, NNr

IF (TTr(J).EQ.1) THEN
TRI2r=TRReRRr(J)
END IF
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IF (TTr(J).EQ.2) THEN
CrO=Cr(J)
END IF

Tr(0)=0.
DTr(J)=tar(J)/100.

DO 70 K=0,99

C 	 1=RO
IF (TTr(J).EQ.1) THEN
DCr(J)=-kr(J)*Cr(J)*DTr(J)
END IF

C 	 2=IX
IF (TTr(J).EQ.2) THEN
IF (Dr(J)*tar*(J)/Lr(J)**2.LT.0.01)THEN
DCr(J)=-kr(J)*(Cr(J)-Cer(J))*DTr(J)
END IF

AA=(1+SQRT(1+4*kr(J)*tar(J)**2*Dr(J)
c /Lr(J)**2))/(2*Dr(J)*tar(J)/LR(J)**2)
BB =(1-S QRT(1+4*kr(J)tar(J)**2*Dr(J)
c /Lr(J)**2))/(2*Dr(J)*tar(J)/Lr(J)**2)

DCr(J)=-2*kr(J)*(Cr0-Cer(J))*
C (EXP(AA+BB*Tr(K)/tar(J))-EXP(BB+AA*Tr(K)/tar(J)))
C /((l+SQRT(1+4*kr(J)*tar(J)**2*Dr(J)/Lr(J)**2))*EXP(AA)-
C (1-SQRT(1+4*kr(J)*tar(J)**2*Dr(J)/Lr(J)**2))EXP(BB))*DTr(J)

END IF

C	 3=UV
IF (TTr(J).EQ.3) THEN
DCr(J)=-kr(J)*Cr(J)/1+kr1(J)*Cr(J)*Dtr(J)
END IF

C	 4=Membrance
C 	 d=240micron,L=.063m

IF (TTr(J).EQ.4) THEN
Vr(J)=.25*2403-6*AREAr(J)
KLAr(J)=1.62*(DIFFr(J)240E-6)*

C (2403-6*.63/tar(J)/D114140))**.33*AREAr(J)

DCr(J)=ALOG((TGASr(J)/(tar(J)*HENr(J))-1/(TGASr(J)/
C (tar(J)*HENr(J))*exp(KLAr(J)/(tar(J)*Vr(J))-KLAr(J)*
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C HENr(J)/(TGASr(J)*Vr(J)))-1))*DTr(J)/tar(J)
END IF

Tr(K+1)+Tr(K)+DTr(J)
Cr(J)=Cr(J)+DCr(J)

70	 CONTINUE
Cr(J+1)+Cr(J)

90 CONTINUE
Cr(1)=Crl

C	 WASTE WATER RECLAIMATION PART 2:RECYCLED BACK TO THE
PRIMARY TREATMENT

Crf1=Crf(1)
TRRrf=1.0
DO 120 J=1, NNrf

IF (TTrf(J).EQ.1) THEN
TRRrf=TRRrf*RRrf(J)
END IF

IF (TTrf(J).EQ.2) THEN
Crf0=Crf(J)
END IF

Trf(0)=0.
DTrf(J)=tarf(J)/100.

DO 100 K=0, 99

C	 1=RO
IF (TTrf(J).EQ.1) THEN
DCrf(J)=-krf(J)*Crf(J)*DTrf(J)
END IF

C 	 2=IX
IF (TTrf(J).EQ.2) THEN

IF (Drf(J)*tarf(J)/Lrf(J)**2.LT.0.01)THEN
DCrf(J)=-krf(J)*(Crf(J)-Cerf(J))*DTrf(J)
END IF

AA=(1+SQRT(1+4*krf(J)*tarf(J)**2*Drf(J)
c /Lrf(J)**2))/(2*Drf(J)*tarf(J)/Lrf(J)**2)
BB=(1-SQRT(1+4*krf(J)*tarf(J)**2*Drf(J)
C /Lrf(J)**2))/(2*Drf(J)*tarf(J)/Lrf(J)**2)
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DCrf(J)=-2*krf(J)*(CrfO-Cerf(J))*
C(EXP(AA+BB*Trf(K)/tarf(J))-EXP(BB+AA*Trf(K)/tarf(J)))
C/((1+SQRT(1+4*krf(J)*tarf(J)**2*Drf(J)/Lrf(J)**2))EXP(AA)-
C (1-SQRT(1+4*krfOrtarf(J)**2*Drf(J)/Lrf(J)**2))EXP(BB))*DTrf(J)

END IF

C 	 3=UV
IF (TTrf(J).EQ.3)THEN
DCrf(J).-krf(J)*Crf(J)/1+krf1(J)*Crf*(J))*DTrf(J)
END IF

C 	 4=Membrance
C 	 d=240micron, L=0.63m

IF (TTrf(J).EQ.4) THEN
Vrf(J)=.25*240e-6*AREArf(J)
KLArf(J)=1.62*(DIFFrf(J)/240E-6)*

C	 (240e-6*).63/tarf(J)/DIFFrf(J))**.33*AREArf(J)

DCrf(J)=ALOG(TGASrf(J)/(tarf(J)*HENrf(J))-1)/TGASrf(J)/
C (tarf(J)*HENrf(J))*exp(KLArf(J)/(tarf(J)*Vrf(J))-KLArf(J)
C HENrf(J)/(TGASrf(J)Vrf(J)))-1))*DTrf(J)/tarf(J)

END IF
Trf(K+1)=Trf(K)+DTrf(J)
Crf(J)=Crf(J)+DCrf(J)

100	 CONTINUE
Crf(J+1)=Crf(J)

120 CONTINUE
Cr1(1)=Crf1

C	 WET BENCH 1:WHEN CHALLENGE CONTAMINATION IS NOT
INTRODUCED

IF (T.LT.50) THEN
Cfr+Cp(NNp+1)+ddcr/10.
END IF

C 	 WET BENCH 1:WHEN CHALLENGE CONTAMINANTS IS INTRODUCED
IF (T.LT.50+Tcr.AND.T.GE. 50) THEN
Cfr=Cp(NNp+1)+ddcr
END IF

C

	

	 WET BENCH 1: WHEN CHALLENGE CONTAMINANTS NO LONGER EXIST
IF (T.GE.50+Tcr) THEN
Cfr=Cp(NNp+1)+ddcrf/10.
END IF
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C 	 WET BENCH 2: WHEN CHALLENGE CONTAMINANTS IS NOT
INTRODUCED

IF (T.LT.50) THEN
Cfrf=Cp(NNp+1)+ddcrf/10.
END IF

C 	 WET BENCH 2: WHEN CHALLENGE CONTAMINANTS IS INTRODUCED
IF (T.LT.50+Tcrf.AND.T.GE. 50) THEN
Cfrf=Cp(NNp+1)+ddcrf/10.
END IF.

C 	 WET BENCH 2: WHEN CHALLENGE CONTAMINANTS NO LONGER EXIST
IF (T.GE.Tcrf+50) THEN
Cfrf=CP(NNp+1)+ddcrf/10.
END IF

WRITE (11,' (T1,8F8.1' )T,Cp(NNp+1),Cfr,
c Cr(NNr+1), Cfrf, Crf(NNrf+1), Cff, Cf(NNf+1)

C 	 TANK 1:LOCATED IN THE BEGINNING OF THE PRIMARY TREATMENT
SYSTEM

IF (A*R.EQ.1.)THEN
GO TO 150
END IF

DCF(1)=(( ( (1+P)/TRRp-P-A*R*TRRr)/TRRf-(1 .-A)*RF*
C TRRrf)*Cff+( 1 .-A)*RF*TRRrf*Crf(NNrf)-
C (((1+P)/TRRp-P-A*RTRRO/TRRO*Cf(1))/
C (t1*(((l+P)/TRRp-P-A*R*TRRr)/TRRf))*DT
Cf(1)=Cf(1)+DCf(1)

C	 TANK 2: LOCATED IN THE BEGINNING OF THE POLISHING LOOP
SYSTEM
150 DCp(1)=((A*R*TRRr*Cr(NNr+1)+(((l+P)/TRRp-P-A*R*TRRr)

C /TRRO*Cf(NNf+1)+P*Cp(NNp+1)
C -((l+P)/TRRp)*Cp(1))/(t2*((1+P)/TRRp)))*DT
Cp(1)=Cp(1)+DCp(1)

C	 TANK 3: LOCATED IN THE BEGINNING OF THE RECLAIMATION
SYSTEM 1

DCr(1)=((Cfr-Cr(1))/t3)*DT
Cr(1)=Cr(1)+DCr(1)

C 	 TANK 4: LOCATED IN THE BEGINNING OF THE RECLAIMATION
SYSTEM 2



DCrf(1)=((Cfrf-Crf(1))/t4)*DT
Crf(1)=Crf(1)+DCrf(1)

C 	 ADVANCE TO A NEW TIME
T=T+DT

200 CONTINUE

WRITE(*,*)'IF YOU WANT TO CHANGE THE # OF POINTS, TYPE I,'
WRITE(*,*) 'IF NOT, PLEASE TYPE 2, CHOICE =?'
READ(*,*) IFF
IF(IFREQ.1) GO TO 5

C	 CLOSE FILE
CLOSE (11,STATUS.' KEEP' )

STOP
END
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APPENDIX C: VISUAL BASIC CODE FOR UPW SIMULATOR PROGRAM
(jointly developed with Buck W. Gremel)

Option Explicit
Type Lots0Data

timeInMin As Single
CID As Single
QP As Single
RCR As Single
RTPER As Single
PLRJPER As Single
PLRCIRCPER As Single
PLRJRCPER As Single
PLRJPIPER As Single
PLRJFDPER As Single
PLRJPLPER As Single
PLRJDRPER As Single
PIRJPER As Single
PIRORCPER As Single
PIRJRCPER As Single
PIRJPIPER As Single
PIRJFDPER As Single
PIRJDRPER As Single
PRRJPER As Single
PRRCIRCPER As Single
PRRJRCPER As Single
PRRJFDPER As Single
PRRJDRPER As Single
RCRJPER As Single
RCRCIRCPER As Single
RCPLPER As Single
RCPIPER As Single
RCRT As Single
PRRJRCRT As Single
PIRJRCRT As Single
PLRJRCRT As Single
PRRJFDRT As Single
PRRT As Single
PIRJFDRT As Single
PLRJFDRT As Single
PIRJPIRT As Single
PIRT As Single



PLRJPIRT As Single
PLRJPLRT As Single
PLRT As Single
initCRCTK As Single
initCFDTK As Single
initCPITK As Single
initCPLTK As Single
EquipmentInRecycle(1 To 6, 1 To 6) As Long
EquipmentInPretreatment(1 To 6, 1 To 6) As Long
EquipmentInPrimary(1 To 6, 1 To 6) As Long
EquipmentInPolishing(1 To 6, 1 To 6) As Long
RecycleRejects(1 To 5) As Long
PretreatmentRejects(1 To 5) As Long
PrimaryRejects(1 To 5) As Long
PolishingRejects(1 To 5) As Long
RecycleConstants(1 To 20) As Single
PretreatmentConstants(1 To 20) As Single
PrimaryConstants(1 To 20) As Single
PolishingConstants(1 To 20) As Single
normalOutput As Single
spikeConc As Single
spikeStart As Long
spikeStop As Long
RCTK VOL As Single
FDTKVOL As Single
PITKVOL As Single
PLTKVOL As Single
RTinRecycle(1 To 6, 1 To 6) As Single
RTinPretreatment(1 To 6, 1 To 6) As Single
RTinPrimary(1 To 6, 1 To 6) As Single
RTinPolishing(1 To 6, 1 To 6) As Single

End Type
Type ReturnedStuff

QRC As Single
QRCPL As Single
QRCPI As Single
QRCFD As Single
QRT As Single
QPLTKOU As Single
QPLRJ As Single
QPLRJRC As Single
QPLRJPI As Single
QPLRJFD As Single
QPLRJPL As Single
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QPLRJDR As Single
QPLTKIN As Single
QPLRCIRC As Single
QPI As Single
QPIRCIRC As Single
QPITKOU As Single
QPIRJ As Single
QPIRJRC As Single
QPIRJFD As Single
QPIRJPI As Single
QPIRJDR As Single
QPITKIN As Single
QPR As Single
QPRRCIRC As Single
QFDTKOU As Single
QPRRJ As Single
QPRRJRC As Single
QPRRJFD As Single
QPRRJDR As Single
QFD As Single
QSRRC As Single
QSRDR As Single
QRJRCDR As Single
QRCRCIRC As Single
QRCRJDR As Single
QRCTKOU As Single
CSRRC As Single
CTL As Single
CRC As Single
CPRRJRC As Single
CPIRJRC As Single
CPLRJRC As Single
CRCTK As Single
CPRRJFD As Single
CPR As Single
CP1RJFD As Single
CPLRJFD As Single
CFDTK As Single
CPIRJPI As Single
CPI As Single
CPLRJPI As Single
CPITK As Single
CPLRJPL As Single
CPL As Single
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CPLTK As Single
End Type
Type Computed Values

CSRRC(0 To 240) As Single
CTL(0 To 240) As Single
CRC(0 To 240) As Single
CPRRJRC(0 To 240) As Single
CP1RJRC(0 To 240) As Single
CPLRJRC(0 To 240) As Single
CRCTK(0 To 240) As Single
CPRRJFD(0 To 240) As Single
CPR(0 To 240) As Single
CPIRJFD(0 To 240) As Single
CPLRJFD(0 To 240) As Single
CFDTK(0 To 240) As Single
CPIRJPI(0 To 240) As Single
CPI(0 To 240) As Single
CPLRJPI(0 To 240) As Single
CPITK(0 To 240) As Single
CPLRJPL(0 To 240) As Single
CPL(0 To 240) As Single
CPLTK(0 To 240) As Single

End Type
Type ValuesComputed
CSRRC(0 To 240) As Boolean
CTL(0 To 240) As Boolean
CRC(0 To 240) As Boolean
CPRRJRC(0 To 240) As Boolean
CPTRJRC(0 To 240) As Boolean
CPLRJRC(0 To 240) As Boolean
CRCTK(0 To 240) As Boolean
CPRRJFD(0 To 240) As Boolean
CPR(0 To 240) As Boolean
CPIRJFD(0 To 240) As Boolean
CPLRJFD(0 To 240) As Boolean
CFDTK(0 To 240) As Boolean
CPIRJPI(0 To 240) As Boolean
CPI(0 To 240) As Boolean
CPLRJPI(0 To 240) As Boolean
CPITK(0 To 240) As Boolean
CPLRJPL(0 To 240) As Boolean
CPL(0 To 240) As Boolean
CPLTK(0 To 240) As Boolean

End Type
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Type UnitProcessData
UPinRecycle(1 To 6, 1 To 6) As Single
UPinPretreatment(1 To 6, 1 To 6) As Single
UPinPrimary(1 To 6, 1 To 6) As Single
UPinPolishing(1 To 6, 1 To 6) As Single
QUPinRecycle(1 To 6, 1 To 6) As Single
QUPinPretreatment(1 To 6, 1 To 6) As Single
QUPinPrimary(1 To 6, 1 To 6) As Single
QUPinPolishing(1 To 6, 1 To 6) As Single

End Type

Declare Sub MODULARUPW Lib "c:\My Documents\UPW Model\UPW.d11" Alias
"_MODULARUPW8@20" (ByRef gD As Lots0Data, ByRef rD As ReturnedStuff,
ByRef cV As Computed Values, ByRef y As ValuesComputed, ByRef u As
UnitProcessData)
Sub MakeUPWGraph()

Dim globalData As Lots0Data
Dim returnedData As ReturnedStuff
Dim cV As Computed Values
Dim y As ValuesComputed
Dim u As UnitProcessData
Dim col As Integer
Dim start As Integer
Dim currRow As Integer
Dim currCol As Integer
Dim i As Integer
Dim j As Integer
Dim runLength As Integer
Dim numStages As Integer
Dim numMachines As Integer
Dim stageResidenceTime As Single
Dim currConstant As Integer
Dim numMachinesInPretreatment As Integer
Dim numMachinesInPrimary As Integer
Dim numMachinesInPolishing As Integer
Dim numMachinesInRecycle As Integer
Dim stage As Integer
Dim machine As Integer
Dim dummyrtl As Single
Dim dummyrt2 As Single
Dim dummyrt3 As Single
Dim dummyrt4 As Single
Dim r(1 To 5) As Single
Dim rp(1 To 5) As Single
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Dim c As Integer
Dim rcOnOff As Integer
Dim numROunits As Integer
Dim numfXunits As Integer
Dim numCAunits As Integer
Dim numUVunits As Integer
Dim numDGunits As Integer
Dim numUFunits As Integer

col = Selection.Column
start = Selection.Row
currRow = start + 1

With y
For i = 0 To 240

.CSRRC(i) = False

.CTL(i) = False

.CRC(i) = False

.CPRRJRC(i) = False

.CP1RJRC(i) = False

.CPLRJRC(i) = False

.CRCTK(i) = False

.CPRRJFD(i) = False

.CPR(i) = False

.CPIRJFD(i) = False

.CPLRJFD(i) = False

.CFDTK(i) = False

.CP1RJPI(i) = False

.CPI(i) = False

.CPLRJPI(i) = False

.CPITK(i) = False

.CPLRJPL(i) = False

.CPL(i) = False

.CPLTK(i) = False
Next i

End With
With globalData

'initialize residence times to 1 here
.RCRT = 1
.PRRJRCRT = 1
.PIRJRCRT = 1
.PLRJRCRT = 1
.PRRJFDRT = 1
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.PRRT = 1

.P1RJFDRT = 1

.PLRJFDRT = 1

.PERJPIRT = 1

.P1RT = 1

.PLRJHRT = 1

.PLRJPLRT = 1

.PLRT = 1
'Input of pre-treatment
'run length in minutes
runL,ength = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
'feed water concentration
.CFD = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
'POU Flow
.QP = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
'recycle ratio
.RCR = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
'recycle on/off
rcOnOff = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 2

.initCFDTK = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
.initCPITK = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
.initCPLTK = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
.initCRCTK = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)

currRow = currRow + 2

'get the tool output specs
.normalOutput = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
.spikeConc = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
.spikeStart = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
.spikeStop = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 2
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'get tank volumes
.RCTKVOL = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
.FDTK VOL = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
.PITKVOL = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
.PLTKVOL = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 3

'get pretreatment equipment and compute residence times
.PRRCIRCPER = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
'number of stages in pretreatment
numStages = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
currConstant = 1
.PRRT = 0
numMachinesInPretreatment = 0
For i = 1 To numStages

'number of machines in stage
numMachines = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
stageResidenceTime = 0
numMachinesInPretreatment = numMachinesInPretreatment + numMachines
Call GetMachines(i, numMachines, currRow, col, .EquipmentInPretreatment(),

.PretreatmentConstants(), currConstant, .RTinPretreatment(), stageResidenceTime,

.PretreatmentRejects(), .PRRJFDRT, dummyrtl, dummyrt2, .PRRJRCRT)
.PRRT = .PRRT + stageResidenceTime

Next i
'Find any rejects and compute reject ratios, starting with globalData.PRRJPER
Call Percentages(c, j , j, rp(), r(), .EquipmentInPretreatment(),

.PretreatmentConstants(), .PretreatmentRejects(), .PRRJPER)
'compute globalData.PRRJDR
.PRRJDRPER = 0
For i 1 To 5

If .PretreatmentRejects(i) = 1 Then
.PRRJDRPER = .PRRJDRPER + r(i)

End If
Next i
'compute glob alData.PRRJFD
For i = 1 To 5

If .PretreatmentRejects(i) = 2 Then
.PRRJFDPER = r(i)
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End If
Next i
'compute globalData.PRRJRC
For i = 1 To 5

If .PretreatmentRejects(i) = 5 Then
.PRRJRCPER = r(i)

End If
Next i

'get primary equipment and compute residence times
currRow = currRow + 1
.PIRCIRCPER = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
'number of stages in primary
numStages = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
currConstant = 1
.PIRT = 0
numMachinesInPrimary = 0
For i = 1 To numStages

'number of machines in stage
numMachines = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
numMachinesInPrimary = numMachinesInPrimary + numMachines
stageResidenceTime = 0
Call GetMachines(i, numMachines, currRow, col, .EquipmentInPrimary(),

.PrimaryConstants(), currConstant, .RTinPrimary(), stageResidenceTime,

.PrimaryRejects(), .PIRJFDRT, .PIRJHRT, dummyrt2, .PIRJRCRT)
.PIRT = .PIRT + stageResidenceTime

Next i
'Find any rejects and compute reject ratios, starting with globalData.PIRJPER
Call Percentages(c, j, j, rp(), r(), .EquipmentInPrimary(), .PrimaryConstants(),

.PrimaryRejects(), .PIRJPER)
'compute globalData.PIRJDR
.PIRJDRPER = 0
For i = 1 To 5

If .PrimaryRejects(i) = 1 Then
.PIRJDRPER = .PIRJDRPER + r(i)

End If
Next i
'compute globalData.PIRJFD
For i = 1 To 5

If .PrimaryRejects(i) = 2 Then
.PIRJFDPER = r(i)
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End If
Next i
'compute globalData.PIRJPI
For i = 1 To 5

If .PrimaryRejects(i) = 3 Then
.PlRIPIPER = r(i)

End If
Next i
'compute globalData.PIRJRC
For i = 1 To 5

If .PrimaryRejects(i) = 5 Then
.PIRJRCPER = r(i)

End If
Next i

'POLISHING SYSTEM INPUT
'Polishing return percentage
currRow = currRow + 1
.RTPER = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
.PLRCIRCPER = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
'number of stages in polishing
numStages = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
currConstant = 1
.PLRT = 0
numMachinesInPolishing = 0
For i = 1 To numStages

'number of machines in stage
numMachines = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
numMachinesInPolishing = numMachinesInPolishing + numMachines
stageResidenceTime = 0
Call GetMachines(i, numMachines, currRow, col, .EquipmentInPolishing(),

.PolishingConstants(), currConstant, .RTinPolishing(), stageResidenceTime,

.PolishingRejects(), .PLRJFDRT, .PLRJPIRT, .PLRJPLRT, .PLRJRCRT)
.PLRT = .PLRT + stageResidenceTime

Next i
'Find any rejects and compute reject ratios, starting with globalData.PLRJPER
Call Percentages(c, i, j, rp(), r(), .EquipmentInPolishing(), .PolishingConstants(),

.PolishingRejects(), .PLRJPER)
'compute globalData.PLRJDRPER
.PLRJDRPER = 0
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For i = 1 To 5
If .PolishingRejects(i) = 1 Then

.PLRJDRPER = .PLRJDRPER + r(i)
End If

Next i
'compute globalData.PLRJFDPER
For i = 1 To 5

If .PolishingRejects(i) = 2 Then
.PLRJFDPER = r(i)

End If
Next i
'compute globalData.PLRJPIPER
For i = 1 To 5

If .PolishingRejects(i) = 3 Then
.PIRJPIPER = r(i)

End If
Next i
'compute globalData.PLRJPLPER
For i = 1 To 5

If .PolishingRejects(i) = 4 Then
.PLRJPLPER = r(i)

End If
Next i
'compute globalData.PLRJRC
For i = 1 To 5

If .PolishingRejects(i) = 5 Then
.PLRJRCPER = r(i)

End If
Next i

'get recycle equipment and compute residence time
currRow = currRow + 1
.RCRCIRCPER = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
.RCPIPER = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
.RCPLPER = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
currConstant = 1
'number of machines in recycle
numMachines = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
numMachinesinRecycle = numMachines
currRow = currRow + 1
If numMachines <>0 Then
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.RCRT = 0
End If
stageResidenceTime = 0
i=l
Call GetMachines(i, numMachines, currRow, col, .EquipmentInRecycle(),

.RecycleConstants(), currConstant, .RTinRecycle(), stageResidenceTime,

.RecycleRejects(), dummyrtl, dummyrt2, dummyrt3, dummyrt4)
•RCRT = .RCRT + stageResidenceTime
Call Percentages(c, j, j, rp(), r(), .EquipmentInRecycle(), .RecycleConstants(),

.RecycleRejects(), .RCRJPER)
If rcOnOff = 0 Then

•RCRJPER = 1
End If

End With

With returnedData
'Stick in labels
currCol = col + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Time"
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "C FdTnk"
currCol = currCol + 1
For stage = 1 To 6

For machine = 1 To 6
If globalData.EquipmentInPretreatment(stage, machine) = 1 Then

numROunits = numROunits + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "R.O." &" "& numROunits
currCol = currCol + 1

ElseIf globalData.EquipmentInPretreatment(stage, machine) = 2 Then
num1Xunits = numIXunits + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "ION EX" &" "& numIXunits
currCol = currCol + 1

ElseIf globalData.EquipmentInPretreatment(stage, machine) = 3 Then
numCAunits = numCAunits + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Act. Carbon" &" "& numCAunits
currCol = currCol + 1

ElseIf globalData.EquipmentInPretreatment(stage, machine) = 4 Then
numUVunits = numUVunits + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "U.V." &" "& numUVunits
currCol = currCol + 1

ElseIf globalData.EquipmentInPretreatment(stage, machine) = 5 Then
numDGunits = numDGunits + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "DeGas" &" "& numDGunits
currCol = currCol + 1
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ElseIf globalData.EquipmentInPretreatment(stage, machine) = 6 Then
numUFunits = numUFunits + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "U.F." & " " & numUFunits
currCol = currCol + 1

End If
Next machine

Next stage
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "C PrimTnk"
currCol = currCol + 1
For stage = 1 To 6

For machine = 1 To 6
If globalData.EquipmentInPrimary(stage, machine) = 1 Then

numROunits = numROunits + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "R.O." &" "& numROunits
currCol = currCol + 1

ElseIf globalData.EquipmentInPrimary(stage, machine) = 2 Then
numIXunits = numIXunits + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "ION EX" & " " & numIXunits
currCol = currCol + 1

ElseIf globalData.EquipmentInPrimary(stage, machine) = 3 Then
numCAunits = numCAunits + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Act. Carbon" & " " & numCAunits
currCol = currCol + 1

ElseIf globalData.EquipmentInPrimary(stage, machine) = 4 Then
numUVunits = numUVunits + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "U.V." &" "& numUVunits
currCol = currCol + 1

ElseIf globalData.EquipmentInPrimary(stage, machine) = 5 Then
numDGunits = numDGunits + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "DeGas" &" "& numDGunits
currCol = currCol + 1

ElseIf globalData.EquipmentInPrimary(stage, machine) = 6 Then
numUFunits = numUFunits + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "U.F." &" "& numUFunits
currCol = currCol + 1

End If
Next machine

Next stage
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "C PolishTnk"
currCol = currCol + 1
For stage = 1 To 6

For machine = 1 To 6
If globalData.EquipmentInPolishing(stage, machine) = 1 Then

numROunits = numROunits + 1
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ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) "R.O." &" " & numROunits
currCol = currCol + 1

ElseIf globalData.EquipmentInPolishing(stage, machine) = 2 Then
numlXunits = numIXunits + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "ION EX" &" "& numIXunits
currCol = currCol + 1

ElseIf globalData.EquipmentInPolishing(stage, machine) = 3 Then
numCAunits = numCAunits + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Act. Carbon" &" "& numCAunits
currCol = currCol + 1

ElseIf globalData.EquipmentInPolishing(stage, machine) = 4 Then
numUVunits = numUVunits + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "U.V." &" "& numUVunits
currCol = currCol + 1

ElseIf globalData.EquipmentInPolishing(stage, machine) = 5 Then
numDGunits = numDGunits + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "DeGas" &" "& numDGunits
currCol = currCol + 1

ElseIf globalData.EquipmentInPolishing(stage, machine) = 6 Then
numUFunits = numUFunits + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "U.F." &" "& numUFunits
currCol = currCol + 1

End If
Next machine

Next stage
currCol = currCol - 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "C POU Quality"
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "C From Tool"
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "C SRW"
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "C RecycleTank"
currCol = currCol + 1
For stage = 1 To 6

For machine = 1 To 6
If globalData.EquipmentInRecycle(stage, machine) = 1 Then

numROunits = numROunits + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "R.O." &" "& numROunits
currCol = currCol + 1

ElseIf globalData.EquipmentInRecycle(stage, machine) = 2 Then
numIXunits = numIXunits + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "ION EX" &" "& numIXunits
currCol = currCol + 1
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ElseIf globalData.EquipmentInRecycle(stage, machine) = 3 Then
numCAunits = numCAunits + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Act. Carbon" &" "& numCAunits
currCol = currCol + 1

ElseIf globalData.EquipmentInRecycle(stage, machine) = 4 Then
numUVunits = numUVunits + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "U.V." &" "& numUVunits
currCol = currCol + 1

ElseIf globalData.EquipmentInRecycle(stage, machine) = 5 Then
numDGunits = numDGunits + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "DeGas" &" "& numDGunits
currCol = currCol + 1

ElseIf globalData.EquipmentInRecycle(stage, machine) = 6 Then
numUFunits = numUFunits + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "U.F." &" "& numUFunits
currCol = currCol + 1

End If
Next machine

Next stage
currCol = currCol - 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "C Recycle Out"
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Q Feed"
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Q Feed Tnk"
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Q Pr Rej"
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Q Pr Rej Dr"
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Q Pr Rej Fd"
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Q Pr Rej Rec"
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Q Pr Recirc"
currCol = currCol + 1

ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Q Pretreat"
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Q Pri Tnk Out"
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Q Pri Rej"
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Q Pri Rej Dm"
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currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet. Cells(1, currCol) = "Q Pri Rej Feed"
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Q Pri Rej Pri"
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Q Pri Rej Rec"
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Q Pri Recirc"
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Q Primary"
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Q Pol Tnk Out"
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Q Pol Rej"
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Q Pol Rej Drn"
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Q Pol Rej Feed"
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Q Pol Rej Pri"
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Q Pol Rej Pol"
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Q Pol Rej Rec"
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Q Pol Recirc"
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Q Polish"
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Q Return"
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Q POU"
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Q Rec Tnk Out"
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Q Rec Rej Drn"
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Q Rec Recirc"
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Q Recycle"
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Q Recycle Feed"
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Q Recycle Pri"



currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(1, currCol) = "Q Recycle Pol"
currCol = currCol + 1

End With
'loop through the time span
For i = 1 To runLength

'call the DLL to crunch numbers
globalData.timeInMin = i
Call MODULARUPW(globalData, returnedData, cV, v, u)
With returnedData

'Now put results into active sheet
currCol = col + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = i
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .CFDTK
currCol = currCol + 1
For stage = 1 To 6

For machine = 1 To 6
If globalData.EquipmentInPretreatment(stage, machine)  <>0 Then

ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = u.UPinPretreatment(stage, machine)
currCol = currCol + 1

End If
Next machine

Next stage
currCol = currCol - 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .CPR
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .CPITK
currCol = currCol + 1
For stage = 1 To 6

For machine = 1 To 6
If globalData.EquipmentInPrimary(stage, machine)  <>0 Then

ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = u.UPinPrimary(stage, machine)
currCol = currCol + 1

End If
Next machine

Next stage
currCol = currCol - 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .CPI
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .CPLTK
currCol = currCol + 1
For stage = 1 To 6
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For machine = 1 To 6
If globalData.EquipmentInPolishing(stage, machine) <>0 Then

ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = u.UPinPolishing(stage, machine)
currCol = currCol + 1

End If
Next machine

Next stage
currCol = currCol - 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .CPL
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .CTL
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .CSRRC
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .CRCTK
currCol = currCol + 1
For stage = 1 To 6

For machine = 1 To 6
If globalData.EquipmentInRecycle(stage, machine) <>0 Then

ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = u.UPinRecycle(stage, machine)
currCol = currCol + 1

End If
Next machine

Next stage
currCol = currCol - 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .CRC
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .QFD
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .QFDTKOU
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .QPRRJ
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .QPRRJDR
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .QPRRJFD
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, cuiTCol) = .QPRRJRC
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .QPRRCIRC
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .QPR
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .QPITKOU
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currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + I, currCol) = .QPIRJ
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, cun-Col) = .QPIRJDR
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .QPIRJFD
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .QPIRJPI
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .QPIRJRC
currCol = cun-Col + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .QPIRCIRC
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .QPI
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .QPLTKOU
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .QPLRJ
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .QPLRJDR
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .QPLRJFD
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .QPLRJPI
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .QPLRJPL
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .QPLRJRC
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .QPLRORC
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = globalData.QP + .QRT
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .QRT
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = globalData.QP
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .QRCTKOU
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .QRCRJDR
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .QRCRCIRC
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .QRC
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currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .QRCFD
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .QRCPI
currCol = currCol + 1
ActiveSheet.Cells(i + 1, currCol) = .QRCPL

End With
ActiveSheet.Calculate

Next i
End Sub
Sub GetMachines(ByVal i As Integer, ByVal numMachines As Integer, ByRef currRow
As Integer, By Va! col As Integer, ByRef Equipment() As Long, ByRef Constants() As
Single, ByRef currConstant As Integer, ByRef RT() As Single, ByRef
stageResidenceTime As Single, ByRef Rejects() As Long, ByRef RT2 As Single, ByRef
RT3 As Single, ByRef RT4 As Single, ByRef RT5 As Single)

Dim j As Integer

For j = 1 To numMachines
'get machine type
Equipment(i, j) = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
'get machine constants
If Equipment(i, j) = 1 Then

Constants(currConstant) = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
currConstant = currConstant + 1
Constants(currConstant) = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
currConstant = currConstant + 1
RT(i, j) = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
stageResidenceTime = stageResidenceTime + RT(i, j)
'get reject destination
Rejects(i) = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
'set residence time for stage
If i = 2 Then

RT2 = stageResidenceTime
ElseIf i = 3 Then

RT3 = stageResidenceTime
ElseIf i = 4 Then

RT4 = stageResidenceTime
ElseIf i = 5 Then
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RT5 = stageResidenceTime
End If

Elseff Equipment(i, j) = 2 Then
Constants(currConstant) = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
currConstant = currConstant + 1
Constants(currConstant) = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
curt-Row = currRow + 1
currConstant = currConstant + 1
Constants(currConstant) = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
RT(i, j) = Constants(currConstant)
currRow = currRow + 1
currConstant = currConstant + 1
stageResidenceTime = stageResidenceTime + RT(i, j)

ElseIf Equipment(i, j) = 3 Then
Constants(currConstant) = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
cuuRow = currRow + 1
currConstant = currConstant + 1
Constants(currConstant) = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
currConstant = currConstant + 1
Constants(currConstant) = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
RT(i, j) = Constants(currConstant)
currRow = currRow + 1
currConstant = currConstant + 1
stageResidenceTime = stageResidenceTime + RT(i, j)

ElseIf Equipment(i, j) = 4 Then
Constants(currConstant) = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
currConstant = currConstant + 1
Constants(currConstant) = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
RT(i, j) = Constants(currConstant)
currRow = currRow + 1
currConstant = currConstant + 1
stageResidenceTime = stageResidenceTime + RT(i, j)

ElseIf Equipment(i, j) = 5 Then
Constants(currConstant) = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
curTRow = currRow + 1
currConstant = currConstant + 1
Constants(currConstant) = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
currConstant = currConstant + 1
Constants(currConstant) = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
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currConstant = currConstant + 1
Constants(currConstant) = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
currConstant = currConstant + 1
RT(i, j) = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
stageResidenceTime = stageResidenceTime + RT(i, j)

ElseIf Equipment(i, j) = 6 Then
Constants(currConstant) = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
RT(i, j) = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
stageResidenceTime = stageResidenceTime + RT(i, j)
'get reject destination
Rejects(i) = ActiveSheet.Cells(currRow, col)
currRow = currRow + 1
'set residence time for stage
If i = 2 Then

RT2 = stageResidenceTime
ElseIf i = 3 Then

RT3 = stageResidenceTime
ElseIf i = 4 Then

RT4 = stageResidenceTime
ElseIf i = 5 Then

RT5 = stageResidenceTime
End If

End If
Next j

End Sub
Sub Percentages(ByRef c As Integer, ByRef i As Integer, ByRef j As Integer, ByRef rp()
As Single, ByRef r() As Single, ByRef Equipment() As Long, ByRef Constants() As
Single, ByRef Rejects() As Long, ByRef Rper As Single)

c=l
For i = 1 To 5

'find any rejects in this stage
rp(i) =0
For j = 1 To 6

If Equipment(i, j) = 1 Then
c = c + 2
'RO has a reject
rp(i) = Constants(c - 1)

ElseIf Equipment(i, j) = 2 Then
c = c + 3

ElseIf Equipment(i, j) = 3 Then



c=c+3
ElseIf Equipment(i, j) = 4 Then

c=c+2
ElseIf Equipment(i, j) = 5 Then

c=c +4
ElseIf Equipment(i, j) = 6 Then

c=c+1
'UF has a reject
rp(i) = Constants(c - 1)

End If
Next j

Next i
If Rejects(1) <>0 Then

'compute reject percentage
Rper = 1 -	 - rp(1)) * (1 - rp(2)) * (1 - rp(3)) * (1 - rp(4)) * (1 - rp(5)))

Else
Rper = 0

End If
'compute ratio of 1st reject to total reject
If (Rejects(1) <> 0) And (rp(1) <> 0) Then

r(1) = rp(1) / (rp(1) + (1 - rp(1)) * rp(2) + (1 - rp(1)) * (1 - rp(2)) * rp(3) + (1 - rp(1))
* (1 - rp(2)) * (1 - rp(3)) * rp(4) + (1 - rp(1)) * (1 - rp(2)) * (1 - rp(3)) * (1 - rp(4)) *
rP(5))

Else
r(1) = 0

End If
'compute ratio of 2nd reject to total reject
If (Rejects(2) <> 0) And (rp(2) <> 0) Then

r(2) =	 - rp(1)) * rp(2)) / (rp(1) + (1 - rp(1)) * rp(2) + (1 - rp(1)) * (1 - rp(2)) *
rp(3) + (1 - rp(1)) * (1 - rp(2)) * (1 - rp(3)) * rp(4) + (1 - rp(1)) * (1 - rp(2)) * (1 - rp(3)) *
(1 - rp(4)) * rp(5))

Else
r(2) = 0

End If
'compute ratio of 3rd reject to total reject
If (Rejects(3) <> 0) And (rp(3) <> 0) Then

r(3) =	 - rp(1)) * (1 - rp(2)) * rp(3)) / (rp(1) + (1 - rp(1)) * rp(2) + (1 - rp(1)) * (1 -
rp(2)) * rp(3) + (1 - rp(1)) * (1 - rp(2)) * (1 - rp(3)) * rp(4) + (1 - rp(1)) * (1 - rp(2)) * (1 -
r1)(3 )) * ( 1 -11)(4)) * rP(5 ))

Else
r(3) = 0

End If
'compute ratio of 4th reject to total reject
If (Rejects(4) <> 0) And (rp(4) <> 0) Then
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r(4) = ((1 - rp(1)) * (1 - rp(2)) * (1 - rp(3)) * rp(4)) / (rp(1) + (1 - rp(1)) * rp(2) + (1 -
rp(1)) * (1 - rp(2)) * rp(3) + (1 - rp(1)) * (1 - rp(2)) * (1 - rp(3)) * rp(4) + (1 - rp(1)) * (1 -
rp(2)) * (1 - rp(3)) * (1 - rp(4)) * rp(5))

Else
r(4) =0

End If
'compute ratio of 5th reject to total reject
If (Rejects(5)	 0) And (rp(5) <> 0) Then

r(5) = ((1 - rp(1)) * (1 - rp(2)) * (1 - rp(3)) * (1 - rp(4)) * rp(5)) / (rp(1) + (1 - rp(1))
* rp(2) + (1 - rp(1)) * (1 - rp(2)) * rp(3) + (1 - rp(1)) * (1 - rp(2)) * (1 - rp(3)) * rp(4) + (1
T (l )) * ( 1 -11)(2)) * ( 1 - rP(3 )) * ( 1 -110(0 * rP(5 ))
Else

r(5) = 0
End If

End Sub



APPENDIX D: MULTI-COMPONENT DATABASE OF CONTAMINANT
REMOVAL EFFICIENCIES

UPW SYSTEM Fluoride AMMONIUM CALCIUM TOC CHCI3 Chloride Sodium

Simulation Length (time, max = 240) 240 240 240 240 240 240 240
Feed Water Concentration = TOC 750 785 30000 4000 198 11833 13100
UPW supply flow 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000
Recycle/Useage Ratio 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50
Recycle On/Off (on = 1, off = 0) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

INITIAL CONDITIONS
Initial Concentration in Feed Tank 710 540 15618 3375.71 125.36 6419 8090
Initial Concentration in Primary Tank 33 57 12.8 21.56 53.21 10.4 610.4
Initial Concentration in Polishing Tank 1.4 0.0 1.02 7.39 11.99 0.01 0.05
Initial Concentration in Recycle Tank 66 122 0.008 102.22 3.95 200.00 120.00

SPENT RINSE WATER CONDITIONS
Contaminant Added by tool normally 66 122 0 100 0 200 120
Contaminant Added by tool in spike 0 0 0 100 0 200 120
spike start time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
spike stop time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

STORAGE TANK VOLUMES
Recycle Tank volume 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000
Feed Tank volume 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000
Primary Tank volume 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000
Polishin	 Tank volume 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000

PRETREATMENT INPUT
Pretreatment Recirculate Ratio 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10%
Stages in Pretreatment 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Number of equipment in stage 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Activated Carbon = equipment type 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Constant 1 is Equilibrium Concentration 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Constant 2 is Rate Constant 0 0 0 0.025 0 0 0
Constant 3 is Pass-Through Residence Time 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
RO #1 = equipment type 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Constant 1 is Contaminant Reject Ratio 0.83 0.75 0.98 0.93 0.4 0.94 0.72
Constant 2 is Water Reject Ratio 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22
Constant 3 is Pass-Through Residence Time 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
Reject destination (1 = drain, 2 = feed, 3 = pi 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Number of equipment in stage 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
RO #2 = equipment type 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Constant 1 is Contaminant Reject Ratio 0.7 0.53 0.955 0.87 0.2 0.97 0.7
Constant 2 is Water Reject Ratio 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Constant 3 is Pass-Through Residence Time 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
Reject destination (1 = drain, 2 = feed, 3 = pi 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
UV 254 nm = type 4 equipment 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Constant 1 is Rate Constant 0 0.001 0.001 0.05 0.05 0.001 0.001
Constant 2 is Pass-Throu h Residence Time 1 1 0.05 2 2 2 2

Primary Recirculate Ratio 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10%
Stages (Rejects+1) in Primary Treatment 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Number of equipment in stage 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
UV 254 nm = type 4 equipment 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Constant 1 is Rate Constant 0 0.001 0.001 0.05 0.05 0.001 0.001
Constant 2 is Pass-Through Residence Time 1 2 2 2 2 2 2
Degasifier = type 5 equipment 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
Constant 1 is ()gas 10000 10000 10000 10000 10000 10000 10000
Constant 2 is Henry's Law Constant 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.4
Constant 3 is Mass Transfer Coefficient 0 0 0 0.5 0.2 0 0
Constant 4 is Effective Mass Transfer Area 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000
Constant Sis Pass-Through Residence Time 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
Mixed Bed Exchange = type 2 equipment 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Constant 1 is Equilibrium Concentration 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Constant 2 is Rate Constant 0.55 0.7 0.43 0.05 0.05 0.63 0.9
Constant 3 is Pass-Throu.h Residence Time 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

Polishing Return Ratio 50.00% 50.00% 50.00% 50.00% 50.00% 50.00% 50.00%
Polishing Recirculate Ratio 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Stages (Rejects+1) in Polishing Treatmen 1 1 1 I 1 I 1
Number of equipment in stage 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
UV 185 nm = type 4 equipment 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Constant 1 is Rate Constant 0 0 0.001 0.5 0.5 0.001 0.001
Constant 2 is Pass-Through Residence Time 1 1 0.5 1 1 0.5 0.5
Mixed Bed Exchange = type 2 equipment 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Constant 1 is Equilibrium Concentration 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Constant 2 is Rate Constant 0.9 0.6 0.96 0.12 0.12 0.9 0.9
Constant 3 is Pass-Through Residence Time 5 5 5 5 5 3 3
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APPENDIX E: OPERATION MANUAL FOR UPW SIMULATOR PROGRAM

This Simulator Program requires the Windows 95, 98, 2000, or XP operating

system. There are 2 required files necessary to run the UPW simulator program. These

are the Excel Worksheet file, and a dynamically linked library file called

'ModularUPW_v8.d11'.

The Excel Worksheet file must know be linked to the dll file through an Excel

macro program, which calls a Visual Basic file from within Excel. The .d11 file is called

from the 'Visual Basic' code. This code can be manipulated from within Excel and edited

as text. In Excel Version 7.0 (Office 95), the Visual Basic Code can be accessed by

clicking on the tab marked Visual Basic. In Excel for Office 97, or later, to access the

Visual Basic code, click on 'Tools', 'Macro', 'MakeUPWGraph' ,'Edit Visual Basic

Worksheet'. Approximately 1/3 of the way into the code, you will find the line

'Declare Sub ModularUPW Lib "C:\Files\UPWMODEL\UPW.d11. The path for the .d11

file must be edited to indicate the location of the dll file, ModularUPW_v8.d11.. This is

all that is required in order to run the program from within Excel. To run the program,

you must be on the Excel Worksheet file. Highlight all of column B, and click on the

'RUN' Button.

The flowchart is purely an EXCEL feature. If you change the sequence of unit

processes, you will have to manually edit the flowchart using EXCEL. Within the

Flowchart itself, be careful moving the concentration and flow cells. Ensure that they
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still represent the new schematic. Within the Worksheet, it is best not to delete entire

rows of information, but only delete, cut, paste, copy, etc... within columns A and B.

Feel free to add to the flowchart to meet your needs. You may need to add a flow and/or

concentration from the Worksheet, which can easily be done using EXCEL. On the

Worksheet, locate the column representing the information that you would like to see on

the flowchart, and use the QLOOKUP command.



APPENDIX F: NOMENCLATURE

Cb	 Concentration in bulk solution

C l 	Concentration of ions

Cm	 Membrane concentration [mg/L]

Cp 	Permeate concentration [mg/L]

C s 	Concentration at surface

C s 	Saturation concentration of ozone in water [kg/m3 ]

D	 Diffusivity [m b/sec]

dll	 Dynamically linked library

gal	 Gallon

Henry's law constant for species i [Pa]

Mass flux [g/m2 sec]

Reaction rate constant [1 1M sec]

ka	 dissolution rate constant [1/sec]

km	 mass transfer rate constant [cm/sec]

kR	 kinetic oxidation rate constant [1 1M sec]

Ks 	Membrane permeability coefficient of salt [m3/Pa m2]

ku 	Reaction constant UV Photolysis

Membrane permeability coefficient of water [m3/Pa m2]

Length [m]

Mass Volume of gas [kg/m3] or Molarity [mol/L]
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Py	 Partial pressure of gas

Q,	 Salt flux through membrane[m 3/min m2 ]

Q,	 Water flux through membrane [m 3/min m2 ]

Universal gas constant, 8.314 J/gmol K

Re	 Reynolds number

Rej	 Reject

second

Solubility Ratio [(mg/L liq)/(mg/L gas)]

Sc	 Schmidt number

thickness [m]

Fluid velocity [m/sec]

Velocity at infinite distance away

Molar water weight [g/mol]

xi	 Mol fraction of species i in liquid phase

Mol fraction of i species in gas phase



Greek Letters:
2t,	 Wavelength of radiation [m]

Frequency [Hertz]
or Kinematic viscosity [m2/sec]

B	 Absorption coefficient

t	 Time or Tortuousity

Fluid viscosity [kg/m'sec], or quantity of ions per
molecule

8	 Thickness [cm]

P	 Density [mg/L]

a	 Reaction ratio

It 	Osmotic pressure [Pa]

a	 Stoichiometric ratio of oxidizing species to photoresist

e	 Membrane porosity [m3 void/m3 filter]
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Abbreviations:
AA	 Acetic Acid

CMP	 Chemical Mechanical Planarization

DNA	 Deoxyribonucleic Acid

DOE	 Design of Experiments

DUV	 Deep Ultraviolet

DVB	 Divinyl benzene

FABS	 Semiconductor Wafer Fabrication Facilities

FTIR	 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy

GCMS Gas Chromatography Mass Spectroscopy

GFAA Graphite Furnace Atomic Absorption

HMDS Hexamethyl Di-Siloxane

HP	 Hewlett Packard

ICPMS Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectroscopy

IPA	 Isopropyl Alcohol

IWW	 Industrial Wastewater

IX	 Ion Exchange

MCT	 Mercury Cadmium Telluride

MF	 Microfiltration

MWCO Molecular Weight Cut-off

NF	 Nanofiltration

NVR	 Non-volatile Residue
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OHS	 Olin Hunt Surfactant

PAG	 Photo Acid Generator

PDE	 Partial Differential Equation

PHS	 Poly-Hydroxystyrene

POU	 Point of Use

ppb	 Parts per billion

ppm	 Parts per million

PR	 Photoresist

PTI-E	 Polytetrafluoro-ethylene

PVDF	 Polyvinylidene Fluoride

RO	 Reverse Osmosis

SC	 Semiconductor

SC-1	 Standard Cleaning Solution 1; NH4OH:H202:H20

SNL	 Sandia National Labs

SRW	 Spent Rinsewater

THM	 Trihalomethanes

TI	 Texas Instruments

TMAH Tetra-Methyl Ammonium Hydroxide

TOC	 Total Organic Carbon

UF	 Ultrafiltration

UPW	 Ultrapure Water

UV	 Ultraviolet
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